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ABSTRACT 
Apprenticeship Training: A Program for Cooperation Between 
Business and High Schools in Lagos, Nigeria 
September 1987 
ThankGod Maduka 
B•A., University of Massachusetts, Amherst 
M.B.A., American International College, Springfield 
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts, Amherst 
Directed by: Professor Harvey B. Scribner 
In Nigeria, school sponsored apprenticeship programs 
are not currently available. It is the researcher's view 
that school sponsored apprenticeship programs for Nigerian 
high school graduates would be productive. The educational 
system, government and business communities should cooperate 
to plan, implement and evaluate a school sponsored apprentice¬ 
ship system. The purpose would be to provide a procedure 
where students could learn employment skills before gradua¬ 
tion. 
The purpose of this study was to determine (a) what 
the educational community viewed as their role in apprentice¬ 
ship training, (b) what the business community considered 
as their role in apprenticeship training, and finally 
(c) to establish a link between the two groups in developing 
a guideline for apprenticeship training programs for high 
school students in Lagos, Nigeria. 
After researching the field of needs assessment, 
ideas were taken from many models but the researcher relied 
vi 
mostly on the methodology developed by Coffing and Hutchinson 
(1973; 1974). The research design presented was first 
implemented by a series of two test group interviews in 
each of the three schools selected in Lagos State, the 
selected business organization and two government ministries. 
The participants in these interviews were selected teachers, 
students, managers, line employees, school administrators 
and ministry officials, who helped define the needs of 
students for skills. The needs generated from the interview 
prioritization and analysis were then synthesized into 
57 needs statements. From this the item questionnaire 
was developed and disseminated to a selected sample of the 
schools, business and government officials, selected for 
the study. 
The data from the questionnaire were then analyzed 
to provide guidelines for apprenticeship training programs. 
This study concluded with an evaluation of its design, its 
use, and its effectiveness, as well as recommendations 
for further research. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Background of the Study 
The need for skill training for Nigerian youth is 
discussed by Callaway (1969) in Youth and Development in 
Africa. He showed that in many African countries there 
is high unemployment among young school leavers. He 
pointed out that many of them are caught between a formal 
educational system and a traditional mode of education. 
To combat the question of youth unemployment and 
lack of skills, Kwame Nkruma, the former president of 
Ghana established the Ghana Workers Brigade (Wood, 1974). 
The purpose of the Brigade was to provide low level skill 
training and employment for youths. Similarly in Sierra 
Leone, the problem of lack of appropriate skills was 
prevalent. Commenting on Sierra Leone, Wood (1974) noted 
that a lot of foreign reserve is flowing out to pay for 
food importation. Sierra Leone, therefore started a pro¬ 
gram of apprenticeship to train the youths in the use of 
the land. It is my observation that the problem of inade¬ 
quate land use is not peculiar to Sierra Leone; it is 
common to most African countries including Nigeria, and is 
1 
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caused in part by youths drifting to the cities where 
they think white collar jobs are abundant. 
Blaug (1973) pointed out that "we simply do not 
know how to teach children to be entrepreneurs," and that 
it is the non-formal educational institutions that must 
train students on production of articles of trade. Blaug 
concludes by saying that the "economic value of out-of¬ 
school education vastly exceeds that of formal schooling." 
He continued to say that high school students are both 
motivated by out-of-school education or non-formal education 
which are linked to local needs and responsive to local 
pressures. He also showed that often out-of-school educa¬ 
tion has flexibility which formal education does not have. 
It appears that in most developing countries the problem 
is not one of finding students who are willing to learn 
skills, but one of finding the educational systems to 
provide for that type of education. 
Blaug said that it is the out-of-school education 
that can train students in making the products needed 
by the community. Most administrators or government 
officials, however, think that the best education is that 
which is learned within the four walls of the classroom 
(Blaug, 1973). 
In Nigeria, handing down skills from one generation 
to the other through apprenticeship training has been an 
3 
old tradition (Callaway, 1964). However, such skill train¬ 
ing that is transferred from generation to generation cannot 
adequately prepare students for the present job market. 
Learning from the roadside mechanic is regarded as a way 
out for the poor and those written off by the school system, 
and for a high school graduate to go to these masters for 
training is seen as a letdown. As a result, the government 
spends millions of dollars to train technicians abroad when 
as I think, the school system would have been a good place 
to introduce apprenticeship programs. 
Problem 
School sponsored apprenticeship training is not currently 
available in Nigeria. My view is that for Nigerian high 
school graduates to be productive, the educational system, 
government and business communities must cooperate to rescue 
the situation by developing a guideline or a procedure by 
which students will learn employment skills before graduation. 
One such process or procedure is apprenticeship training. 
The young school graduates appear to be ambitious but 
have little or no experience with regular work. Only a 
few of these "educated" youths are able to secure wage 
paid employment within modern establishments: that is 
government services, the few large industries and commercial 
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firms. In the face of the reality, an increasing number 
of school leavers for some years past have been finding 
work as apprentices within the smaller business enterprises 
which are indigenously owned and managed (Callaway, 1973, 
P. 1) . 
Lewis (1966) showed that unemployment is Nigeria's 
most serious social problem, with political as well as 
economic consequences (p. 41). Lewis believes that the 
unemployment problem with school leavers is a result of 
excessive drifting away from agricultural employment into 
the towns. He goes on to show that the "drift to cities" 
led to a co-existence of labor shortage in the rural areas 
with unemployment in towns. 
My assumption is that inasmuch as "drifting away" 
to towns created unemployment, it'is also true that young 
school leavers had no agricultural skills to make farm 
work interesting. "Farm work" as it is called, says Lewis, 
is a misrepresentation because the duties were performed 
with primitive farm equipment. Young school leavers re¬ 
ceived no training to be farmers. They also went to the 
cities only to walk the streets because they had no skills 
to make them employable on the farms. 
A World Bank Report on Nigeria in 1974 showed that 
• 95 percent of gainfully occupied persons in Nigeria were 
as own-account unpaid family workers and only 5 percent 
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as employees (p. 78). The report goes on to reveal that 
of the former, three-quarters were engaged in agriculture. 
This report goes on to point out that even in the urban 
areas only one-fifth of non-agricultural workers were 
reported as having the status of employees, the other 
80 percent were apparently heavily concentrated in trade 
and service activities. The report blames the problem 
on "Urban drift.” 
It is my view that lack of skill can create "urban 
drift" and the failure of young people to achieve a skill 
is responsible for the lingering issues of youth unemploy¬ 
ment . 
It is not fair to say that Nigerians are not making 
effort to transfer their skills to the youth. Allen (1982) 
maintains that apprenticeship training has traditionally 
been part of a wider educational process in which 
indigenous societies of Nigeria passed on their cultural 
heritage from one generation to the next. It will be 
well to note that these cultural heritages are mainly in 
arts and crafts not the type of skills that are needed in 
today’s highly technological society, hence that transfer 
of skill has not actually met the needs for skilled trades¬ 
men and women needed in today's society. 
My observation is that lack of youth training is in 
part as a result of lack of government and business 
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interest in directing the informal educational process. 
As Allen pointed out, in the Nigerian Third National 
Development Plan (intended for period 1975-1980), it was 
concluded that "small scale enterprises and informal sectors 
may provide the main opportunity for expansion of employ¬ 
ment" (p. 124). Neither the government nor the business 
community has given these small scale businesses any 
incentive for better direction. 
In my judgement, the skills that are being trans¬ 
ferred are not adequate. The young school leavers need 
skills that will make them employable in the society of 
their age, time and need. Therefore, institutions that 
transfer these skills cannot be left in the hands of 
trainers, most of whom are not qualified. 
This study is premised on a belief that if young 
school leavers had participated in a school sponsored 
apprenticeship training and taught the techniques of farm¬ 
ing and were provided with the tools they needed, they 
would not drift away to other places in such large numbers. 
My opinion is that for school leavers, to be adequately 
employed in today's economy, the educational system, 
government and business community must come together to 
develop a guideline or a process by which students will 
attempt to acquire needed skills before leaving school. 
One such process is apprenticeship training. 
7 
Purpose of the Study 
The purposes of this study are as follows: (a) what 
does the educational community view as their role in 
apprenticeship training, (b) what does the business 
community consider as their role in apprenticeship training 
and finally (c) to establish a link between the two in 
developing a guideline for apprenticeship training for 
high school students in Lagos Nigeria. 
It is my opinion that for high school students to 
acquire marketable skills, the government, business and the 
students themselves, must be adequately involved in develop¬ 
ing the educational programs. 
Allen (1982) has shown that schools have not trans¬ 
ferred to the students, skills that will enable them to get 
jobs. Students have learned to read and write. But, 
there are not enough clerical jobs to absorb the number 
of school leavers each year. For employers to be willing 
to hire school leavers, they want to know that the students 
are quite prepared. I contend that the preparation could 
be done through cooperation between business and the school 
system. This will alleviate the concerns of those parents 
and students who are concerned with acquiring employable 
skills. 
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Significance of the Study 
Both Callaway (1964) and Allen (1982) have shown 
that apprenticeship training has been a part of a wider 
educational process in Nigeria. Apprenticeship is still 
a major channel through which even modern technology is 
being transferred to both young and old. 
I hold the view that there is a need in Nigeria 
for the secondary schools to teach skills that will enable 
school leavers to secure jobs in industries in the country. 
Also there seems to be within the business community a 
general understanding that the students whom the schools 
turn out are currently ill-prepared to face the un¬ 
certainties of the existing job market. The schools and 
the businesses do not seem to understand how to alleviate 
the situation. Hence this study. 
Time and financial constraints will not allow me 
to examine skill training in all the 19 states of Nigeria. 
Therefore this study will focus on apprenticeship training 
in secondary schools in Lagos State of Nigeria. This 
state is chosen because as the present capital of the 
country, it has the headquarters of all the major admini¬ 
strative and educational institutions of the land. The 
federal administrative center is also situated in Lagos. 
Many secondary schools in Lagos are made up of students 
from every part of the country and reflect a fair re 
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presentation of the population as a whole. 
This research will contribute to establishing a 
system of cooperation between business community and 
educational community which is currently almost non¬ 
existent at the secondary school level. Also, the study 
will provide the ministry of education, the schools admini¬ 
strators, business community, students and the public, 
information regarding: 
(a) What the educational community views as their 
role in apprenticeship training; 
(b) What the business community considers their 
role to be; 
(c) What the students think about apprenticeship 
training as a means of acquiring skills. 
More specifically this study is significant in 
that all the parties are involved with needs definition 
as they relate to the establishment of an apprenticeship 
training program. 
Delimitation 
In most previous research there seems to be a mis¬ 
conception in the mind of the general public because the 
researchers frequently tend to generalize the findings 
to entire populations. At times some researchers are 
caught up in this misconception. In an attempt to keep 
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this study within proper perspective, I will set forth 
the following limitations which should be kept in mind: 
(a) This research will be limited to only three 
secondary schools in Lagos State, Nigeria; 
(b) Only one business enterprise or industry will 
be involved in the study. The study will focus on an 
auto assembly plant in Lagos; 
(c) The definers of the students needs for 
apprenticeship training will be officials of the assembly 
plant, teachers in the schools, administrators in the 
ministries of labor and education, parents of the students, 
and students. 
Because of the limited number of schools and 
industry, all of the officials at the schools and top 
officials of the industry will be involved, and students 
will be selected by picking every third name in the 
register. 
(d) The questionnaire developed from some of the 
prioritized needs generated will be tested by selecting 
a number of students, officials from the schools, ministry 
and assembly plant; 
(e) This study does not intend to get into the 
problems of administration and personnel in the schools 
••surveyed or to try to correct all of the administrative 
and personnel errors that have been made for many years. 
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In order to be able to design a study that can 
be managed and completed with the available time and finances, 
only three secondary schools and an auto assembly plant 
are chosen as the sites where the research will be 
conducted. 
Definition of Terms 
Apprenticeship Training; Egan (1978) defines apprentice¬ 
ship training as a prescribed period of time during 
which an individual called an apprentice, learns 
a trade through on-the-job training and related 
instructions that covers all aspects of the trade. 
Training covers the theory behind the technique 
of the trade, and includes detailed discussion of 
how certain tasks are performed, and safety pre¬ 
cautions that must be observed in the shop. Classes 
are taught by experienced journeymen (p. 3). 
School Leavers: Those who graduated from both secondary 
and primary schools. This definition does not 
include dropouts. 
Journeyman; The experienced workman in any field. 
Needs Assessment: The gap between current outcome and 
achievements, and desired outcomes and achievements 
for learners, implementers and the community. A 
process of knowing both "what is" and "what should 
be." 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Inasmuch as the focus of this study is on the 
development of apprenticeship training for secondary 
school students in the State of Lagos, the following areas 
of the literature will be reviewed: I. Overview of 
apprenticeship training in Nigeria and other selected 
countries, II. Theories of apprenticeship programs, 
III. Problems inherent in apprenticeship training, 
IV. Apprenticeship in education, advantages, disadvantages 
and its role in industry, V. The role of apprenticeship 
in the future educational employment of Nigerian high 
school leavers. Sections of this review will focus on 
Needs Assessments in both education and business. 
This format is chosen because it is important 
to know what has been happening in the field of apprentice¬ 
ship training in Nigeria and other selected countries. 
As will be seen in this review of the related literature, 
what was regarded as apprenticeship training in some 
countries is mere slavery or exploitation. This review 
also brings out the differences, approach and method of 
13 
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installing apprenticeship training programs in different 
parts of the world. 
Overview of Apprenticeship Training in Nigeria 
As Callaway (1964) shows the apprenticeship train¬ 
ing system in Nigeria began as part of a wider educational 
process in which the indigenous societies of the country 
passed their cultural heritage from one generation to 
another (p. 63). Then he goes on to show that skills 
"owned" by a family were highly valued; and in some lines 
such as native medicine, secrets were zealously guarded 
as they are indeed today. Evidence of passing on skills 
is still strong. A Bivon blacksmith on the Jos Plateau 
or a Yoruba one in Ibadan will say that members of his 
family have been blacksmiths for many generations. The 
present bronze caster to the Oba of Benin traces back 
to a proud family tradition through several centuries 
(p. 63). But this very system cannot provide the emerging 
technological society of Nigeria with the skilled workers 
that it needs. 
Callaway (1964) points out that there are some two 
million apprentices found throughout Nigeria learning 
a wide range of arts and crafts from the traditional skills 
of wood carving and bronze casting to the contemporary 
ones of electrical wiring and dry cleaning (p. 62). These 
apprentices are found on street corners, and other 
15 
indigenous establishments throughout Nigeria. As shown by 
Callaway (1973) this system of youths learning from masters 
has its roots in traditional life when blacksmiths, carvers, 
native doctors and others with specific skills took members 
of the younger generations into their households to give 
them specialized training over a period of years (p. 25). 
So it is that Nigerians have always used this system in 
transferring their skill in arts and crafts to the younger 
generations. Callaway points out that now, the system 
of apprenticeship training has widened to include the whole 
range of modern skills (for example, electrical wiring, 
radio and television repairing, photography). While in 
most western countries and America in particular, 
apprentices are paid, in Nigeria, Callaway shows that 
apprentices pay fees to their masters and sign formal 
contracts. In a study of 225 businesses in rhe city of 
Ibadan, it was found that 70% of the group being studied 
were apprenticed to Nigerian masters. It was shown also 
that businesses like trading and transportation owners 
did not have apprentices (Callaway, 1973, p. 26). 
One interesting factor about the Nigerian apprentice¬ 
ship system which is still true is that most apprentices 
were apprenticed to relatives. When apprentices are re 
lated to the master, fees are not paid. But for those who 
pay fees, the amount varied from master to master. 
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Callaway showed that some paid between $120 to $200 for 
full range of apprenticeships (Callaway, p. 27). 
Apprenticeships run from 2-5 years, as is the case 
for mechanical repairs and printing. In Nigeria, unlike 
most other parts of the world, apprentices live with their 
masters, and eat their meals with them also. In fact, on 
many occasions generous masters clothe their apprentices. 
Callaway (1973) showed that in the study cited above, that 
75% of the entrepreneurs gave food to their apprentices, 
while another 70% gave clothing or weekly allowances. 
Another 45% gave shelter to their apprentices. This type 
of apprenticeship practice, to me, demonstrates the long 
held African tradition of the extended family system. A 
master owes to his relatives, some assistance in achieving 
a level of self support. To feed, shelter and transfer 
skills to the younger relatives is regarded as a noble 
achievement to all Nigerians. 
Allen (1982) identified a very significant aspect 
of the Nigerian apprenticeship system: the relationship 
between the type of occupation and ethnicity. In referring 
to occupation/ethnicity relationship Allen points out that 
in a survey result of masters of Zaria, about half of the 
Hausa workers in the sample were in textile-related 
•• occupations, as compared to less than a quarter of Igbo 
mechanical trade, the reverse was the 
and Yoruba. In the 
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case (p. 131). What Allen is saying is that most Hausa 
apprentices concentrate on textile related occupations, 
apprentices from the Midwest concentrate on sculpting, 
and the Yorubas and Igbo concentrate on mechanical trades. 
Allen shows that this pattern reflects major discrepancies 
within the Nigerian educational system that emerged during 
the colonial and post colonial periods. Table 1 shows 
tremendous variations in educational enrollment between 
southern and northern states (p. 132). The southern groups, 
with their earlier access to better educational facilities 
(and economic advantages that come with it), gained initial 
control over mechanical and small repair trades. 
In order to verify what Allen is saying, I inter¬ 
viewed Mr. Musa Moda, a graduate student from Bouchi state. 
Bouchi is one of the Northern states. Mr. Moda confirmed 
Allen's research results. Mr. Moda stated that vehicles 
came into Nigeria through the south. So most southerners 
learned mechanical skills and transferred it to other 
southerners before it ever got to the north. 
What entered the north was bicycles. Moda said 
there is hardly a southern bicycle repairer in the northern 
states. He went on to say that if the Ibos were to leave 
Bouchi, that there will be no auto mechanics. Moda con¬ 
firmed that there have been tailors in the north all 
He said that northern tailors started through the years. 
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Table 1 
Occupation and Ethnicity 
Hausa Yoruba_I bo Mi 
Traditional textiles 15.5 1.4 1.2 3.2 
Machine tailoring 38.1 10.1 23.1 12.0 
Mechanical 11.2 11.0 21.0 20.7 
Small repairs 19.3 0.1 12.4 10.0 
Others 15.9 29.9 42.3 23.1 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Tailoring 37.9 29.0 21.4 31.0 
Textiles 17.5 2.7 3.0 14.5 
Mechanical 8.8 32.4 17.3 11.0 
Small Repairs 6.4 2.7 3.1 0.1 
other 29.4 35.1 23.0 30.1 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
(2) Those having received primary education 
Tailoring 43.3 13.4 22.1 27.0 
Textiles 1.0 1.2 0.8 0.0 
Mechanical 20.6 47.2 22.0 30.0 
Small repairs 8.0 0.3 9.4 10.0 
Other 26.8 29.4 45.7 32.0 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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with hand sewing until the sewing machines came. Weaving, 
dying of cloth and spinning of cotton are all peculiar 
to the northerners. 
Moda showed that most high school leavers in the 
north went to white collar jobs and there was a severe 
shortage of tradesmen. This he said, resulted from scarcity 
of high school leavers. But all these he said, are changing 
gradually. 
It is important to note that as a part of the culture 
and also the history of the apprenticeship system in Imo 
state, Lagos states and some other states in Nigeria, 
the day of signing of apprenticeship agreements is usually 
a day of rituals and ceremonies. The same goes with the 
day of graduation, the master and the sponsors of the 
apprentice come together to grant him his independence. 
After that day the apprentice is free to either work for 
his master for established wages, or go elsewhere, or 
establish on his own. 
Overview of Apprenticeship Training in 
Selected Countries 
Apprenticeship in Kenya 
Court and Ghai (1974) point out that apprenticeship 
systems in Kenya are of two kinds: the formal and informal 
sectors. In the formal sector, the government recruits 
its apprentices primarily from the eight secondary vo¬ 
cational schools where they had been exposed to basic craft 
practices in one or another of the city and guild courses 
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(p. 293). These apprentices go from there to public 
corporations which were largely owned by the British. This 
is mainly in the field of engineering, automobile repair¬ 
ing, and construction. Court and Ghai go on to show that 
the Kenyan apprenticeship rakes the form of the British 
system. This is evident in the area of formal contracts 
of apprenticeship drawn up and lodged with the Ministry of 
Labor. Wages payment differed from industry to industry 
and employers were obligated to train and transfer skills 
to the apprentices (p. 294). The entrepreneurs cross over 
to formal sectors by describing their premises with garages 
attached as a technical college and levy trainees as much 
as $160.00 a year if they were boarders. Court and Ghai 
show that these institutions are inferior to straight 
apprenticeships in the formal sector and the students 
produced are less qualified. Most of the students attend 
ing these schools come from hinterland and neighboring 
Tanzania where such government sponsored apprenticeship 
systems are not available (p. 294). 
In contrast to the apprentices in the formal 
apprenticeship training sponsored by the government, Court 
and Ghai show that there is the main body of apprentices 
in Kenya, who illegally pay for their training after 
•primary school. In fact, these authors contended that 
this informal sector grew out of the primary school 
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education that stopped having any vocational component 
right after independence (p. 245). This informal sector 
came as a result of inability of the students to continue 
with education after primary schools. Those who could 
not pass the leaving school certificate exams, ended up 
paying these lowly qualified artisans so as to gain some 
skills. This payment of fees by apprentices provided 
income for the masters (p. 245). 
The government of Kenya saw this informal apprentice¬ 
ship as a complete contradiction to the government's plan. 
The informal system was harassed by labor officials who 
intended to close these establishments. Next I will look 
at apprenticeships in Great Britain, West Germany and 
the United States. First, Great Britain. 
Apprenticeships in Great Britain 
It is a well known fact that apprenticeship training 
is almost as old as British history. It has served and 
survived wars and hostilities. Apprenticeship training 
in the United Kingdom dates back to the 12th century when 
merchant guilds were prevalent in England. They were 
responsible for the establishment and growth of town grades, 
monitored and regulated by town authorities (Evaluation 
Technologies, Inc., [E.T.I.], 1981, pp. 3-1). 
As noted by E.T.I., the first craft guilds appeared 
in the 12th century in England and attained its height 
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m the 14th and 15th centuries. The guild was responsible 
for the establishment and supervision of th apprentices 
and their masters in matters of compliance with the articles 
and provisions of indenture (p. 3-1). m the early days 
of the British apprenticeship, the master was held re¬ 
sponsible for the proper upbringing of the apprentice. 
Care and education of the apprentice, his food, clothing, 
housing and working conditions were under constant scrutiny 
during the indenture. The apprentice in turn was held 
closely to a narrow course of deportment, which was virtually 
a code of conduct, and to faithful services. He was always 
enjoined to keep and protect the "mysteries" of his master's 
trade (p. 3-1). This is quite like the Nigerian System 
in which family secrets are jealously guarded. It can be 
seen that apprenticeship systems have always played a 
major role in the development of skills in the history of 
man. And there is no doubt that this process of skills 
transfer will continue to play vital roles in the present 
highly technological society. 
The following example of a typical fifteenth century 
indenture was quoted from an author named Cunningham, by 
Reginald Bray, Bov Labor and Apprenticeship: 
This indenture made the xviii of September the 
year of the reign of King Edward the III, the 
XXth between John Gore of Saint Mary Cray in the 
County of Kent on that oon partie and Walter Byse, 
son of John Byse Sum tyme of Walton, in the same 
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County, fuller on the other partie, witnesseth 
that the saide Walter hath covenanted with the 
saide John Gore for the time of vii years, and 
that the saide John Gore shall find the said 
Walter mete and drink and clothing during the 
saide time as to the saide Walter shall be 
according. Also the saide John Gore shall teche 
the saide Walter his craft as he may and can, and 
also the John Gore shall give him first yere of 
the saide vii yeres iiid in money and the second 
year vid and so after the rate of iiid to an yere, 
and the last yere of the saide vii yeres and saide 
John Gore shall give unto the saide Walter x 
shillings of money. And the saide Walter shall will 
and truely keep his occupatyon and do such things 
as the said John Gore shall bid him do, as unto 
the said Walter shall be lawful and lefull and the 
saide Walter shall be more ale goes to no rebelde 
now sporte during the saide vii yeres without the 
license of the saide John. In witness whereof the 
parties aforesaid have put their seales this day 
and yere aforesaid. 
It can be seen that this "typical indenture did at least 
two things--it established the responsibilities of both 
master, John Gore, and his apprentice, Walter Byse. The 
English language taught to Walter seems to be quite 
different from what we have today. 
In 1562 Queen Elizabeth signed into law the "Statute 
of Artificers" which went into effect in November 1562. 
This Act marked the beginning of the national system of 
British apprenticeship. Prior to this time, apprenticeship 
had been a guild custom which was voluntarily adopted. 
The Act made apprenticeship compulsory before one could 
engage in a town's trade (E.T.I., 1981, pp. 3 4). 
The British apprenticeship system has gone through 
changes from what it was in 1562. In 1964, the British 
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parliament passed the Industrial Training Act. This was 
the first legislation on apprenticeship to be adopted since 
the statute of Artificers in 1562 (Report on Australian 
Tripartite Mission, 1968-69, p. 324). Before 1964, there 
was no system of registration of apprenticeship, no require¬ 
ment that apprentices should be indentured or under a 
written agreement, or that apprentices should undertake 
theoretical or related practical work at a technical 
college, and no government regulation in any sense. But 
all these have changed. Apprentices are now required to 
do all of the above. Today not only is there the Industrial 
Training Act, but there is the Engineering Industry Train¬ 
ing Board. This Board was to oversee the training of 
skilled workers, as pointed out by the Report on Australian 
Tripartite Mission (1968-69). 
Apprenticeships normally commences at the age of 
fifteen or sixteen years, and was scheduled to conclude at 
the age of twenty or twenty-one years. Five years is still 
the common term, although four years is becoming more 
general (p. 332). It seems that the British apprenticeship 
system is the main source of skilled labor. As the above 
report shows, unlike the former apprenticeship system, the 
classification in which a youth is to be trained is not 
determined at the commencement of his first year training. 
The first year deals with basics such as training in basic 
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fitting, on various machines. The second and third years 
were devoted to model training. For each of these models 
the Board tests the apprentices to determine how much 
progress is being made (p. 333). 
It is true the British apprenticeship system has 
gone through changes and it is quite fit to meet today's 
society's needs for highly technical professionals. The 
next country to look at is West Germany. 
Apprenticeship Training in West Germany 
Williams (1963) points out that even though 
apprenticeship and associated forms of training have been 
largely recast since the end of the Second World War, 
the basis was laid down in the 1920's. In fact, he goes 
on to reveal that as far back as 1908, certain very large 
firms had introduced systematic and methodological training 
for their own workers. The DATSCH (The German Executive 
for the Technical System), was formed in 1908. This group 
was responsible for considering ways adequate skills could 
be transferred (p. 17). The report on Australian Tri¬ 
partite Missions shows that the general supervision of 
apprenticeship in West Germany is under the control of 
the Federal Ministry of Economics in Association with 
Ministry of Labor and is codified under specific regula¬ 
tions entitled "Regulations governing vocational training 
in undertaking." But in fact it is the employer organiza- 
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tion that takes responsibility of controlling apprentice¬ 
ships (p. 171). 
The Federal Chambers of Industry and Commerce and 
Handicrafts consists of regional chambers from the various 
Laiider. The Chambers determine whether a particular 
employer shall be entitled to undertake apprentice train¬ 
ing, and if so, how many apprentices he can employ 
(p. 171). This is far removed from the Nigerian system or 
even the British. I think that the German system is highly 
organized and structured to meet their needs for skilled 
labor force. As the above report goes on to show, the 
determination of what the training given to apprentices 
by firms is to comprise of, and its scope and aims has 
been delegated by the Chamber to two separate authorities 
(p. 172). 
The syllabus used in training the apprentices covers 
all aspects of the required training. Apprenticeship in 
Germany generally begins at the end of primary or inter¬ 
mediate school, that is, between the ages of 14 and 16 
years. The qualification for entry is the successful 
completion of elementary schooling and generally the pass¬ 
ing of aptitude tests. Periods of apprenticeship in 
Germany is normally three years and in the highly skilled 
trades, three and a half years (p. 172). 
Obligations and rights of the employer and the 
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apprentice are well spelled out in the apprenticeship 
contract which covers all the apprentices and employers. 
At the completion of training, the apprentices take 
examinations set by the Chambers of Industry and Commerce. 
Successful candidates receive certificates called 
MFachorbeiterbrief." Those in the Handicrafts trade, the 
journeyman's certificate is called "Gesellembrief" (p. 173). 
It is noteworthy that apprenticeship is the normal entry 
route to employment in Germany for persons who are not 
pursuing their studies for entry to universities or other 
tertiary form of education. As a result, 65% of youth 
between the ages of 16 and 19 years are apprenticed. In 
industry, there were 37,000 apprentices in agriculture, 
465,000 in handicrafts, 260,000 in industry, and 500,000 
in commercial occupations (p. 175). It could be said that 
this system is working efficiently. To make the apprentice¬ 
ship system a part of the educational system, apprentices 
are obligated to participate in part-time vocational 
schools for from six to twelve hours per week until they 
are 19 years of age. The curricula at these schools 
generally consists of about 60% vocational work, mainly 
theoretical, but also some practical training where 
necessary, and 40% general education which includes German 
language and social studies (p. 175). As noted by the 
Report of Tripartite Mission (1968-69) apprenticeship 
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training is undergoing a major experiment in industry. 
There is what is called Training by Stages, also known 
as "Graduated Training" system. These systems of training 
were developed by ABB and IG Metal—the metal trades union. 
This plan as the report shows, involves three stages of 
apprenticeship, each lasting one year. The main aim is 
to give a broad training for a group of previously separate 
occupations (p. 175). 
There is no doubt that the German system seems to 
be working efficiently and skilled workforce is being 
produced. 
Finally, an overview of apprenticeships in the United 
States. 
Apprenticeship Training in the United States 
As indicated in the U.S. Department of Labor, Man¬ 
power Administration Handbook (1971), four thousand years 
ago the Babylonian Code of Hammurabi provided that artisans 
teach their crafts to youths The records of Egypt and 
Rome from the earliest times reveal that skills were being 
passed on in this fashion (p. 2). As the handbook continues, 
youths become important members of the society when they 
become craftsmen. As recorded in the Red Book of Hergest, 
‘a 14th century Welch Bordic manuscript, a craftsman brings 
his craft and was always honored and guarded (p. 2). 
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When America was settled, craftsmen coming to the 
New World from England and other European countries brought 
with them their industrial practices and the system of 
master-apprentice relationship. The term indenture came 
from the practice of tearing identions or notches in 
duplicate copies of apprenticeship forms. This uneven 
edge identified the copy retained by the master (Apprentice 
Past and Present, p. 2). With the coming of indentures 
to America, the practice of apprenticeship started. As 
Kursh (1969) shows, the greatest advance for apprenticeship 
in America came with the passage of a Congressional Act, 
since known as The National Apprenticeship Act, which took 
effect July 1, 1937 (p. 40). 
This Act, in effect, according to Kursh, calls upon 
the Secretary of Labor to promote more apprenticeship 
programs. This law did not take any provision for penalty. 
Its purpose was only to promote voluntary cooperation 
between industry and labor, and to offer technical assist¬ 
ance and guidance (Kursh, p. 41). As a result of the 
Federal Act, half the states started their apprenticeship 
agencies, which promoted apprenticeship regulations and 
standards under a variety of state laws. In 1911 Wisconsin 
became the first state to pass the apprenticeship law. 
In 1934 at the urging of a Wisconsinite, a Federal Advisory 
Committee on apprenticeship was created (p. 41). This 
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system of transferring skills was viewed as a way to help 
the helpless. As stated in Apprenticeship Past and Present, 
poor children in colonial New England, who were less than 
10 years old whose parents could not support them were 
indentured to masters who agreed to teach them a trade. 
This practice was legalized by the poor laws (p. 6). The 
indenture quoted below required a youthful apprentice in 
1676 to serve more than 12 years to learn masonry. As 
apprentices they were usually bound to their masters until 
they were 21 years old; the apprentice apparently began 
his services when he was 83 years old. These were his 
conditions of service: 
This indenture witnesses that I, Nathan Knight, 
have put myself apprentice to Samuel Whidden of 
Portsmouth; in the County of Portsmouth, a mason 
and bound after the manner of an apprentice with 
him, to serve and abide to full space of the term 
of twelve years and five months. . . during which 
time the said apprentice his said master shall 
faithfully serve. . . he shall not. . . contract 
matrimony within the said time. The goods of his 
said master he shall not spend or lend. He shall 
not play cards, or dice, or any unlawful game, 
which his said master may have damaged in his own 
goods, or others, taverns, he shall not from his 
master's business absent himself by day or by 
night, but in all things shall behave himself as 
a faithful apprentice ought to do. And the said 
master, his said apprentice shall teach and 
instruct, or cause to be taught and instructed, 
in the art and mystery as mason; finding unto 
his said apprentice during the said time, meat, 
drink, washing, lodging and apparel, fitting an 
apprentice, teaching him how to read and allowing 
him three months toward the latter end of his time 
to go to school to write, and also double approved 
at the end of said time. . . (p. 7). 
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It is very clear that this indenture is quite like the one 
in Great Britain. There are some similarities which show 
that it is the settlers who actually brought this idea 
to the United States. It is quite clear too, that 
apprentice Nathan did not go to school until he was 20 
old. His master also showed some sense of concern 
towards his welfare. It is true that the school instruc¬ 
tion at the time was not adequate but it could be con¬ 
sidered a link with present day apprenticeships which 
provide technical classroom instruction to supplement on- 
the-job training. Despite the improvement made by the 
introduction of apprenticeship systems in the United States 
at that early time, it was without some ugly side effects. 
Apprenticeship Past and Present point out that there were 
cases of exploitation of poor men, women and children as 
indentured servants were given little or no chance to learn 
a trade (p. 7). I believe it was a system that could 
hardly be classified as apprenticeship. This practice 
continued and led to indenturing of prisoners from abroad. 
As pointed out, this practice took place largely in the 
southern states where labor was needed for plantations. 
Workers paid off the cost of their transportation by 
serving as so-called apprentices. This practice was 
.stopped by outcry from the public (p. 8). 
Apprenticeship underwent transformation with the 
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Industrial Revolution to apply to the New Machine Age. 
Kursh (1969) shows that as the need for high guality 
workmanship increased for the metal working industry in 
which machinists and tool and die workers were among the 
most highly skilled, there was need for a system of 
monitoring what was going on. In 1952, the standards 
covered by this agreement were broadened to include the 
training of tool and die makers (Kursh, p. 43). Figure 1 
is the agreement on apprenticeship that was written 
jointly by employers and District No. 9 of International 
Association of Machinists in 1941. Today apprenticeship 
has standards such as (1) qualifications of apprentices-- 
applicants must be sixteen years of age and should have 
a minimum of two years of high school, (2) term of 
apprenticeship--the term of apprenticeship normally should 
be 8000 hours of reasonably continuous employment, 
(3) probation period--all apprentices shall be tried out 
after 8000 hours, (4) related school instruction--the 
committee shall cooperate with school officials in the 
preparation of courses and other matters relating to class¬ 
room work, and (5) wages—the apprentice shall receive 
an increase in pay equal to one-eighth the difference 
between the apprentice starting rate and the minimum 
journeyman's rate after each 1000 hours. The minimum 
starting rate shall not be less than $1 per hour. (It is 
APPRENTICESHIP 
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ST. LOUIS, MO. AND VICINITY 
MACHINIST AND TOOL AND DIE MAKER 
apprenticeship agreement 
THIS AGREEMENT, entered into this _ day of 
19_, between _ 
and _, born 
APPRENTICESHIP, and (if a minor) 
referred to as his PARENT/GUARDIAN. 
, hereinafter referred to as the EMPLOYER, 
, hereinafter referred to as 
_, hereinafter 
WITNESSETH, That the EMPLOYER, the APPRENTICE and 
his PARENT (or GUARDIAN) are desirous of entering into an 
agreement of apprenticeship in conformity with the standards 
of the Machinist and Tool and Die Maker Joint Apprenticeship 
Committee of St. Louis, Missouri, and Vicinity, which 
standards are hereby made a part of this agreement as 
if expressly written herein; and, therefore, in consideration 
of the premises and of the mutual covenants herein con¬ 
tained, they do hereby mutually covenant and agree as 
follows: 
That the EMPLOYER agrees to employ the APPRENTICE for 
purpose of enabling said APPRENTICE to learn and acquire 
the trade or craft of _ upon the terms and conditions 
contained in the apprenticeship standards attached to 
this agreement and made a part thereof. 
That the APPRENTICE agrees to perform diligently 
and faithfully the work of said trade or craft during the 
Continued on next page 
period of apprenticeship, complying with the training 
program contained in said standards. 
That the PARENT (or GUARDIAN) covenants with the 
EMPLOYER that the APPRENTICE will duly perform all oblige 
tions undertaken herein. 
That the apprenticeship term begins on the 
ddY °f - 19-' and terminates upon the completion 
by the APPRENTICE of eight thousand (8,000) hours of employ 
ment in said trade or craft as stipulated in the said 
standards. 
That this agreement is subject to the approval of 
the Machinist and Tool and Die Maker Joint Apprenticeship 
Committee of St. Louis, Mo., and Vicinity, nd registered 
with the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, that after 
approval, annulment will be made by said Committee only 
upon the mutual consent of all parties to the agreement, 
or by said Committee upon its own motion after notice 
to the parties and opportunity to be heard. During the 
probationary period such annulment may be made by the 
Committee without the formality of such notice or hearing, 
upon request of either part to the agreement, and the 
Committee shall notice the Bureau of Apprenticeship and 
Training of such annulment. 
Continued on next page 
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In witness whereof, the parties hereunto set their 
hands and seals: 
(Apprentice) (Employer) 
(Address) (Office of Firm) 
(Parent or Guardian) (Address) 
Approved by the Machinist and Tool and Die Maker 
Joint Apprenticeship Committee of St. Louis, Mo., and 
Vicinity _, 19 
__ Chairman 
___ Secretary 
Registered with the Bureau of Apprenticeship and 
Training _, 19_. 
_# Apprenticeship Representative 
Figure 1: Apprenticeship Agreement 
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important to point out here that at this writing the rate 
for a starting apprentice would be minimum wage or more.) 
Apprentices with previous experience shall be paid to the 
level which their experience advances them, and (6) periodic 
examination the committee shall examine the apprentice's 
work and school record periodically (p. 47). 
As shown in "Apprentice Past and Present," the 
apprenticeship system has grown with America, and like 
America, it is still growing and changing. Today it serves 
a totally different nation from the pioneer days. Scien¬ 
tific discoveries, new training methods, expanding in¬ 
dustry, a booming population, a determination that as a 
person we will live not only free but equal--these are 
among the demands of our present day technological and 
social systems to which apprenticeship is responding 
(p. 19). It seems likely that the apprenticeship system 
will meet these demands. But to meet the needs for changes 
in production methods and products, apprenticeship systems 
have been set up in new trades and apprenticeship, and 
the old has been updated. Example is the newly created 
"chemical process distributor," which is taught in a three 
year program in which apprentices learn reactor and 
compressor operations, power generation and distribution, 
thermal cracking, fractionation-distillation and similar 
job components (p. 19). My observation is that in this 
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age of high unemployment and high technology, apprentice¬ 
ship training is a viable tool that can be used in 
transferring skill to those whose skills have become 
obsolete. The system will be very much in demand today 
than at any other time. 
There are apprenticeship information centers all 
over the country. Even schools are teaming up with 
industry in establishing apprenticeship systems so as to 
supply industry with the skilled labor it badly needs. 
Looking ahead, apprenticeship has served in many of man¬ 
kind's stages of development. This method of learning 
and teaching skills is still one of the best ways of 
training skilled craftsmen, and that is what made America 
an industrial giant (p. 22). The years ahead will be even 
more demanding. 
Having gone this far, I will now look at the theory 
of apprenticeship training. 
Theories of Apprenticeship Training 
As long as apprenticeship training has been in 
existence, it seems unbelievable that the contributions 
that it has made to economic and industrial advancement 
of society seem to be forgotten. On this basis, we will 
look at some theories that discuss this method of trans¬ 
ferring the highly needed technical skill to the young and 
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old. First in these theories is (a) "The Theory of iron Man." 
This theory states that as machine tool becomes constantly 
more automatic, the more the individual is replaced by 
the iron man (Prosser and Quigley, 1950, p. 105). The 
preponents of this theory go on to say that there is a 
decreasing need for training for economic ends, technically 
or theoretically because there is less and less demand 
for their use in employment (p. 105). If this is true, 
then it could be that civilization as we know it may not 
survive in years to come. For as long as new inventions 
are available, so will the need be to transfer that 
knowledge to others. 
Apprenticeship, therefore seems to be one of the 
avenues, if not the avenue, through which the needed skills 
can be transferred to younger generations. Supporters of 
the Iron Man theory argue that it is a social waste to 
train workers for economic efficiency in a machine world 
where such efficiency is not required. These supporters 
go on to say that, if the above statement is true then 
it will amount to social wisdom to divert all resources from 
technical education to leisure (p. 106). It seems that 
no matter how sophisticated or complicated a machine may 
be, it is a skilled worker who will operate it. The fact 
that there is great efficiency in production of goods and 
services does not mean that workers should become idle. 
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There is always a cost attached to idleness and society 
will pay dearly for time wasted. Therefore, I believe 
that there are still new heights to be attained. And it 
is skilled men and women that will explore these heights. 
It is true that there are many machines that can do a lot 
today, yet these machines are produced, operated and 
serviced by skilled tradesmen and women. 
Skilled workers are still needed and will be in 
the future so as to meet society's demand for efficiency 
and high quality products. Another side of the Iron Man 
theory is the case of the professional specialist vs. the 
specialized worker (p. 106). The proponents of this theory 
indicated that the argument does not refer to professionals 
like surgeons, and also that society has high need for 
highly trained technicians (p. 106). What then do these 
supporters mean? As Prosser and Quigley show, the concern 
these supporters have is the issue of development of 
machines and improving on them for better and quicker pro¬ 
duction, that the further subdivision of task will be 
inevitable as these machines are perfected (p. 107). It 
does seem that the supporters are saying that the more 
faster machines we have, the more subdivisions of task 
will be needed which will create specialized workers for 
'that task. This argument appears not to hold today be¬ 
cause all that the worker needs as the machines are 
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improved is to be retrained to meet the demand of the newer 
sophisticated machines. As Prosser and Quigley have shown, 
another group of theorists support the theory of all 
education for leisure. These theorists' thesis goes like 
this: 
There was a time when the goods of the world were 
produced by craftsmen, each of whom made every 
part of the thing he produced and made it by hand. 
This craftsmanship required a certain recognized 
proficiency in the craftsman. Traders training 
was necessary to fit him for the high demands 
of his calling. To give this training, the 
institution of apprenticeship arose and flourish¬ 
ed for a season. This craftsmanship and this 
apprenticeship system have worked and disappeared 
as invention and discovery have developed the 
power-driven machine substituted for the old hand 
tool, machine tools which do the work formerly done 
by the craftsman and later by the tradesman. 
Constantly these tools tend to be more specialized 
in the process they perform and more automatic in 
their action. This has brought a constant in¬ 
crease in the subdivision of tasks and a constant 
decrease in the tool work of the wage earner. As 
a result he has become a mere machine tender in 
whose work with the machine there is no longer any 
need for manipulative skills, technical knowledge 
or job intelligence. There is little, if any, call 
for these assets--so little that when necessary 
they can easily be picked up on the job. 
Consequently, the proposal to give vocational 
education to produce workers, at least, is not 
only a wasteful program, but a pernicious one, 
since they need to use all their time and attention 
in learning how to spend their leisure, and none 
of their time or attention is required for learning 
how to work (p. 107). 
It seems to me that this thesis is out of place. 
Apprenticeship has a role to play in the educational and 
industrial environment of this present time. As we see 
many dropouts, there is no doubt that apprenticeship is 
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needed to help these young people learn a trade that would 
help to make their lives meaningful. Further, it seems 
clear to me that if there is less time given to work, 
society will be worse than it is now. As Prosser shows, 
the advocates of this theory of education for leisure, 
forgot to mention the demands and opportunities in workers' 
occupation for the use of skill, knowledge and intelligence 
(p. 108). Intelligence is highly needed today to run the 
sophisticated computerized machines, but these theories 
tend to say gone are the days when intelligence is needed 
on the job of a craftsman. 
Prosser and Quigley point out that the very iron 
man was constructed by the hands of skilled workers. They 
went on to emphasize that it is the hand skill that 
measures, cuts, fits, and adjusts sometimes to a thousandth 
of an inch. These men and women must also exercise a job 
intelligence in the use of great body and wide variety 
of special technical and trade knowledge (p. 113). It 
seems to me that intelligence and technical training needed 
for today's jobs show that apprenticeship training remains 
to be a system by which those skills and technical training 
can be transferred. As quoted by Prosser and Quigley, 
President Theodore Roosevelt had a creed which said, 
I believe in the free public training of both the 
hands and mind of every child born of woman. I 
believe that by the right training of men, we add 
to the wealth of the world. All wealth is the 
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creation of man and he creates it only in nro- 
t0 thS trained craftsmen of the community 
may crLtr?pme;2Titrain' ^ ^ We*lth 
It is my opinion that President Roosevelt was right and 
that idea is completely applicable to our systems today. 
If all the high school dropouts could learn a trade today 
and be gainfully employed, the government will be richer. 
the able-bodied men and women who have given up 
hope of working could be retrained today they would be 
fully employed, and more wealth will be created. 
"Mudsill Theory of Education" Is Another of 
These Theories 
President Lincoln was against the theory of training 
for leisure, and called it "Mudsill Theory of Education"-- 
the theory which "assumed that labor and education are in¬ 
compatible and any practical combination of them impossible." 
Lincoln's philosophy was that "educated people must labor." 
Otherwise, education itself would become a positive and 
intolerable evil. No country can sustain in idleness more 
than a small percentage of its numbers. The great majority 
must labor at something productive. From these premises 
the problem springs; "how can labor and education be most 
satisfactorily combined?" "By the 'mudsill' theory it 
is assumed that labor and education are incomaptible, and 
any practical combination of them impossible. According 
to that theory, a blind horse upon a treadmill is a perfect 
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illustration of what a laborer should be—all the better 
for being blind, that he could not kick understandingly." 
According to that theory, the education of laborers 
is not only useless but pernicious and dangerous. in 
fact, it is, in some sort, deemed a misfortune that laborers 
should have heads at all. Those same heads are regarded 
as explosive materials, only to be safely kept in damp 
places, as far as possible from that peculiar sort of 
fire which ignites them. A Yankee who could invent a 
strong headed man without a head would receive an everlasting 
gratitude of the 'mudsill' advocates. "As each man has 
one mouth to be fed, and one pair of hands to furnish 
food, it was probably intended that that particular guardian, 
director, and protector of the hands, and mouth, insepar¬ 
ably cultivated and improved by whatever will add to its 
capacity for performing its charge" (p. 130). I think 
that the leisure theory of education was developed by 
people who probably thought that man can be controlled 
by the machine they produced. No matter how great a machine 
may be, it will remain in the role of helping man take 
care of his environment, be it at work or at leisure. 
That will never render man useless. 
Problems Inherent in Apprenticeship Training 
In looking at the problems confronting apprentice¬ 
ship, I will take two views: (1) looking at the problem 
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faced by the apprenticeship system in America, and 
(2) looking at that faced by the apprenticeship system 
in Nigeria. 
Problems Inherent in American Apprenticeship 
Training Programs 
Despite the great advantages of the apprenticeship 
system, there are still some problems. Patterson and 
Hedges (1946) point out quite a few of these problems: 
(a) the invention of an orderly way of induct apprentices 
into industries so that they can do their production job 
when needed. This they say is unconsciously controleld 
ky the economic character of the industry. They continue 
by saying that as long as scarcity characterizes the economy 
in which Americans live and work there will be attempts 
to control the number of people admitted (p. 147). 
(b) Contrivance of some method by which the goals of pro¬ 
duction may be extended in any given branch of enterprises 
so that apprentices will be trained neither in dearth 
nor surplus, (c) the control on a community basis of the 
number of apprentices and their orderly induction into 
industry (p. 147). 
Patterson and Hedges went on to indicate that the 
construction trades need statistical approach so as to 
be able to forecast demand in skilled workers, since they 
could not keep up with the rate of the demand, and average 
age of the apprentices was slightly over 38 years. They 
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also showed that if those 65 years and over would retire 
as a group, those positions could not be filled with 
younger age groups (p. 49). The problem confronting the 
apprenticeship system was also expressed by some high 
school students as expressed in "Towards the Ideal Journey¬ 
man," a publication of the labor department (1971). High 
school students indicated a pay scale slightly lower than 
reality, which some said influenced their decision not to 
go into apprenticeship training (p. 8). Another problem 
is that these high school students thought that the 
greatest opportunity was in white collar occupations (p. 
9). These trends worked against the desire of young school 
leavers to opt for apprenticeship, rather they decided 
to go to college. But it is my opinion that this trend is 
changing, particularly in the recent technological advance¬ 
ment . 
But it is important to note that financial diffi¬ 
culties contribute heavily in limiting apprenticeship 
training expansion. In this time of great moves toward 
less government spending, it is no doubt that funding for 
this type of program will not come easily. Another area 
of concern is that industry should play more active roles 
in training skilled workers than they have done in the 
past. As indicated above by these high school students, 
it shows that they do not have the right information about 
apprenticeship training. This goes to show that the 
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students either do not have the right information, or they 
do not know how to use the information available to them. 
Efforts should be made to change this image. 
In fact, as shown by "Policies for Apprenticeship," 
a publication of Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) (1979) one problem facing apprentice¬ 
ship training is that it may lead to narrow specialization 
inadequate occupational flexibility and mobility. 
The case in point, the OECD goes on, is the Ontario, 
Canada case. The report says: 
We doubt the continuing viability of a training 
system that recognizes only one level of com¬ 
petence and discourages mobility between trade 
areas (pp. 77-78 ) . 
Again OECD shows another problem, that is, that 
openings for training in private enterprises are dependent 
on regional economic structure and on general economic 
development (p. 79). 
Problems Inherent in Nigerian Apprenticeship 
Training Programs 
In terms of the Nigerian apprenticeship system 
the problems are so much that I think that it will suffice 
to name a few. Callaway (1973) in a survey found that 
the majority of Nigerian apprentices were unschooled youths, 
particularly in the older occupations like blacksmithing, 
strip weaving, designing and dying of batik (p. 3). One 
other major problem that Allen (1982) points out is the 
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payment of fees by apprentices in Zaria, in Northern 
Nigeria (p. 128). This means that those who cannot pay 
fees will therefore not be able to receive training in 
the field of their interest. Allen also points out some 
inconsistency in the treatment of apprentices. The fees 
by apprentices differed by the number of years of 
formal education. Table 2 shows that payment of fees (or 
lack of such payment) was related to the formal educational 
levels attained by apprentices. Half those interviewed 
by Allen claimed to have some primary education, but it 
was found that of those who paid no fees, or who were 
taught by relatives, almost two-thirds had no formal school 
teaching of the western type (though many had some koranic 
education). This proportion, Allen found, decreased 
noticeably as the fees paid to masters increased. The 
survey shows that while 56% of those paying less than $30 
had no primary education, only 27% of those paying over 
$80 were in similar situations. Therefore, the higher the 
fee paid, the more likely it was that the apprentice had 
gone to primary school. The survey did not say whether 
the fees were paid monthly, yearly, or for the whole 
length of the training program. 
But why would those with some education pay more, 
.it was not stated in the findings. The survey also showed 
that the type of occupation taken up was related to educa¬ 
tional level achieved. Fifty-eight percent of the tailors 
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had no primary education, compared with only 38% of the 
mechanics. This Allen shows is a result of the technical 
nature of the mechanical trade. This implies that the 
skill taught at primary school, at the most, basic literacy 
and numeracy will somehow provide an inherent advantage 
when it comes to being a mechanic. This was also stated 
in my interview with Mr. Moda. 
Table 2 
Apprenticeship Fees and Education Levels 
No education Primary 
No payment 65.4 34.6 
1-29 55.6 44.4 
30-49 44.0 56.0 
50-79 36.7 63.3 
80+ 26.9 73.1 
Taught by relatives 64.4 35.6 
All 49.8 50.2 
Callaway (1964) points out that some apprentices 
complained of poor treatment from relatives with whom they 
were staying. They complained of lack of proper food, 
or not enough food, or the wife of the relative showing 
annoyance at their presence at the home (p. 70). I think 
that Callaway is right, having seen this situation take 
place in the case of a friend who lived with one of his 
apprentices in Nigeria. Another problem Callaway points 
out is the long hours spent on the job by the apprentices, 
many times it is from dawn to dusk. By the time the 
apprentice gets home they would be very exhausted (p. 20). 
After the training period, Callaway shows that 
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because of tough economic times, apprentices cannot 
establish on their own, so they spend longer than expected 
time with their masters. This is a setback to the 
apprenticeship system in Nigeria. Allen (1982) points out 
the problem of exploitation. As he shows, the apprentices 
attach themselves to their masters and they see themselves 
as receiving training, but their masters receive certain 
rewards in both cash and labor. Allen says that in general 
conclusion this amounts to the relationship of exploitation 
in which the component of "cheap labor"--as opposed to 
"excellent training" had come to dominate (p. 127). In 
elaborating on this problem, Callaway (1964) points out 
that the master takes his responsibility seriously, but 
he cannot pass on knowledge he does not have. There is 
a ceiling Callaway shows, not to his ambition but to his 
technical and managerial proficiency (p. 73). My observa¬ 
tion is that the result of this would be in turning out 
poorly trained craftsmen and women. 
Lack of government interest seems to be a major 
setback on the Nigerian apprenticeship system. As will 
be shown later in this study, these apprentices turn out 
to be enterpreneurs providing jobs for thousands of school 
leavers. And Yet, the government has no policy towards 
its improvement. There is no financial support of any 
kind. Industry's interest is not as it should be. The 
government and industry should be actively involved in 
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developing a policy to guide this sytem. 
Apprenticeship in Education 
^ time when there are so many guestions about how 
effective the educational system is, and how much students 
are prepared for the job market, or to meet the need 
of industry, the role of apprenticeship in education cannot 
be overemphasized. A case in pint is the community 
college/industry cooperation in Allegheny County in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. As pointed out by Witworth (1982), 
the Community College of Allegheny County (CCAC) developed 
a "non-joint” apprenticeship program, with no union in¬ 
volvement (p. 38). As Witworth points out, the college 
is responsible not only for providing the related educa¬ 
tional components, it also served as a catalyst to bring 
the two parties together, and is the cement that binds 
the relationships and makes it workable. 
While the school provided the classroom teaching, 
they looked out to the industry to provide for on-the- 
job training. This came as a result of the unwillingness 
of students to continue with classroom learning as the 
only way of gaining technical skill. This Witworth said, led 
the school to look to industry to provide that part of 
the deal. CCAC also worked with the area vocational/ 
technical schools to provide laboratory aspects of the 
training and also the source of potential apprentices. 
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The machine program at CCAC has three phases: admissions, 
educational process, and certification. As Witworth shows, 
admission into the program demands that an individual 
first meet the requirements to be an apprentice. The 
applicant must be employed full-time with an employer who 
is willing to sponsor the apprentice, meet the apprentice¬ 
ship standards, and sign the appropriate papers with the 
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, and the apprentice 
(p. 38). CCAC plays the role of placement for would-be 
apprentices. As Witworth shows, employers are not 
interested in talking to individuals who have not had hands- 
on skills. To satisfy employers expectations, CCAC re¬ 
cruited individuals for the program who have basic skills 
and experience (p. 38). The educational components of 
the program, Witworth says, is that the student attends 
school two nights a week for a minimum of three years 
(which includes summer) in order to earn an associate 
degree in machine technology. Apprentices earn 17 credits 
per year and 51 for three years (p. 39). As Witworth 
shows, certification of individuals in the program comes 
from both the college and the State of Pennsylvania (p. 39). 
'Phis idea could be carried down to the high school 
level. In fact, this type of program is going on in 
Springfield, Massachusetts. In a discussion with Ann 
McCarthy, a Vice Principal in one of the Springfield public 
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schools last year, she pointed out that there is a co¬ 
operation between the school and Digital Corporation, a 
computer manufacturer. In this cooperation, the students 
go to the company and learn technical trades in computer 
technology and programming. This serves as a part of the 
schools' curriculum. The students earn credits, and there 
is no doubt that this relationship will open doors of 
employment for these young school graduates. 
As pointed out by the OECD bulletin on "Policies 
for Apprenticeship," efforts have been made to integrate 
apprenticeship into other forms of education so that it 
becomes a fully accredited link between compulsory educa¬ 
tion and various forms of secondary and higher education 
(p. 74). One signal the bulletin says that shows that 
a country is treating apprenticeship as part of the learn¬ 
ing force is when the central administrative control of 
apprenticeship is in the ministry or department of educa¬ 
tion. An example of this is the Netherlands, 1919, Denmark 
in the post war period, and Germany, 1972 (p. 74). As 
stated by the OECD Bulletin (1979), to incorporate 
apprenticeship into educational systems, it is necessary 
to create completion of apprenticeship as equivalent to 
the completion of lower or upper secondary or higher educa¬ 
tion, and as a qualification for entry to the next level 
of education on a par with academic credentials (p. 75). 
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As far as Nigerian apprenticeship is concerned, 
it is my opinion that there is a very long gap between 
the apprenticeship system and the educational system. 
There are technical colleges in the country, but what 
s^u^e^"ts receive is mainly theoretical education without 
practical training, or on-the-job training. At the end 
of such schooling, the students sit for an examination 
for certification on the London City and Guilds. I believe 
that most people of Nigeria, educators and some businessmen 
included, think that apprenticeship training is for those 
who could not make it through school. Both Callaway 
(1964) and Allen (1982) in their writings did not make 
any reference to any form of integrating apprenticeship 
into the educational system, rather they seemed to be 
saying that the apprenticeship system which they call 
"non-formal education” is serving a purpose of enhancing 
the economic status of most Nigerian small businessmen. 
It seems that for apprenticeship to be recognized in 
Nigeria, it must be seen as a formal system of education 
rather than non-formal. And educators and industrialists 
should take active interest in creating such a system. 
Advantages and Disadvantages 
As Strauss (1973) showed, apprenticeship has ad¬ 
vantages that are worth noting. Apprenticeship has 
contributed to the needed skilled workers of many 
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countries. Apprenticeship trained journeymen earn higher 
than their contemporaries in the industry. They have more 
job security because of their skill. They adjust easily 
to technological change. Apprenticeship raises standards 
more than it restricts entry (p. 22). McDonald (1940) 
made it plain that apprenticeship seems to be the way of 
training skilled workers and transfer of skills which 
cannot be done in the regular school setting (p. 11). 
Kursh (1965) shows that one of the advantages of apprentice¬ 
ship is a lasting skill. Kursh indicated that labor 
economists, business executives, government officials, 
craftsmen, union leaders and businessmen who owe their 
success to apprenticeship training—all feel that 
apprentice-trained craftsmen have skills that last for a 
lifetime. He also indicates that apprentices do more 
exciting and creative work (p. 31). Kursh goes on to 
point out that apprentices have faster upgrading. Charles 
E. Koerble, a former apprentice, in his doctoral disserta¬ 
tion at the University of Wisconsin, analyzed twelve years 
work experience of 340 apprentices. He found that 115 
of them had moved to management level positions and had 
taken an average of 6-9 years to win promotion after be¬ 
coming qualified craftsmen (p. 33). As Kursh continued to 
show, Dr. Koerble found that more than 60% of the total 
group had moved to jobs involving a more varied and precise 
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application of their skill and knowledge. Nearly 35% 
had moved to management level positions in the first 
five years of their status as skilled workers (p. 34). 
Like it is said, almost any advantage has its 
disadvantage. As shown by the OECD Bulletin (1979), 
apprenticeship training tends to recognize only one level 
of competence. Mobility seems to be discouraged (pp. 
78-79). It does not seem that there are a lot of dis¬ 
advantages in this system of skill transfer. It could 
be said that the advantages of apprenticeship training 
outweighs whatever may be the disadvantages. 
Role of Apprenticeship in Industry 
The role of apprenticeship in industry cannot 
be overemphasized. As shown by Patterson and Hedges, 
Frederick W. Taylor, the father of scientific management, 
took the position that it was management’s task not only 
to select men but to train, teach, and develop them. 
Taylor continued by saying that management does not do its 
work well unless it seeks to train the men to reach the 
highest pitch of their services. Patterson and Hedges go 
on to show that apprenticeship has naturally been stimulated 
by programs of labor-management relations. An example of 
an apprenticeship's role in industry could be seen in the 
example of the A. 0. Smith Company of Milwaukee, a leading 
example in mechanized production, that has a comprehensive 
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program of apprentice training (p. 21). As indicated by 
Patterson and Hedges, a number of large corporations 
followed the same program, companies like: General 
Electric, West Lynn, Massachusetts; American Airlines, 
Inc., New York (p. 21). 
R. Randall Irwin, Manager of Industrial Relations, 
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation made these statements to the 
California Apprenticeship Council: 
We have heard. . . of the scarcity of skilled 
labor in certain trades and industries and we 
have heard the question asked as to whether 
apprentice training is a responsibility of 
industry or public. Without a doubt it is a 
joint responsibility of both industry and the 
public, but one thing is certain, apprentice 
training without the wholehearted support and 
leadership of industry just cannot exist. 
Mr. Irwin went on to say that "expanding industries today 
are facing acute shortages of craftsmen," and "putting an 
apprenticeship program in operation is not a difficult 
task" (p. 22). 
Another example of apprenticeship role in industry 
is the case of the TVA Program--Tennessee Valley Authority. 
In normal times, the TVA employs about 10,000 skilled 
workers in fifteen different crafts, as well as semi¬ 
skilled and unskilled workers. As shown by Patterson and 
Hedges, where cooperation between labor and management is 
not only a rule of procedure but is based upon established 
procedures and directives machinery, the apprenticeship 
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program becomes an asset, as has been demonstrated in 
thousands of cases throughout the United States (p. 24). 
Callaway shows that many Nigerian' s most successful 
entrepreneurs in building and contracting--have had their 
early starts as apprentices. Almost all the proprietors 
of the few Nigerian-owned and managed modern small in¬ 
dustries also began their trade in this way (p. 65). it is 
my opinion that Nigeria's apprenticeship system has played 
quite a role in Nigerian private industries. Most of the 
, blacksmiths, shoe factories, depend on the 
apprenticeship system for their labor supply, particularly 
skilled labor. But today's industries needs for skilled 
workers is so tremendous that the supply of the skilled 
laborer must be organized right from high school. Industry 
must work with educators so as to come up with guidelines 
for such a policy for cooperation. 
The Role of Apprenticeship in Future Educational/Employ- 
ment of Nigerian High School Students 
As a developing nation, the Nigerian educational 
system has been producing young men and women with high 
school diplomas. Most of these young school leavers do 
not have adequate skills so as to be employed effectively 
within the economy. 
Allen (1982) indicated that the apprenticeship 
system has been a way Nigerians have transferred their 
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skills to the younger generations. This, Allen said, is a 
"part of a wider educational process in which indigenous 
societies of Nigeria passed on their cultural heritage 
from one generation to the next" (p. 124). it is my view 
that as Allen indicated, these skills that are being handed 
down are not very adequate. These skills are not the ones 
needed today. Most of these trainers have played important 
roles, but times have changed. High schools and industry 
must begin to work together so as to produce the right 
skilled professionals. The apprenticeship system cannot 
be left in the hands of masters of which most are 
illiterates. For the young school leavers, they need 
skills that will enable them to find jobs, possibly become 
self-employed. Today there are many Nigerian high school 
leavers without jobs or skills to make them employable. 
Callaway (1973) considers that the "back streets of 
Nigeria's major cities. . . might be considered as vast 
training centers" and that entrepreneurs "are not created 
by long years in classrooms. Rather, they emerge from 
this process of learning on the job under the hard 
discipline of economic realities" (pp. 47-48). 
Blaug (1973) points out that "we simply do not know 
how to teach children to be entrepreneurs" and that it is 
the non-formal educational institutions that must teach 
them how to produce and sell products. It is, he 
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concludes, his "hunch" that "the economic value of out-of- 
school education vastly exceeds that of formal schooling" 
and that students are better motivated, better linked to 
local needs, more responsive to community pressures, and 
have a flexibility that formal schooling lacks (pp. 55-57). 
As can be seen, the apprenticeship system in Nigeria is 
quite detached from the educational system. it is my view 
that if the apprenticeship system can be made a part of 
the system of education, most of the idle youth today will 
be delighted to take up apprenticeship training as a means 
of acquiring needed skills for gainful employment. 
Apprenticeship must be integrated into the educational 
system. Again, it is obvious that these youths, after 
completing high school, do not perceive apprenticeship at 
a back street as a forward step towards improving their 
standard of living. Hence, I believe, that leaving this 
system of acquiring skills in the hands of roadside 
mechanics will not attract school leavers. So industries 
should be a part of the system by providing the equipment 
needed for the training. I agree with Buchanan (1975), 
that "learning is no longer something confined within the 
four walls of a classroom, but a continuous process, part 
of the every day business of living and earning one's 
bread, and of transforming one's social and physical 
environment" (p. 55). This, according to Allen (1982) will 
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promote the view that the apprenticeship system provides 
a focal point for the educational process and the basis 
of a superior, and appropriate educational system" (p. 125). 
It is true that with the rate at which Nigeria's 
economy is growing that skilled workers will continue to 
be needed. And apprenticeship systems will play a greater 
role in the supply of skilled workers to the industry. 
But it seems that without the apprenticeshp system, be¬ 
coming a part of Nigeria's educational system and fully 
recognized with full cooperation of the industries, this 
system may not produce the right skills needed. This can 
be done by finding out what industry is looking for in 
skilled workers, and what students need in terms of skill. 
Then the industry and education will work out a guideline 
that will establish this type of apprenticeship system 
which satisfies the need of both sides. And thereby 
creating the skilled professionals industries need today. 
I hold it very firmly that in order to do this, planners 
must be very careful. Students should not be indentured. 
Since it seems to be a kind of bondage, it does not seem 
appropriate here. Students should not have to go through 
this kind of system of learning. In this apprenticeship 
system students are not going to be paid, but they will 
receive credit for their work. It will open the door to 
them to be employed. The learning will not have to be 
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in the school, it should take place wherever the skill is 
provided. And the teachers will not have to be pro¬ 
fessional teachers, but professionals in their respective 
trades. 
This system will only be an extension of educational 
supply. Instead of allowing students to just leave school 
without knowing where to go and what jobs to seek, they 
would have skills that will help them realize their dreams 
for life. And they will be better citizens, contributing 
their share to nation building. 
Conclusion 
In looking over ail this body of literature, it is 
obvious that the system of apprenticeship that can provide 
Nigerian economy with the skills it needs is not yet in 
existence. A policy or guideline is needed to establish 
an apprenticeship system that will bring industry and 
education together. Nigeria needs to make the apprentice¬ 
ship system a part of its educational goal. With an 
apprentice system in place, students will be interested in 
acquiring skills through the system. Producing skilled 
workers should not only be within the classroom. It can 
take place anywhere the skills are taught. And the 
teachers do not have to be licensed professional teachers, 
but they can be experts in their respective fields with 
government recognition. Industries will serve as a good 
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base for this set-up. it is clear that the establishment 
for apprentice systems will surely benefit the industry, 
government and education/students. Skilled workers will 
be in surplus supply, in the dissertation, the guideline 
will be completely and fully developed by me, by the use 
of the needs assessment tool. The next section will be 
a review of needs assessment models. 
Needs Assessment Models 
Human needs have been of great concern to man and 
those around him. It is my observation that experts from 
different fields, particularly psychology, have tried to 
find a way to satisfy man's need. The idea of need is 
tied closely to the concept of motivation, drives, stimuli, 
instincts, values, and interest. 
Writing in The Encyclopedia of Education, Berlyn 
(1971), shows that "drive stimuli bias organism toward 
particular forms of behavior, generally ones that hold 
out some prospect of relieving the drive" (p. 40). Berlyn 
goes on to say that need and drive come together in many 
areas. He also showed that Freud derived a connection 
between the drive reduction theory and the "view that 
ultimate aim of behavior is to climax stimulation and keep 
it to a minimum" (p. 410). 
In The Encyclopedia of Education, talking about 
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vocational choice. Super (1971) shows that "even more 
fundamental than values and interests, are needs, drives 
resulting from the lack of something essential" (p. 472). 
In making an indirect reference to Maslow's Hierarchy of 
Needs he said that, higher level needs have more 
opportunity to manifest themselves when basic needs 
(physiological or survival) have been met. 
Behavior modification, stimulus response and re¬ 
inforced condition, both in psychology and education, have 
their beginning from specific needs being satisfied. In 
reference to Thorndike’s "Law of Effect" (p. 989), Berlyn 
(1971) points out that the law states that "acts followed 
by satisfying consequences tend to reoccur, while those 
followed by annoying or punishing consequences tend to be 
abandoned" (p. 409). Berlyn goes on to show that "students 
motivating conditions must include the forms of drive in¬ 
clining towards a behavior to be taught (p. 413). in 
conclusion, Berlyn points out that educators must reckon 
with "vast variations in the susceptability of different 
individuals of particular reinforcement conditions" 
(p. 415). 
It can be seen that people have different kinds of 
needs at different times. The needs that people have 
compel them to seek a way to get those needs satisfied 
to avoid frustration. Following is an attempt to look at 
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how experts in their different fields have tried to de- 
termine people's needs. 
To be able to use any particular model in a study, 
It is essential that a review of several models of the 
instrument be done, which will show diversity in purpose, 
use and implementation. The explanations that follow 
are a review of several literatures on needs assessment 
models. I will, where necessary, interject my opinions 
and views in contrast to the literature's position. 
The literature from 1945-1975 reveal quite a number 
of needs assessment projects. I will look at needs assess 
ment models in education and in business. The result 
library research done shows that theie has not been 
much done in this area in business, while there is quite 
a lot of material in the area of education. There are 
different needs assessment projects. Some use interviews 
in finding out what the needs of respondents are; some 
use questionnaires, and another method used a combination 
of both the interview and questionnaire. Now a look 
at Needs Assessment in Education. 
Needs Assessment in Education 
As the literature shows, there has been quite a 
lot of work done in needs assessment in education. It 
is so much that it is not possible to write about all of 
them here. Most models used in these projects are based 
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on one or both of these types: the live interview and 
the questionnaire survey. Within these two types, there 
are several variations. Coupled with these two main kinds 
of needs assessment, a few specialized ones have been 
developed. 
I will first look at th special kinds of needs 
assessment projects. 
Raths and Metcalf (1945), developed what they called 
"The Wishing Well," needs inventory. The authors made up 
a long list of "I wish. . ." statements and asked children 
to check off the ones that applied to them. These authors 
felt that "the special wishes of a sampling of children 
are related to more general needs of all children" (p. 71). 
The list of needs developed included a feeling of belonging, 
sense of achievement, economic security, a feeling of 
esteem, a share in decision-making, etc. I wonder how 
the authors could have come up with these high levels of 
needs for children. We were not told the age of the 
children so as to know if these needs would actually be 
their concerns at that age. Some of these items of needs 
look like the needs of adults and not children. Raths 
and Metcalf could have allowed the children to suggest to 
them what they felt their needs were. 
Another special needs assessment was developed by 
Bramble and Mortons (1976). This needs assessment project 
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was sponsored by the Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC). 
This project was later known as the Appalachian Education 
Satellite Project (AESP). The purpose was to drive in¬ 
formation relative to continuing education needs in the 
areas of education, medicine and health, business and 
industry, human resources and government. A list of needs 
was compiled from basic sources: (1) an extensive review 
of the literature regarding needs in five programming areas 
was done; (2) a series of needs assessment conferences at 
12 sites in Appalachia was held in spring of 1976 (Bramble 
and Mortons, 1976, p. 4). These literature reviews in¬ 
cluded: (1) documents regarding Appalachian needs prepared 
by ARC or contracting agencies to obtain information re¬ 
lative to needs and to identify other services of informa¬ 
tion; (2) documents relating to Appalachian needs from 
materials identified through conventional library and 
computerized search; and (3) existing materials describing 
local, county, district, or statewide needs within portions 
of the Appalachian region (p. 5). After compiling these 
needs inventories, a series of needs assessment meetings 
were held in each of the 12 sites. About 400 people 
attended the meetings. In each of these meetings the needs 
assessment forms were given out. Attendees representing 
each area of need were asked to list their needs according 
to the following scale: l=extremely strong need; 2=very 
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strong need; 3=strong need; 4=moderate need; 5=little need; 
6=very little need; 7=no need. The form also allowed the 
respondents to add and rate any needs they felt needed 
to be added. After completion of the forms each group 
worked together to put the scaied needs into five priority 
needs within their subject area (p. 11). 
I do not think that through a literature review 
people's needs can be adequately determined. And who 
actually did the review of literature of needs? It is 
my view that the one whose needs are being determined must 
have a part in the determination of their own needs. More 
so, most of the needs found in the literature today may 
not be a need tomorrow. Again, there was no measurement 
of these needs as to know how far the listed needs are 
being met. The authors did not from the inventory of needs, 
tell us if these needs are operationalized or not. The 
question is not determining what needs exist, but is the 
procedure valid and reliable? This procedure does not 
seem to be a very valid and reliable procedure because of the 
reasons given above. It is very obvious that the needs 
as found in the literature will be different from the needs 
of the people. It does not seem right for the professionals 
to define the needs of the people. This is not saying 
they should not be part of the defining group. But it 
would be more appropriate if those whose needs are being 
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defined be allowed a chance to say exactly what they think 
their needs are. what a professional sees as other people’s 
needs may not be what the people may see as their own needs. 
This is like producing a product without finding out first 
if there is a market for it, and then turn around to force 
the product down the consumer's throat. 
Another special needs assessment project was de¬ 
veloped by Melton (1977), who works with the Newport News 
Public Schools, Newport News, Virginia. This he called 
A District Wide Approach." The author thought there was 
a restriction of information in the system. There was a 
lot of veto power used, particularly on new ideas. Some 
data was screened out in the decision-making process as 
a result of this; there was a need to find out what is, 
and what should be. The author chose the Q-Sort technique. 
What happened here, as the author showed, is that students, 
educators, and community members were asked to prioritize 
24 generic goal statements to determine the relative 
importance of each goal. The idea was that the school 
district resources (time, people, money) would be allocated 
to emphasize those goals determined to be most important. 
This approach, to me, seems appropriate, but one 
thing stands out very clearly, the author listed the 
school district goals and asked the respondents to put 
them in categories of importance. This would enable the 
district to allocate their time, people, and funds. In any 
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needs assessment where the defining of the needs does not 
involve those whose needs are in question (in this case 
students, educators), the data generated may be misleading. 
It is my conviction that if these groups are allowed to 
say what they think their needs are, they probably would 
come up with different needs statements. There was no 
measurement to know how far the needs are being met and 
what should be. 
Now I turn to specific areas of needs assessment, 
like the use of interviews, questionnaires, or a combina¬ 
tion of both. First of all, the interview. 
Interview. A good number of needs assessment 
projects in the literature that employ interviews also 
use questionnaires. But at the same time, there were quite 
a few others that use interviews only. Krebs and Steven 
(1971) in "An Assessment of Needs Related to the Education 
of Indian Children in the State of Washington," reported 
one of these cases using interview only. What the authors 
did was to select informants from different groups namely, 
parents, students, community organizations, tribal councils, 
etc. Field interviews were conducted with each member 
of the group participating. The interview was structured 
because prepared questions under general topics were asked. 
But the discussion was expected to be informal. The tape 
of the interviews were analyzed by groups of experts, who 
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turned the data obtained into problems, and these problems 
in turn were seen as needs. Finally, they were turned 
into programs for meeting the needs. 
In most needs assessment, the researchers do not 
consider those whose needs they are concerned with when 
selecting definers of their needs. But in this research, 
the researchers took care of this problem by involving 
those whose needs they are concerned with as part of the 
definers of their needs. But inasmuch as this is a strength 
on their part, they gave too much power to the experts. 
These experts now have the power to say what data are to 
be translated into needs or not. This is one aspect in 
the literature where prioritizing is not used. Again, 
there is no measurement of how far the present needs are 
being met. So the discrepancies are not known. 
There is yet another method that has been used; and 
that is hand delivery. In this case the questionnaire 
is carried by hand and delivered to selected individuals. 
This method was used by The Brick Township, New Jersey, 
public school system. The public school system implemented 
a needs assessment of different citizens in 1974. This was 
done by door to door canvassing by P.T.A. members. In 
this case, the need was already assumed. "Overcrowded 
conditions in the schools require solutions" (Extended 
School Year, 1973, p. 1). 
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Unlike most needs assessment where the purpose is 
to generate needs data, this one was different. The inter¬ 
view was mainly done so as to get answers instead of needs 
data. The advantages of a one-to-one directive, and the 
assurance of high rate of returns on the investigation are 
quite obvious. But it seems that in a situation like this, 
a lot could be both presumed and expected from the volun¬ 
teers in terms of conveying a representative sample of 
the community. The next is the questionnaire. 
The questionnaire. The interview system of needs 
assessment usually goes hand in hand with the questionnaire. 
But there are many cases where questionnaires have been 
used without interviews. In many cases when questionnaires 
are used, the most common type is a list of prepared state- 
ments to check. Dunnette (1982) developed a questionnaire 
model for the National Association for Foreign Student 
Affairs. The purpose of this needs assessment was to de¬ 
termine the needs of foreign engineering students for 
management skills. The survey instrument was mailed to 
197 deans of engineering at United States universities 
offering graduate engineering programs. A variety of 
possible academic solutions was given to deans, to be rated 
as to how well it would prepare their foreign engineering 
students for a managerial position in their home country. 
Note that in this case, it was not only checking off 
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what one feels, but respondents were asked to rate some of 
the questions. Again, this is another case where priori¬ 
tizing was not used. The measurement of the data showed 
that the needs of foreign engineering students for manage¬ 
ment skill is not being met. The questionnaire method has 
one major disadvantage, that is, many respondents may 
choose not to return the questionnaire. 
Dunnette did an extensive literature review from 
where he decided what should be in the questionnaire. This 
method of defining people's needs seems to be very preva¬ 
lent among the professionals. But doubts do exist as to 
how much this actually addresses the people's actual needs. 
Twelker, et al. (1972) developed another survey 
questionnaire at the U.S. International University in 
Corvallis, Oregon. The survey asked seven groups (teachers, 
department chairpersons, curriculum coordinators, media 
specialists, etc.) to sort several items of information 
about an instructional system into the categories re¬ 
presenting levels of importance. Respondents were given 
100, 3" x 5" cards relating to what information one would 
like to have before selecting a set of instructional 
materials to sort in one hour. The cards were to be 
divided into three piles--important, neutral, unimportant, 
in the first task of the sorting. Second sorting re¬ 
respondents were to take each pile and sort it as before. 
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Then finally, the nine piles were put in envelopes and 
sent to decision-maker. 
It seems that this system has the advantage of 
double prioritizing. This double prioritizing will be 
seen again later. It is interesting that Coffing and 
Hutchinson model uses double prioritizing. 
The interview-guestionnaire. An interview- 
questionnaire model was developed by Bowser and Robinson 
(1977). In this model a structured interview utilizing 
questionnaires was used. The purpose was to determine 
vocational needs of secondary special education students. 
The basis for data collection was the special education 
enrollment in San Diego City schools for tenth, eleventh 
and twelfth grades. The authors interviewed teachers, 
students, and their parents. Data collection was in this 
category--deaf, educable mentally retarded, orthopedically 
handicapped, visual, trainable, mentally retarded. 
Students were interviewed, as were teachers; but parents 
were interviewed by telephone as well as in person. A 
check-off list was included in both the parent's 
questionnaire and the teacher's questionnaire. The list 
presented a series of talents, job skills, interest, etc. 
The items were divided into eight scales: applied 
intelligence, fine motor coordination, cross motor 
coordination, physical ability, etc. These items were 
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scaled from 1-6 ("can do/does do "could not do"). The 
lower the scale the better, or stronger the ability. 
This needs assessment project seems to he quite 
interesting. These students were given a part in de¬ 
termining what their needs are. Also, parents were given 
the chance to contribute what they felt were their 
children's needs. Teachers who teach the children were 
allowed also to help in defining the children's needs. 
This model has the advantage of generating a needs data 
that is quite broad based. It would seem that everyone's 
needs will be considered under this model. Unlike going 
to review literature on special education, these authors 
chose to consult those who actually should know best— 
students, parents, and teachers. 
Another interview-questionnaire model was used 
in assessing the educational needs of students in the 
State of Washington. Boyd (1970) reports that the pro¬ 
cedure is of two kinds. Phase 1 consisted of a mailed, 
self-administered questionnaire, asking each individual 
respondent to check off from a large list of possibilities 
those that concerned him/her. In most cases, when assess¬ 
ments are made to develop students' needs for any program, 
the definers are not limited to one group (eg. the 
students, or their parents). In this case, six layers 
were made: teachers, non-teaching staff, senior high 
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school students, parents, business persons, and in¬ 
creasingly school dropouts. A random sampling was made for 
the questionnaire in the six groups. Phase 2 was made 
up of 34 focus interviews. In both cases, the random 
sampling went further, to represent different ethnic, 
geographical, and school district size within the state. 
The school districts were divided into urban metropolitan, 
rural ethnic, urban non-metropolitan, etc. During the 
interview a trained interviewer was in the background and 
made a recording of the whole session. The same needs 
items on the questionnaire were discussed during the 
interview. 
The result of the mailed questionnaire and the taped 
materials which was transcribed into thirteen hundred 
pages, were given to the officials in the superintendent's 
office. But there was no report on what they did with the 
materials, because no data was reported. 
This needs assessment seems to have some advantages: 
(a) it covers a wide spectrum of the community; (b) it used 
random sampling which allows for objectivity and validity; 
(c) it also involved several different individuals in de¬ 
fining students' needs, and (d) interviews to get 
clarification and potential operationalizing of needs. 
Fitzgerald (1972) reports a similar assessment. 
There is still another factor in the process of needs 
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assessment that can be seen in this report. Through 
the questionnaire used, two sources of information were 
gathered from each student, teacher, and parents. Each 
of the items (developed by a district team) was checked 
twice on a 0-100 scale, once to show where he/she might 
be operating if his/her needs were met. A discrepancy score 
was calculated, and those items over a certain percentage 
were the ones which educators addressed in planning new 
programs. 
Summary of General Needs Assessment Models 
As can be seen from above, assessment models have 
been developed and implemented over the past many years. 
But most work has been done in the past 10 years, as 
an effort to develop programs that will enhance the learning 
experience of students. Some have had specific objectives, 
such as preparing goals, assessing validity of procedures, 
isolating of non-school organizations and so forth. Most 
of the models used review of literature as their source 
of needs inventory. This method is very common in needs 
assessment. This is as a result of the general perception 
that the experts know what is good for the people. On 
the other hand, the people do not know much about their 
needs. 
The majority, however, use either, or both, the 
questionnaire and interview. Interviews are done with 
a specially sampled group of three or four individuals to 
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as many as thirty or more. On many occasions, the inter¬ 
view data is taped for further analysis. Most times, 
interviews are only vehicles to administer prepared 
questions, or any kind of questionnaire, in a live person- 
to-person format. Questionnaires are of different length, 
types of responses required, means of recording responses, 
ways of communicating the questionnaires, different kinds 
of people, or groups, surveyed. Some respondents are few, 
and others are quite large. In some cases respondents 
are asked to check off items that pertain to them, and 
others just want the respondents to give their opinion. 
Some models use the words, objectives, or needs, when 
asking respondents to define their pertinent needs. 
These types of information are always required if 
the data will be used by decision-makers in planning new 
programs. This is done so as not to duplicate needs that 
are already met or being met. In few cases where measure¬ 
ment is done the process is not operational, that is, 
nobody actually went out to see or observe the measurable 
performance. 
In some instances, some authors or practitioners 
cite several models and make a comparison of their 
characteristics. For example, McGuffey (1973) did a study 
in Chicago which compared four types, and Kaufman and 
Hersh (1969) in their article on determining educational 
needs. 
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Needs Assessment in 
Since my interest area concerns both education 
and business, it will be appropriate to review some needs 
assessment models in business. Despite its appropriate¬ 
ness, it is rather unfortunate that there is not much 
done in business in this area of needs assessment. During 
my search for materials in this area, I came across a 
few materials. These are the materials that will be 
reviewed here. 
Nichoff and Romans (1982) conducted a needs assess¬ 
ment project as step one toward enhancing productivity. 
This project was described as an aid in training management 
and manpower development personnel. Peter Drucker has 
said, "The greatest boost to productivity would be for 
management people to learn to ask, 'what do we do in 
this organization that helps you do the jobs you're being 
paid for, and what do we do that hampers you?'" Human 
resource planners need to ask what are the perceived 
needs of the employee. Nichoff and Romans believe that 
human resources development programs should be designed 
to help employees improve some aspect of job performance. 
The authors therefore believe that a needs assess¬ 
ment need be done in order to determine the training 
of management needs of employees. To learn about employees 
needs, a questionnaire was constructed which asked 
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respondents to indica-t-^ i-hQiv 
icate their perceived developmental needs. 
Twenty-nine management activities were classified into 
categories of planning, organizing, leading, controlling, 
Personnel administration, stress, and marketing. Respond. 
ents were to indicate whether their needs included a 
Particular activity (yes), whether they were different 
or indifferent to a particular activity (neutral) or 
whether they had no need for training in a particular 
activity (no). 
A total of 976 questionnaires were filled out by 
seminar participants in the following seminars: Pre- 
supervisory Training <N=45, where N=Number), First-line 
Production Supervisors <N=81), Management Intern (N=19), 
Principles of Management Development (N=340), Inter¬ 
mediate Management Development (N=185), Advanced Management 
Development (N=156), Career Assessment Center (N=46), and 
Key Employee (N=54). All these respondents are employed 
by one company. The result of the survey showed that the 
training needs indicated were in planning with 58% 
of respondents, organizing, leading, personnel administra¬ 
tion, etc. 
It seems that this study has one strong advantage; 
that is, a wide variety of managers were involved in 
determining what their training needs are. But the study 
did not tell us how the questionnaire was constructed or 
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needs inventory was gathered. This study is one of those 
few needs assessment models where prioritizing is not done 
Nothing was said in terms of measuring the extent to which 
these needs are being met. one point to note is that all 
the respondents are employees of one company. It cannot 
be generally said that data obtained is a representation 
of all the business community, it is not a sampling of 
the entire population. At least the researchers did not 
say so. so the validity of the data and its reliability 
may be questionable. 
Another needs assessment project in business was 
done by John W. Bajtelsmit of the American College at Bryn 
Mawr, Pennsylvania in 1981. The purpose of the project 
was to assess research competencies needed by business 
professionals. To do this. Research in Business Survey 
(RIBS) was developed. In order to find what research 
competencies were needed by business professionals, the 
author constructed a scale consisting of thirty-three 
statements of research skills and competencies for the 
survey. The needs items were generated from hundreds of 
student suggestions, from an inspection of relevant text¬ 
books (i.e., Emory, Murdick, Rigby), from listings of 
relevant functions for middle management positions, and 
from similar lists in other areas. Major content areas of 
the RIBS items included specific foundations of business 
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research, research design, data collection, analysis 
communications. 
and 
Respondents were drawn from both business students 
and MBAs. This included graduate students in MBA programs 
at an eastern university. And the respondents who hold 
the MBA degree and were currently employed full-time were 
recruited by students who were enrolled in Business 
Research Methods courses. All responses were confidential 
The questionnaire required respondents to indicate the 
degree of perceived importance (on a 5 point Likert Scale) 
of each RIBS statement. Respondents were instructed to 
respond to each skill and competency in two different ways 
(1) respondents were to indicate how important the skill 
is to business education programs at the present time; and 
(2) they were asked to indicate how important the goal 
should be to business education programs. 
In analyzing the data collected, it was required 
that a measurement be done to show "what is" and "what 
should be." It was found that the discrepancy between 
"what is" and "what should be" is consistent in all the 
needs items measured. 
It is my opinion that this model has some advantage 
It covered two groups that are quite needed in order to 
do this type of needs assessment. It covered both 
students and those who are already on the job. This 
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brought together a variety of views The 
views. The measurement was 
a Plus for this model, ft enables the decision.maker 
information user to know the areas that need attention. 
But despite these strengths it is clear that prioritizing 
which is a common factor in needs assessment, is lacking. 
Again, the author limited himself to fust one school. The 
views of these students cannot he representative of all 
graduate students of business. And for the fact that the 
students recruited the professionals, creates some elements 
of bias. This though, is one time in needs assessment 
that I came across confidentiality. This does not mean 
that confidentiality in responses to survey questionnaires 
is not common. All that is being said here is, that in 
all the literature I went through, this is the only one 
that talked of confidentiality. 
Another needs assessment project was in the form 
of a doctoral dissertation by Issam Jamil Merei of Texas 
Tech University in 1977. The purpose of this needs assess¬ 
ment was to determine the needs of external, sophisticated 
users of financial statements. The questionnaire for the 
study, or the needs items, was constructed by reviewing 
accounting and financial literatures. Also reviewed were 
financial statements. Items were also chosen judgmentally, 
using study group reports on objectives of financial 
statements as a major source of information. Information 
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that deals with cash flow and earning power were included. 
Respondents were chosen randomly from various financial 
and accounting institutions, such 
Institute of Chartered Financial 
of Robert Mann's Associates, (3) 
as: (1) Members of the 
Analysts, (2) Members 
Commercial Bank and Credit 
Loan Offices, (4) Members of the National Associa¬ 
tion of Business Economists. To choose these respondents, 
a random sampling of the entire population was done. The 
size of the population was 12,264 external users. A 
ludgemental sample percentage of 7% was randomly selected 
and contacted by the researcher. Eight-hundred fifty-nine 
questionnaires were mailed out to the respondents. About 
313 were received; out of this number, 86 were not usable. 
Therefore, the researcher used only 227 questionnaires 
returned. 
Participants were asked to indicate their needs 
for each item of information by spending an appropriate 
portion of a hypothetical budget of $5 as follows: $0 
(item of information is not needed); $l-$4 (varying degrees 
intermediate needs); and $5 (item of information is 
essential). Questions were repeated in different parts of 
the guestionnaire to evaluate the consistency of responses. 
It is my belief that the decision by the author 
to do the sampling of the population instead of studying 
the entire population is advantageous. The sample is 
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large enough to 
the use of mail 
represent the entire population. Again, 
as a means of ooilecting data makes bias 
low and creates less anxiety for respondents, it also 
cut down on cost. The respondents are of varying back¬ 
ground in financial management, which makes the data 
collected valid and reliable. But it would have been 
even better if the respondents were given a chance to 
include what they perceived as their needs. Rather, 
they were limited to the needs items derived from literature 
reviews. 
It can be seen from these few needs assessments 
that needs assessment is not very popular in the business 
community. But at the same time, it is a tool that enables 
decision-makers to locate resources where needed. There is 
no doubt that with needs assessment, business could identify 
the cause of low motivation which is a setback on produc¬ 
tivity. The models reviewed generated data that can 
be used in decision-making even though some of them may 
not be completely reliable and valid. In all the models 
so far reviewed, only the one by Merrei was limitation 
cited. Others did not mention it, as if there was none. 
The Coffing/Hutchinson Model 
In this section I will review the needs assessment 
model which was developed by Dr. Thomas Hutchinson of the 
University of Massachusetts at Amherst, and Dr. Richard T. 
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coffmg of Ohio state University. Dr. Hutchrnson presents 
this model in a graduate course at the University of 
Massachusetts called -Needs Assessment Methodology" 
(hereinafter designated as NAM,, nam seems to be the most 
explicit and complex generally useful needs assessment 
model found in the literature. The Coffing/Hutchinson 
Model somehow looks like other models that have been re¬ 
viewed. This is true, in that it can make use of both 
interview and questionnaire approaches for determining 
needs and measuring needs fulfillment. NAM also allows 
for sampling, prioritizing, multiple groups of definers 
and various survey procedures. Like other models discussed, 
NAM is built on a systems design, diagrammable in clearly 
defined steps. (See Appendix A for a sample of this system 
design in NAM). 
NAM differs from other models in several ways, which 
is a reason why I have chosen it as the model appropriate 
for my research to be carried out. NAM is preferred to 
other models for the following reasons: (a) It can be 
applied to many kinds of needs assessment. (b) Its 
complex process makes it responsive to a broad range of 
options. (c) It has a well defined base and stipulated 
assumptions. (d) It is explicit in formulation of 
directions for each step, and (e) it demands that 
definitions of needs be operationalized as specifically as 
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Possible so that intonation users can possibly find the 
information potentially usable. 
The following explanation is summarized and 
excerpted from a 25 page paper wrth bibliography and 
appendices, prepared for the symposium on "Methodologies 
Under Development" at the Annual Meetrng of the a.E.r.a. 
Chicago, April 17, 1974. 
"hoftop!csS"enoniS beCOml2g °ne of ^cations 
clientT^I • resSLr^t^r 
accordingly, it is becoming politics for 
educators to learn and to respond to their 
clients conceptions of what their needs are A 
that^ducatiSri?1 lnterest in needs assessment is 
tnat educational agencies are adopting more 
systematic decision-making strategies Con- 
sequently, the formal assessment of needs is 
?nnn?g^° 5® viewed as an essential information 
input to educational management at all levels 
rom the classroom to national programs. 
Clearly, people's needs ought to be among the 
basic criteria for designing and evaluating 
educational services (p. 1). 
This shows that NAM fits into current needs in education 
(a) accountability, (b) "systematic decision-making 
strategies" and (c) in looking at those who use the 
educational programs in terms of the needs assumed and 
defined for them by the experts. It is my view that the 
general adaptability of NAM is not peculiar to education 
but can be applied to business needs, and any other 
in 
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institution. NAM can, if applied, help business decision 
makers know exactly what decisions to make by looking at 
the needs of their workers and customers or consumers. 
Coffing and Hutchinson emphasize that NAM's stated 
purpose is "to provide useful information about needs." 
Hence, "(a) the type of need that is of concern to some 
one has to be identified, (b) the desired status has to 
be defined as the basis for determining what is lacking, 
and (c) the current status has to be measured in terms 
of the desired status" (pp. 4-5). 
These authors then see need as a concept of "what 
should be." NAM differs from most other models in that 
most of needs assessment perceive need as the discrepancy 
between "what is" and "what should be," but NAM sees need 
as the whole concept. But NAM is similar to other models 
in that they all address the issue of discrepancy between 
what is and what should be. Figure 2 makes it clear how 
NAM sees need. It is important to note the way need is 
shown by NAM because it seeks definitions of the whole 
need--fulfilled, or the discrepancy. 
For example, if one's needs is to eat potatoes, 
having potatoes does not satisfy the need if one cannot 
light up the stove to cook. So to meet the need of eating 
potatoes, a stove must be lit so as to cook the potatoes. 
No matter what other food items that are presented; until 
Need 
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Figure 2: 
the potatoes are cooked, it does not satisfy that need. 
In many needs assessment models I reviewed, it did 
not seem like those whose needs were in question played 
any role in determining their needs. But in NAM a very 
important question to be answered is "Who needs what, 
as defined by whom". . . "Needs are attributable to people; 
people have needs" (p. 7). A need is a state of "what 
should be." But several other people can help in defining 
an individual's needs. In many instances when people's 
needs are being considered, it is the experts in the field 
who get to define the ordinary person's needs. Take for 
example, in my need for education--it is the school 
authorities who helped in deciding what courses I need 
to take so as to get my education. So it is the decision¬ 
maker or information user who many times helps in defining 
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What is needed. So in any field whatever, education or 
otherwise, "the choice of definers becomes crucial to the 
validity, reliability and utility of the data" (p. 9). 
For whom are the data valid, reliable and useful? In all 
the models of needs assessment, there must be a decision 
maker/information user, without this component, there is 
no need addressing needs at all. The decision-maker must 
have to be an important part of the assessment process. 
Among other jobs that a person does, he/she 
"designates the referants for the basic question, "who 
needs what, as defined by whom" (p. 10). 
Coffing and Hutchinson in their paper go on to show 
the validity of NAM's procedures. They state that in order 
to have utility to the decision-makers, the information 
obtained must have (a) "focus" (i.e., the information must 
identify needers, types of needs, and definers, as well 
as prioritizing which of these is looked into first, 
second, etc.); (b) "requisite specificity" (i.e., defini¬ 
tions should be stated as much as possible "in measurable 
terms, observable behaviors or states, rather than in terms 
of fuzzy concepts'"; (c) "requisite quality" (i.e., "re¬ 
liability and validity to the maximum feasible extent," 
as well as recognition of limitations that may exist); 
(d) "acceptability" (i.e., not only must the information 
be what the decision-makers want but the process for 
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obtaining it must meet either his/her willing agreement); 
(e) "adaptation" (i.e., since information users and needs 
and needs fulfillment and priorities and resources all 
have a habit of changing, a suitable needs assessment model 
must provide for such changes (pp. 11-13). 
The general design of the methodology is shown in 
FicfU-i's 3 on the following page. 
Encompassing the ten subjects of procedures start¬ 
ing with Preparations and ending with Revision (on the 
right) are five subpurposes. The subpurpose first de¬ 
scribed involves functions performed by the needs analyst 
(NA), "functions that are necessary for (a) getting ready 
to implement NAM, (b) planning/scheduling. . ., 
(c) solving problems which arise. . . , (d) evaluating the 
usefulness of the information. . ., and (e) revision the 
applications in order to improve the utility of the needs 
analysis. . As could be seen in Figure 3, these 
functions are implemented in steps 1.0, 3.0, 9.0, and 10.0. 
Somebody has to say which information users are 
to be served by the NA. What resources can be allocated 
according to some set of priorities. Information users 
must be the ones who will actually use the data, not the 
NA himself/herself. This function is performed in the 
NAM under Step 2.0 Contract Negotiation (pp. 14-15). 
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preparation 
contract negotiation 
planning 
determination of who-what- 
whom concerns 
-- * 1.0 
Specifying the basic 
scope and priorities 2.0 
— -* 3.0 
Identifying in--* ^*0 
formation Users' 
Concern 
Figure 3: Coffing-Hutchinson NAM Procedures 
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Having prepared for the analysis process, set up 
a contract with the decision-maker (DM) and planning the 
priorities, resources, and steps, the NA must ask the DM 
for a list of those (needers) whose needs are to be met. 
The NA must also make sure of the types of needs about 
which the DM wants to know in order to prepare programs to 
serve them. The DM also must hand over to the NA the list 
of persons (definers) who can best define specifically 
the kinds of needs of the listed needers. Then the lists 
are combined by the DM according to stated priorities for 
using the data generated. The outcome is a prioritized 
list of phrases in the form "who needs what, as defined 
by whom"; like "students' needs for career education, as 
defined by their parents." This procedure is accomplished 
in Step 4.0 (pp. 16-18). 
One very important part of NAM process is obtaining 
and reporting the definitions of needs. "What becomes 
critical is the specification of the needers need. What 
is its operational definition. What behaviors/states 
comprise the needers need?" (p. 18). Getting to those 
particular needs, the NA must address the definers of them, 
by interview and/or survey. The definitional pattern is 
essentially one of obtaining an explicit description of 
what the definers would imagine would be present or would 
be happening if the neeaer;s needs were completely 
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fulfilled" (pp. 18-19). 
Therefore, each group of definers would be asked 
a "Stimulus Question" designed by the NA. The stimulus 
question asks each definer to visualize an ideal situation 
in which all the specific needs of the needers for a 
particular need under discussion were being met fully. 
Imagining this situation, the definers would tell or write 
down everything that indicates to her/him that the needs 
are being met. 
Let s assume that a Who-Whom-What phrase is 
"Elementary Teachers' needs for paraprofessional aid, as 
defined by those teachers' supervisors." A sample stimulus 
questions which an NA might address to the supervisors 
would be as follows: 
Imagine a hypothetical elementary school. There 
are teachers, administrators, students, some 
parents, and equipment. Imagine that your 
elementary teachers are having their needs for 
paraprofessional aid fully met. Look at the 
situation closely and write down those things 
you perceive that indicate that those teachers' 
needs for paraprofessional aids are being met. 
With this type of stimulus question, each supervisor would 
write down according to his/her perception, everything 
that indicates that the needs are being met. Later, it 
is the measurement process that can separate the unmet 
needs from the met needs. If the question before the de¬ 
finers asks only for the conditions which indicates lack, 
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there will be danger of omission of real needs because 
Of the subjective desire by the definers to describe only 
the high priority and immediately felt lacking conditions 
and because of definers having to discriminate in their 
responses. In NAM whereas subjectivity is present, it 
is kept to a minimum and the discriminating is left to the 
NA to do during the measurement. 
It is directly stated in NAM that depending on the 
numbers of definers and on the needs for specificity, more 
than one or two rounds of survey/interviews may be neces¬ 
sary to achieve the desired level of specificity. The 
whole defining process and its subsequent reporting to 
the DM is to be found in Steps 5.0 and 6.0. 
Another important ingredient in the assessment 
process, particularly NAM's (see Figure 3), are the steps 
of measurement and measurement reporting. If one has sort 
purposely for optimal states of "what should be" in the 
defining process, one may well find that one or more of 
the needs are currently being satisfactorily met. Informa¬ 
tion such as this is obviously of high interest to a DM in 
the subsequent planning of future programs. Measurement 
is not done automatically and concurrently in NAM. In 
NAM, resources are very important, if not well allocated, 
could cause quite a lot of problems. So resourses are 
meticulously allotted. However, two limitations may occur 
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(a) There may not be enough resources for measurement 
process since it is both time consuming and very expensive, 
and (b) the DM may not want any or all of the needs to be 
measured. Also, the specific definition of the needers' 
need may make the status of present fulfillment obvious. 
If measurement is needed and resources are available, it 
may be done through a specific set of observation and 
collecting techniques set by NAM. The NA may only have to 
collect existing data (like programs already in effect) 
may have to arrange for various kinds of testing of 
students or may have to carry out quite specific observa¬ 
tions of persons’ performances. The details for these 
procedures are to be found in Steps 7.0 and 8.0 of NAM 
(pp. 20-22). 
The set of rules and procedures so far developed by 
the authors of NAM is a complex document with several 
pages (p. 22). In its simple form, "the short form," it 
covers two pages and 34 steps. 
Today as it can be seen, the definition of needs 
of students by the experts, no matter how simple, can no 
longer be done exclusive of adequate information. Decision¬ 
making can no longer be done without hard core data. 
People are not satisfied with what they get from government 
or industry. Needs assessment then, has a great role to 
play, for it is when people's needs are known that 
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decisions can be made to supply those needs, it is true 
that needs assessment is relatively new, particularly in 
the business community; it is a vital tool that can be 
used in gathering the data that is very much needed by 
decision-makers, whether it is in the industry or in the 
school system. As the use of data continues to increase 
so will needs assessment continue to be used in gathering 
these data. 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
In the preceding two chapters I reviewed (1) the 
research findings on needs assessment, (2) the problem 
of youth unemployment in Nigeria and (3) an overview of 
the history of apprenticeship training in Nigeria. A 
literature review of the field of needs assessment models 
plus an examination of the rationales and procedures has 
been made. The presentation included various models of 
needs assessment with both their common and uncommon 
characteristics. Emphasis was given to an in-depth review 
of the assessment methodology developed by Coffing and 
Hutchinson. 
Methodology 
A descriptive needs assessment methodology will be 
used in this research. The major instruments for data 
gathering will be interview and questionnaire. I will 
employ the descriptive methodology as it will allow the 
researcher to make a systematic analysis and description 
of facts and characteristics of any given population and 
events of interest (Francis and others, 1979). 
The purpose of descriptive research is to provide a 
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detailed and accurate picture of the phenomenon as a means 
of generating hypothesis and pinpointing areas of needed 
improvement (Varstenes, 1977). 
In the instance of apprenticeship training, the de¬ 
scriptive needs assessment describes the gap between the 
present achievements of students in Lagos State, the 
implementers, etc., and the expected outcome; that is 
a process of ascertaining both "what is" and "what should 
be." 
Having done a detailed review of needs assessment 
models (pp. 62-96) in Chapter II, I have chosen the Coffing/ 
Hutchinson Needs Assessment Methodology for this research. 
The Needs Assessment Methodology (NAM), in my view 
is the most explicit, complex, and generally useful method- 
ology of all those found in the literature for the purposes 
of this study. 
NAM, in my view, differs from other models in the 
following ways: (1) it has a broader applicability to 
different kinds of needs assessments, (2) its complexity 
of process makes it responsive to a broader range of options, 
(3) its demand to operationalize definition of needs as 
specifically as possible and thus in as potentially usable 
a form as possible by information users. 
NAM is adaptable to the present needs as I view 
them of Nigerian high schools: (1) greater accountability, 
(2) systematic decision-making strategies, (3) determining 
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the needs of the students and the community, and (4) allows 
for sampling, prioritizing, and multiple group definers 
and diversity in the survey procedures. 
The validity and reliability of NAM was established 
by the authors (Coffing and Hutchinson, Needs Assessment 
Methodology). 
This investigation will attempt to: (l) assess 
the needs of the students for skills as perceived by them¬ 
selves to enable them to gain employment, (2) assess the 
needs of students for employment skills as perceived by 
employers or business community, and (3) assess the needs 
of students for employment skills as perceived by admini¬ 
strators, teachers and government officials at the 
ministries of labor and education. 
Instrumentation 
The instruments used for data gathering in this 
study are interview and questionnaire. The type of inter¬ 
view used was a stimulus question interview guide. This 
was used to solicit needs statements from the definers, 
as the questionnaire guide was developed from the needs 
statements given by respondents. 
Since interview guide and questionnaire guide were 
the major instrument used for data gathering in this study, 
it is therefore my opinion that some of the strengths 
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and weaknesses of interviews and questionnaires be 
identified. 
Berg and Gall (1979) show two ways of gathering 
data: (1) interview, and (2) questionnaire. They show 
that interview is a unique tool of research because it 
involves the gathering of data through verbal communication 
between individuals. This direct communication also leads 
to both the advantage and disadvantage of interview as a 
research tool. Borg and Gall go on to show that in 
contrast with the questionnaire, which does not give any 
immediate feedback, interviews allow the investigator to 
follow up and therefore obtain more data and greater clarity. 
They continue to show that interviews also allow much 
greater depth than other methods. Adaptability, achieved 
by the interpersonal situation leads to subjectivity and 
possible bias. 
Borg and Gall continue to show that the major 
criticism of questionnaire studies is the shallowness of 
the questions and failure of the respondents to answer 
personal questions. They also show that questionnaire 
has a major advantage over interviews and that is in terms 
of expense involved. Questionnaire is far less expensive 
than interview (p. 311). 
To guide against the limitations of interviews 
and questionnaires, I chose to use the Coffing/Hutchinson 
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Needs Assessment Methodology with the built-in safeguards 
Those safeguards include both technigues-interview and 
questionnaire. 
Procedure 
School Selection 
There are over 250 high schools in Lagos State. 
Because of financial and time constraints it was not possible 
to utilize all the schools. For the same reasons it was 
not possible to interview all industries and businesses 
in the State. Hence three schools and one industry were 
chosen as sites for this study. I believe there is a 
fair representation of all socio-economic levels of the 
society in each of the schools. 
The three high schools chosen were: 
(1) Igbobi College, Yaba Lagos 
(2) Baptist Academy, Ikorodu Road, Lagos 
(3) Methodist Boys' High School, Lagos Island 
Before the takeover of the schools by the government, 
the above schools accommodated all male students. Currently 
the state of the schools is as follows: (a) Igbobi College 
and Baptist Academy are co-educational, (b) Likewise, 
Baptist Academy and Methodist Boys' High Schools are co¬ 
educational schools, and (c) since the takeover, the three 
identified schools are no longer controlled by the churches 
but are run by the State. 
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Table 3 below, shows the population of students 
in each school and number of teachers. These schools 
were chosen for the following reasons: (1) Location: 
these schools are located at three different parts of 
the city of Lagos. They in my view fairly represent all 
socio-economic classes of the city and the state. igbobi 
College is located on the mainland of the City of Lagos 
where most middle class people live. This does not how¬ 
ever mean that the school is made up of only students from 
middle class families. It was fairly that way before 
the government takeover of the schools. Today it is a 
receiver school for ail people in the area. Baptist 
Academy is located on Lagos Island. This is the dwelling 
place of upper-middle and upper-upper-middle class. 
Methodist Boys' High School is located at the outskirts of 
the City of Lagos. And here you find a mixture of middle, 
lower-middle, and upper-middle class, and lower class. 
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Table 3 
Population of Students and Teachers in Each School 
Igbobi College: 
Students 
Teachers 
Baptist Academy: 
Students 
Teachers 
Methodist Boys' High School: 
Students 
Teachers 
3000 
250 
3500 
300 
2000 
150 
(2) Before selecting the above schools I wanted to 
be certain they were a fair representation of the ethnic 
groups. Because of the academic standards of these 
schools, they gained a lot of popularity and this helped 
attract students from across the country. I have to add 
here and I will expound on this later, that most Nigerians 
are very resentful of ethnic remarks. Such that one of 
the respondents said that his ethnic origin is Nigerian. 
Nigerians feel that ethnic differences are major causes 
of Nigeria's problems. 
(3) Another reason for choosing the above schools 
was their proximity to the Volkswagen plant, and to one 
another. This made it possible for me to complete my 
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interviews within the limited trme I had. it also helped to 
reduce transportation cost. 
Because of the strict fiscal policies of the present 
administration, government officials are not allowed to use 
official vehicles unless for very serious matters. 
(4) Again with two of the schools being co¬ 
educational it was very easy to have the views of both the 
male and female students. 
Selection of Industry 
There are many industries and business concerns 
in Lagos. Only one industry was chosen for this study. 
Time and financial constraints would not allow me to deal 
with more than one industry. The industry chosen is the 
Volkswagen Assembly plant. This was one of the great 
achievements of the previous military government. This 
plant is chosen because of its population and the skills 
that are represented. The Volkswagen plant employs 600 
workers and assembles all categories of Volkswagen 
vehicles. The parts come from West Germany. 
Table 4 shows the number of line employees and 
management group. 
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Table 4 
Population of Volkswagen 
Assembly Line Management 
Men 350 125 
Women 100 25 
Total 450 150 
Total employees 600 
Other Respondents 
The third group in the study are the officials 
at the Lagos State Ministry of Education and Ministry of 
Labor. Only four officials were chosen from these two 
ministries. See Table 5 below. 
Table 5 
Officials Chosen from the Two Ministries 
Ministry of Labor Ministry of Education 
Minister of Labor Minister of Education 
Deputy Minister of Labor Deputy Minister of 
Education 
Because of financial and time constraints it was not 
possible to interview more people than these four from the 
ministries. By virtue of their positions and responsi¬ 
bilities, it was deemed appropriate for them to be part of 
the whole study. 
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Subjects 
The subjects of this study were drawn from three 
groups: (1) selected people from labor and management in 
the Volkswagen Assembly plant, (2) students, teachers and 
administrators from each of the three high schools, and 
(3) selected officials of the ministries of Labor and 
Education. During my visit to Nigeria, I met with 
officials from the plant, principals, teachers and officials 
of the ministries. During that meeting it was agreed upon 
that I, the Needs Analyst (NA) will also serve as the 
Decision Maker (DM). This decision made it possible for 
me to decide whom to choose as the initial definers of the 
high school students' needs for employment skills with the 
help of all the officials concerned. It was also agreed 
upon that I consult with the school administrators if I 
ran into administrative problems. 
During that visit I chose the initial definers. I 
went to the three high schools. From the registers of all 
the students from first year (freshman class), to the 
fifth year (senior class) two names were chosen. These 
names were chosen by picking the first and every third 
name on the Freshman and Senior rosters until a total of 
ten students were identified from each as definers. Each 
of the schools were represented by eight teachers, the 
principal and vice-principal. The teachers were chosen by 
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selecting the most senior in terms of years, until eight 
were identified. This was done by examining the teachers’ 
roster and years of experience. 
From the Assembly plant, ten employees and five 
managers were chosen. This was accomplished by counting 
first three names and taking one person until 
ten line employees and five managers were selected. The 
minister and deputies of the Ministries of Labor and Educa¬ 
tion were identified as part of the defining team. 
Table 6 shows the actual number of persons attending 
the interview sections. These were the initial definers. 
Table 6 
Number of Persons Attending in Each Interview Group 
Schools 
Schools Administrators Teachers Students 
Igbobi 
College 2 8 10 
Baptist 
Academy 2 8 10 
Methodist 
Boys' High 
School 2 8 10 
Totals 6 24 40 
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Volkswagen Assembly Plant 
Volkswagen 
Managers 
Managers 
5 
Employees 
Employees 
10 
Totals 5 10 
Ministries of Labor and Education 
Ministries 
Labor 
Permanent Secretary 
1 
Deputy 
1 
Education 1 1 
Totals 2 2 
To carry out the study, I identified two research 
assistants in Lagos. I trained them on how to conduct the 
interview part of the study. Mr. Godwin Ajuruchi and 
Benjamin Chinenyi Eze were my two research assistants. I 
introduced them to the officials at the schools, ministries, 
and Volkswagen. 
The concept of multiple definers is emphasized in 
the literature on Needs Assessment. The Coffing/ 
Hutchinson model also supports the contention of multiple 
definers (see Chapter II). It became important as noted 
above that in order to develop a guideline for apprentice¬ 
ship training the students alone should not be the definers. 
But teachers, administrators and businesses should be 
involved. 
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To define needs of any kind, the question to be 
asked is, who is better qualified to define the needs? 
In this case the students needs for employment skills. 
Another question is, who is directly connected with the 
needs? Students are to be able to say what their needs 
are. I decided that the administrators of the schools, 
i.e., principals and teachers, businessmen (and this is 
why Volkswagen was chosen, being a large employer of high 
school graduates), and the permanent secretaries of the 
ministries of labor and education, and their deputies. 
With the help of my research assistants the inter¬ 
view times were established. Because of the uncertain 
political environment, I desired to move rapidly with my 
data collection. Appendix C shows the calendar for con¬ 
sultation with the officials concerned for the interviews. 
The interviews took place at five locations. Two inter¬ 
views were held at each of the schools. One for officials 
and another for students. The interviews for the school 
officials and the students were held in the classroom, 
the interviews for the managers and the employees at 
Volkswagen were held in the company's conference room, and 
the interviews for the permanent secretaries and their 
deputies were held in the permanent secretary's office of 
the respective ministries. 
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For the conducting of the interviews, instruction 
sheets were prepared, see Appendix, for use in the pre¬ 
sentation of the stimulus question, a sample of the 
stimulus question which follows the same ones were suggested 
in Cof f mg/Hutchinson NAM and is in Appendix F. Also 
the sample of the instruction sheet is in Appendix D. 
Before the interview I conducted a pilot study 
through the help of my research assistants. Letters were 
sent to all the heads of the departments with the stimulus 
question, copies of the letter are in Appendix B. I 
did this so as to sample in advance what type of responses 
I would be getting. The results of the pilot study helped 
me to be prepared to answer a number of questions, and 
did a lot of explanation concerning the stimulus question. 
In fact, I had to rephrase the stimulus question because 
the one on the letter seemed to be difficult to understand. 
The purpose of the interview was to obtain a large 
response from the participants, and from these responses 
an inventory of needs statements would be developed which 
in turn was used as survey questionnaire. The direction 
for the interview which will be made clearer below, were 
based on the major principles found in Coffing/Hutchinson 
NAM (see Chapter II). it was my opinion to seek all the 
needs of high school students for a coherent, effective 
and standard apprenticeship training program. In order 
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to achieve this goal 
not these needs were 
unmet. 
I needed all the needs whether or 
currently met, partially met, or 
In order to give the definers a broader scope to 
identify high school students' needs for employment skills 
the Coffing/Hutchinson rationale was used in the interview 
section of this study. This rationale afforded the 
definers a lot of time and opportunity to think of those 
skills that are needed for employment of high school 
students. They were requested to write all they see as 
needs. From these lists, needs statements or inventory 
were developed for the final survey questionnaire. 
Administration of Interviews 
The interview was conducted in this way, I inter¬ 
ject my comments as necessary on what happened. 
Components of Interviews 
Initial Directions. 
Needs Analyst Direction Sheet 
1. Would you please seat one person to a table. 
2. You will find two plain sheets and a pencil on the 
table (there are extra sheets if needed). 
Ditto sheets to be given out by N.A. 3. 
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The reason for the #1 above is to make sure that 
definers do not copy from others. In fact, I had arranged 
before the definers came. The only group that 
did not go through this particular procedure were the 
permanent secretaries and their deputies. Their interviews 
took place in their offices. In #2, I provided writing 
materials, paper and pencils, and had extras in case of 
unexpected breakages, item #3 is referring to the Ditto 
sheets bearing the Demographic information blanks for 
me to judge the stratifications of persons present. 
Samples of each of the sheets can be seen in Appendices 
E1-E3. 
N.A. Would you please fill in the required statistical 
information on the sheet. Encircle your school 
or company. Your name is not required. 
Later in this chapter a discussion of the statistical 
information will be done. Since the government rules 
forbid the use of names of public officials in studies 
of this nature, I did not record their names. But off 
the record I knew their names. I must state here that 
these initial definers were very helpful. My guess is 
that it was not so much for me, but as a sign of their 
concern for lack of skillful graduates from their high 
schools. 
The directions which follow were for principals and 
their vice principals, managers, permanent secretaries and 
deputy permanent secretaries, students, teachers. 
N.A. The purpose of this assessment is to provide data 
So that decision makers in Lagos State High School 
system can develop an apprenticeship program that 
is capable of teaching high school students employ- 
ment skills before they graduate. 
Educators, students and business people are being 
asked to define the needs of high school students for 
employment skills. I believe that all these definers will 
add valuable information, since almost all are concerned 
with the high rate of unemployment among high school 
graduates. This meeting is the first of two meetings that 
ke held during this exercise, in which you will be 
asked to help in defining high school students need for 
employment skills in Lagos State. The purpose of the 
question is to have you describe all the needs you can 
think of, whether they are met or not. From the responses 
you give, I will come up with a list of needs statements 
which will be the tool for the questionnaire aspect of 
this study. 
Collection of data in Nigeria is not a simple task. 
I was very much concerned with the issue of support from 
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the subjects involved. To my surprise, I received a lot 
Of support. It is my opinion tnat their interest in the 
Study stems from the focus of the study which is skill 
for employment. The students were particularly delighted 
that they were being considered in suggesting what their 
needs are. At the start of the meeting, i made them 
understand that I had no reward for them other than a 
very deep appreciation for helping me. I also made each 
of the groups know those involved in the study. This 
was helpful in the wide support I received. 
Since this type of stimulus question is not very 
popular in the literature, it became very necessary to 
explain to the respondents the type of responses they 
were expected to make. As I have shown above, prioritizing 
came after the defining of all the needs. This method is 
not found in most literature on Needs Assessment. 
List of Needs 
The question below is the stimulus question used in 
soliciting needs statements from the responders. 
Imagine that in a state like Lagos there are educa¬ 
tion programs for secondary school students that are very 
essential at providing these students with the employment 
skills that they need. Look at the programs available 
and what the secondary school students are able to do and 
write down everything that could be seen that would 
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indicate to you that the secondary school students needs 
for employment skills are fully met. 
Questions like, what do you mean or want us to 
write down, were asked, some could not understand what 
to do at all, and I had to explain in detail what was 
needed. I emphasized that they have to write those things 
that indicate that needs for skills are being met. "Do 
you mean trainings, like handcrafts, motor mecnanics, 
fitting and office training?" My answer was, "yes, if 
that indeed indicates that the needs are being met." "Do 
you mean technical school programs, or workshop training?" 
In Chapter IV, I will give the analysis of the answers 
to these questions, and results of the interviews. When 
explanation was given to what the stimulus question meant, 
the student definers were quick in tackling the issue. As 
will be shown in Chapter IV, most of them had ideas about 
what kind of jobs they would like to do after they leave 
school. 
Despite the fact that the interviews were held at 
different locations, the directions were the same. This 
session lasted for 45 minutes to one hour. I thanked them 
for participating and told them that some of them might 
also be part of the final meeting. 
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In all the groups interviewed, Ditto sheets were 
^ven out to each responder. These sheets were separate 
from the guestron and plarn sheets for responses. The 
demographic information reguested were for stratification 
purposes. In most cases the criterion used for stratifi¬ 
cation in this study was simple. Principals and the Vice 
Principals formed one group, teachers another, students, 
managers and employees, another. The teachers were chosen 
by going through the register and picking the third name. 
The choosing of the principals and their vice principal 
was very simple, since there were two in each school. 
Administrators 
There were three groups of administrators in the 
three schools. They were asked to fill in the blanks 
showing their sex, number of years in school administra¬ 
tion, working with educational institutions, position held, 
years in the position. Appendix G1-G3 shows the sample 
of the sheet. 
Teachers 
They were asked their sex, grace level (and being 
taught, years of experience (1-4, 5-9, 10-15, and 16 and 
over). 
Managers 
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They were asked to fill 
in their sex, years of 
experience, title, educational qualifications, chapter 
IV will Show the results of these data gathered. 
Employees on Assembly Line 
They were asked to fill in sex, qualifications, 
years of experience, source of skill (school, apprentice- 
ship), years apprenticed. 
The same Ditto sheets given to school officials were 
given to tne permanent secretaries of ministries of educa¬ 
tion and labor and their deputies. This concluded this 
part of the interview. 
At this point in the study I have to show how the 
rest of the definers were chosen. The initial definers 
had responded to stimulus question. This second group 
are those who actually said what skills were needed by 
high school students so as to be employable. 
Table 7 shows numbers of those in the final inter¬ 
view. 
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Table 7 
Number of Persons Attending Each of the 
Final Interviews 
Igbobi 
College, 
Yaba 
Baptist 
Academy 
Methodist 
Boys * 1 High 
School 
Totals 
38 
38 
38 
60 
60 
60 
100 
100 
100 
114 180 300 
Volkswagen Assembly Plant 
Managers Employees Total 
Volkswagen 
Managers 
Line Employees 
Totals 
50 
50 
50 50 
50 
50 
100 
Ministries of Labor and Education 
Ministry Permanent Secretary Deputy Total 
Labor 
Education 
Totals 
The final participants were chosen as follows: 
(1) I went to the three school principals and requested 
the students' registers. With the help of my research 
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Assistants, we picked the third names, m doing this I did 
not take into consideration ethnic origin because of the 
responses I received in the first interview, i did this 
until I picked sixty students. I picked twelve students, 
four from each class or grade. There are classes or 
grades one through five. The same thing was done with 
the choosing of the teachers. The principals and their 
vice principals were considered part of the group auto¬ 
matically. The permanent secretaries of ministries of 
labor and education and their deputies were automatically 
chosen because of their positions. 
(2) At the Volkswagen plant, I asked for and received the 
employee roster and from that roster I picked every third 
name on the list. This I did until I picked 50 names. 
I repeated the same procedure with the managers. Again, 
ethnic origins were not factors in these choices. I picked 
50 managers. On the whole, 404 people were chosen for 
this study. These 404 were invited for the final inter¬ 
view. On the whole, only 200 showed up. (See Table 8.) 
This I considered to be quite a success, considering how 
difficult it is to gather data from Nigeria. These people 
were informed by the officials at the respective locations. 
The responses from the stimulus questions were 
analyzed and 47 needs items were written as the employment 
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skills needed by high school students. It is important to 
recall that these needs are either met, unmet, or in the 
process of being met. The interview sections started 
exactly when they were supposed to. 
Table 8 
Number of People Present at Each Location 
Schools Administrators Teaohorc: Students Tot a 1 
Igbobi 
College 2 17 23 42 
Baptist 
Academy 2 15 26 43 
Methodist 
Boys' High 
School 2 14 24 40 
Totals 6 46 73 125 
Volkswagen Plant 
Managers Employees Total 
Managers 30 30 
Line Employees 41 41 
Totals 30 41 71 
Ministries of Labor and Education 
Permanent Secretary Deputy Total 
Labor 1 1 2 
Education 1 1 2 
Totals 2 2 4 
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Administration of the OnPstionn*i 
This part of the study proceeded as follows, with 
comments where necessary. 
Components of the Interview 
Initial Directions: 
Needs Analyst Direction Sheet: 
1. Seat one person to a table. 
The reason for this was to make sure that people's 
responses were independent of anybody else's opinion. 
2. N.A. hands out Needs Statement sheets with demographic 
information on the table and a #2 pencil. 
The purpose of demographic information blanks 
was for stratification purposes. 
Demographic Information: 
N.A. First, would you please fill in the required 
statistical information on the top of the needs 
statements. Note that your name is not required. 
(See Appendix G1-G5.) 
Statement of Purpose: 
The following directions are all involved in this 
final interview. 
N.A. The purpose of this assessment is to provide data 
so that decision makers in Lagos State High School 
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system can develop an apprenticeship program that is 
capable of teaching students employment skills before 
they graduate. 
What you have before you is a list of employment 
skills as defined by some of your colleagues. (See 
Appendix H.) This is the second and final phase of 
this interview. 
N.A. Diicctions: The following 47 items represent the 
needs of high school students in Lagos State for 
employment skills, available in a valid apprentice- 
ship training program. Read each item, if it is 
one which you think high school students should have 
as one to be employed after graduation, put a check 
mark (X) in the space provided. 
Prioritizing the Items: 
Go back over the list of checked items and circle the 
four most important items and number the circled 
items (1) — (4), (1) being the most important and 
(4) least important. (See Appendix I.) 
It was not possible to tell which criterion was used 
by any of the responders. After about 15 minutes I asked 
them to hand in the papers. I thanked them for being part 
of the study. This procedure was used in all the 
questionnaire administration. A total of 404 question¬ 
naires were run off, but as I stated above, only 200 people 
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were actually present at the locations. 
Appendix J shows the sample of the questionnaire, 
in Chapter IV the analysis of the interview data 
With the resultant prioritized needs will be discussed. 
Coffing, et al. (1977) suggested the direction for 
the questionnaire as follows: 
The N.A. adds instructions as follows- Tm^rrino 
in your mind that (who's) needs for ?wh«T £e 
ully met. Read each item in the list that 
needsWSplacp iS somethln3 that who 
v?deH’ Check mark in the sPace Pro- 
vided. After completing the above, go back 
over the list and circle the numbers of the 
four most important needs (p. A-41). 
From these directions, opportunity lends itself for de¬ 
termining respondents' perceptions of the ideal need 
situation along with their priority items. in NAM, 
Coffing/Hutchmson give explicit instructions for measuring 
fulfillment of the needs generated from the survey inter¬ 
view (pp. A-46, A-71), in order to determine which needs 
are already met or partly met among those the D.M. has 
chosen. It became clear to me that this type of measure¬ 
ment was not going to be desirable; since there has not 
been a school sponsored apprenticeship training in any 
Lagos State Schools. Again the authorities at the three 
schools, the assembly plant, and officials at the 
ministries requested that I consider all the needs 
generated as unmet. 
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At this point I considered the Needs Assessment as 
partly completed. The analysis of the data generated from 
the interviews and responses from the questionnaires, 
provided the materials for Chapter IV, which follows. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE ASSESSMENT DATA 
up to this point, I have discussed (1) how educators, 
business community, students and ministry officials need 
to respond to needs of high school students in Lagos state 
for employment skills, (2) the rationale of needs assess¬ 
ment as the primary instrument for determining the high 
school students needs for skills before graduating from 
high school, (3) the studies that have been done in this 
area, stressing the problem of youth unemployment in 
Nigeria, (4) the research that has been done in formu¬ 
lating and implementing Needs Assessment Methodology 
(NAM) and the establishment of needs assessment models 
which I, the Needs Analyst (NA) believed could eventually 
be used in the Lagos State school system in determining 
the needs of high school students for employment skills. 
Two areas of the study remain to be explained, 
(a) the analysis of the data obtained from the needs 
assessment model, and (b) the use of these data in 
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suggesting guidelines for developing apprenticeship 
training programs in Lagos state school systems. 
There were 20 interviews in separate groups among 
the three high schools-Igbobi College, Baptist Academy 
and Methodist Boys' High School. These 20 interviews 
took place at 4 locations. The officials at the Ministries 
of Labor and Education were interviewed at a separate 
location. Also, the principals and vice principals were 
interviewed at the same location with the teachers and 
students, but at different times. (see Appendix B.) 
The managers at the Volkswagen plant and line 
employees were interviewed at one location, but at 
different times. (See Appendix B.) On the whole, the 
20 interviews were done at the five locations, in Chapter 
III I showed the copy of the directions (see Appendix 
I). For each of the groups interviewed, I provided 
response sheets suitable for the groups. Copies of the 
five response sheets can be found in Appendix G, G1, G2, 
G3, G4, and G5. 
After the data for all the interviews were gathered 
it then became my duty as the Needs Analyst to analyze 
them in such a way as to produce a specific number of 
prioritized needs statements that could be used in making 
up the questionnaires. In the following steps the 
analysis process was accomplished. 
Stratifying the Respondents 
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As I stated above, the response sheets administered 
to each group were suitable to that group. That is, 
the Stratification information requested from each of 
the interviewees was different. The stratification questions 
were written on top of the cover sheet of the actual 
stimulus question. The purpose of this stratification 
was to make sure that, in each given set, all pertinent 
subgroups were equally represented. 
For example, I made sure that all the teachers 
from grades 1 to 5 were represented. And also, I endeavor¬ 
ed to assure that all the students from grades one to 
five were equally represented, it would not have been 
proper to exclude any of the grades or to allow a lop¬ 
sided representation. In the case of the line employees, 
I made sure that employees of all trades were present, 
eg., carpenters, mechanics, painters, fitters, forgers, 
electricians, etc. I also made certain that there was 
equal representation by tradesmen trained in technical 
schools, those with some college, and those with primary 
school, and those apprenticeship trained. 
I limited administrators to principals and vice 
principals. The same thing was done in the case of 
officials at the Ministries of Labor and Education. Only 
the permanent secretaries and their deputies were present 
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th interviews. The managers were equally represented 
in terms of educational background, appointment with 
industry, and years of experience. 
One interesting view was prevalent throughout the 
entire study. In stratification response sheets, I had 
allowed space for ethnic origin. Most respondents did 
not answer it. Some wrote in those spaces provided "not 
necessary." others wrote "Nigerian." a fact emerged- 
that most Nigerians seem to believe that ethnicity or 
ethnic differences are the number one cause of Nigerian's 
internal tribal conflicts. As a result, most people did 
not think that in a study such as this, that there should 
be any room for ethnic inference. 
The tabulation was a summary of each group's 
stratification factors. The copies of these tabulations 
are found in Tables 8 through 14. Looking at the students 
groups there are more males than females, almost a ratio 
of 2:1. The same pattern repeated itself in the case of 
teachers. (See Table 9.) In years of experience, it was 
evident that there were not many experienced teachers. 
This phenomenon appears to be as a result of the policy 
of the new military government. The military government 
has the policy of retiring those who had spent over 21 
years in the services. As a result, it could be seen 
for example, that there are more teachers with 5-9 years 
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Table 9 
Student Stratification 
Female 27 40' 
Male 41 60 
Grade 100 
1 14 21 
2 19 28 
3 19 28 
4 11 16 
5 
Name of School 
5 7 
100 
Methodist Boys' 
High School 24 35 
Baptist Academy 26 38 
Igbobi College 18 27 
100 
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experience than any other category (see Table 10). 
Also 10 teachers have been in their school for two 
years and 15 have been in their school for six years. 
It is not obvious why this disparity. 
Another group where there is a wide disparity is 
the managers. Males are more in number by a margin of 
4:1. This indicates that most women in Nigeria have not 
penetrated the corporate hierarchy. Table 11 shows the 
complete stratification of this group. 
In the case of line employees, a trend that is not 
common with Nigerian society emerged. In my view it is 
not common to find females in these types of jobs. So 
it is quite peculiar to have a ratio of male to female 
of 5:1. Again, on Table 12, a total stratification can 
be found. 
Among the line employees, about 50% went to technical 
school, 49% went to regular school. Another 1% went to 
vocational school. Looking at Table 12 it can be seen 
that 59% were apprentice trained, 39% were not, and 2% 
got their training either through a vocational school, 
or self help. 
The group of principals and vice principals showed 
the same disparity. The ratio of male to female is 2:1. 
Table 13 shows a complete stratification of this group. 
The ministry group reveals another phenomenon. 
There is no female permanent or deputy permanent-secretary. 
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Tab Le 10 
Teacher Stratification 
-----Number-Percentage 
Sex 
Female 21 
Male 31 
Grade Taught 
1 9 
2 7 
3 7 
4 15 
5 13 
6 1 
40% 
60 
100 
17 
13 
13 
30 
25 
_2 
100 
Years of Experience 
1-4 13 
5-9 24 
10-15 12 
16-21 3 
Name of School 
Methodist Boys' 
High School 14 
Baptist Academy 15 
Igbobi College 23 
25 
46 
23 
6 
100 
26 
30 
44 
Number or Years in this School 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
.8 
9 
4 
10 
3 
4 
3 
15 
4 
7 
2 
100 
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Table 11 
Manager Stratification 
Female 
Male 
6 
24 
Educational Level 
BA 
BS 
MA 
MS 
MBA 
8 
10 
5 
2 
5 
Position Held 
Inventory Manager 3 
Marketing Manager 5 
Administration Manager 5 
Electrical Engineer 8 
General Manager 3 
Public Relations Manager 3 
Accounting Manager l 
Sales Representative 2 
Years of Experience 
1-4 3 
5-9 20 
10-15 7 
Type of School Attended 
Technical 9 
Non Technical 21 
20 
80 
100 
27 
33 
17 
6 
17 
100 
10 
16 
16 
33 
10 
10 
3 
6 
10 
66 
23 
30 
70 
100 
Years in Industry 
1 1 
2 1 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 8 
•7 2 
8 4 
9 2 
3 
3 
10 
13 
17 
27 
7 
13 
2 
100 
Table 12 
Employee Stratification 
--_Percentage 
Sex 
Female 6 1 c 
Male 35 85 
loo 
Level of Education 
Primary School 7 18 
High School 33 80 
College 1 2 
100 
Length of EmDlovment 
2 years 2 5 
3 7 18 
4 11 27 
5 5 12 
6 10 24 
7 1 2 
8 4 10 
9 1 2 
100 
Years of Experience 
1-4 12 29 
5-9 24 59 
10-15 5 12 
100 
Type of Skill 
Mechanic 12 29 
Fitter 8 20 
Welder 4 10 
Carpenter 3 7 
Forger 2 5 
Painter 3 7 
Electrician 8 20 
Artist 1 2 
100 
School Attended 
Technical 20 49 
Non Technical 20 49 
Vocational 1 2 
100 
Are You Apprentice Trained? 
Yes 24 59 
No 16 39 
Vocational 1 2 
100 
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Table 13 
Principal and vice Principal Stratification 
Female 
Male 
2 
4 
Number of Years in Education 
5-9 
10-15 
Over 21 
1 
4 
1 
Number of Years in Position 
1-4 
5-9 
10-15 
4 
1 
1 
Name of School 
Methodist Boys' 
High School 2 
Baptist Academy 2 
Igbobi College 2 
Experience 
34 
66 
100 
17 
66 
17 
100 
66 
17 
17 
100 
34 
33 
33 
100 
0-1 years 1 
6 1 
7 1 
8 2 
17 
17 
17 
34 
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Table 24 also shows that females might not have penetrated 
lobs like these in Nigeria. Technical jobs are thought 
to be for men. (The four respondents who possess PhDs 
seems to be something new.) in the past the occupants 
of these positions had been first degree holders with 
long years of service. Also see Table 14 for details. 
This brings to conclusion the stratification component 
of the analysis of data. As can be seen, the stratification 
appears to be balanced. From these stratifications many 
deductions could be made. 
Throughout most of the research on needs assessment 
stratification as a principle is an essential factor, when 
there are different levels of roles, experience, locale, 
etc., affecting the responses, and thus the data to be 
used in some subsequent manner. In my view, no matter 
how the needs analyst gathers the stratification data, 
in advance or ex=post facto, the data derived must be 
taken as a vital part of the study. In this study, I 
will in Chapter V, demonstrate the vitality of the stra¬ 
tification as the decision maker, when describing the 
guidelines for developing apprenticeship training programs. 
Tabulating the Responses 
In order to be able to develop guidelines for the 
apprenticeship training program, the analysis of the 
responses was done group by group. That is, the student 
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Table 14 
Ministry Officials Stratification 
Number 
Sex 
Percentage 
Female 
Male 
0 
4 
Level of Education 
PhD 
Experience 
4 
0 
100 
100 
100 
10-15 
16-21 
Years in Ministry 
7 
8 
9 
Ministry 
2 
2 
50 
50 
100 
1 
1 
2 
25 
25 
50 
100 
Officials 
Education 
Labor 
2 
2 
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group, teachers, managers, line employees, principals 
and vice principals, and ministry officials-permanent 
and deputy permanent secretaries. 
The first group analyzed is the student 
the three high schools, a total of 68 students 
group. From 
participat¬ 
ed in the final responses to the questionnaire. There 
were 24 (35%) of the respondents from Methodist Boys' 
High School, 26 (38%), from Baptist Academy, and 18 (27%) 
from Igbobi College. As I showed in Chapter III, the 
initial student definers did not all participate in the 
final interview. From the list of needs statements, the 
68 students checked off those items that indicated to 
them that needs for employment skills were being met. 
Then they were asked to go over the checked items and 
circle the five most important ones. They were asked to 
rank order the most important needs item. Five was the 
least important needs item. (1) was given a weight of 
ten points; (2) eight points; (3) six points; (4) four 
points, and (5) two points. Each of the checked and 
circled items was awarded one extra point. It then shows 
that priority item number 1 was awarded 11 points, 2 
was awarded nine points, 3 was given seven points, 4 was 
given five points, and 5 was awarded three points. 
As previously stated, the analysis of the needs 
data was done in groups instead of schools. Table 15 
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Table 15 
Skills Circled 
Mathematics 
Agricultural Extension Theory 
Pig Production 
Basic Printing Technology 
Basic Computer Programming 
Basic Office Practice 
Wood Work 
Bookkeeping 
Photography 
Carpentry 
Motor Mechanics 
Decorating 
Principles of Management 
Physics 
Retail Trade 
Tailoring 
Machine Shop Operation 
Livestock Production 
Cattle Production 
Cabinetmaking 
Basic Plumbing 
Basic Agricultural Mechanics 
Sculpting 
Nursing Practice 
Metal Work 
Sheet Metal Work 
Basic Fitting 
Basic Fitting Mechanics 
Commercial Arts and Painting 
Stenography 
Rural Biology 
Electrical Wiring 
Needle Work 
Pottery 
Hairdressing 
Engineering Drawing 
Basic Industrial Orientation 
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning 
Designing 
Radio and TV Repair 
Basic Building and Civil Engineering Technology 
Ceramics 
Poultry Production 
Chemistry 
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variety of items that were checked. Also Table 
16 shows those items that were checked and circled. Table 
is a display, of the circled items, showing the .number of 
students who picked these items as their priority item 
and the percentage of that number to total students re¬ 
sponding to the interview. 
Table 18 shows the ten important items with number 
of scores. Also Table 19 shows five priority items and 
their scores. Appendix 0 shows a detailed tabulation 
of the mean standard deviation and the sum of each of 
them. Appendix J shows the needs statements that were 
derived from the stimulus question. These 47 needs 
statements were the category from which the students 
checked the items that indicated that their needs were 
being met, see Table 15. From the checked items, they 
were also asked to circle the priority items. These 
priority items are the focus of this analysis. 
When the response sheets were collected, they were 
packed in groups. I coded these 47 items on computer 
coding sheets, which can be seen in Appendix U. The 
analysis was done with the aid of the computer. The 
computer was asked to give the mean, standard devision, 
and the sum of each item, (see Appendix 0 for detailed 
analysis). There were 68 cases or respondents and no 
missing cases. Table 18 shows 10 important needs. 
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Table 16 
Skills Checked 
Stenography 
Metal Work 
Motor Mechanics 
Decorating 
Principles of Management 
Cattle Production 
Rural Biology 
Photography 
Cabinetmaking 
Agricultural Extension Theory 
Pig Production 
Radio and TV Repairs 
Basic Computer Programming 
Wood Work 
Retail Trade 
Machine Shop Operation 
Bookkeeping 
Tailoring 
Mathematics 
Basic Agricultural Mechanics 
Sheet Metal Work 
Basic Fitting Mechanics 
Livestock Production 
Chemistry 
Basic Office Practice 
Physics 
Poultry Production 
Basic Building and Civil Engineering Principles 
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Repairs 
Basic Printing Technology 
Nursing Aid Practice 
Designing 
Needle Work 
Plant Breeding Principles and Theory 
Ceramics 
Basic Industrial Orientation 
Hairdressing 
Carpentry and Joinery 
Electrical Wiring 
Shoemaking 
Engineering Drawing 
Basic Plumbing 
Commercial Arts and Painting 
Table 17 
Skills Circled Showing Number of Students 
Selecting Them 
Number of 
Items Students 
Selecting 
-Ttwns 
Percentage 
of Total 
Students 
Stenography 17 25 Mathematics 
Motor Mechanics 
mm J 34 
Decorating 3 38 
Principles of Management 38 
4 
56 Cattle Production 2 
Rural Biology 6 3 
Photography 5 9 
Cabinetmaking 6 
7 
Agricultural Extension Theory 17 25 Pig Production 2 
Radio and TV Repairs 8 
3 
12 
26 Basic Computer Programming Wood Work 18 @ 
Retail Trade 10 
9 
15 ■j Machine Shop Operations 2 
Bookkeeping 21 
J 
31 
- 10 
12 
1 
Tailoring 7 
Basic Agricultural Mechanics- 8 
Sheet Metal Work 1 
Basic Fitting Mechanics 2 
± 
Livestock Production 5 7 
Chemistry 9 13 
Basic Office Practice 15 22 
12 
5 
Physics 7 
Poultry Production 
Basic Building & Civil 
4 
Engineering Principles 
Refrigeration and Air 
9 13 
Conditioning Repairs 10 15 
Basic Printing Technology 3 4 
Nursing Aid Practice 4 5 
Designing 2 3 
Needle Work 
Plant Breeding Principles 
2 3 
and Theory 2 3 
Ceramics 1 1 
Basic Industrial Orientation 11 16 
Hairdressing 2 3 
Carpentry and Joinery 2 3 
Electrical Wiring 6 9 
Shoemaking 1 1 
Engineering Drawing 3 4 
Basic Plumbing 1 1 
Commercial Arts and Painting 2 3 
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Table 18 
Ten Priority Skills 
Needs Items Rank Weighted Score 
Principles of Management 1 329 
Motor Mechanics 2 281 
Stenography 3 150 
Basic Computer Programming 4 133 
Mathematics 5 130 
Basic Office Practice 6 121 
Agricultural Extension 7 117 
Bookkeeping 8 110 
Basic Industrial Orientation 9 96 
Retail Trades 10 93 
Table 19 
Five High Priority Skill 
Principles of Management i 
Motor Mechanics 2 
Stenography 3 
—. . 1 
Basic Computer Programming 4 
Mathematics 5 
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Table 19 shows the five 
priority items with their 
respective values. Item #1, 
is the highest priority need 
Principles of Management, 
with a value of 329. Motor 
Mechanics ranked second. Stenography came third, Basic 
Computer Programming ranked fourth, m this group, 
Mathematics ranked fifth. In developing apprenticeship 
programs, with this analysis, other needs should be 
considered. These ranked high but did not come within 
the highest five. Basic Office Practice with 121 points 
ranked sixth. Agricultural Extension ranked seventh and 
Bookkeeping ranked eighth. 
Stratification analysis was another category of 
analysis in the study. in this case I tabulated those 
items that were picked as priority items by class 
group, and sex. An interesting aspect was the choice 
by the female student of skills like, mechanics, computer 
progamming instead of the so-called traditional female 
skills, of nursing or teaching. 
About 17% of 77% female students picked technical 
trades instead of careers like nursing or the like. This 
was not an indication that the females have changed so 
much. Men still dominate the more technical trade. But 
it does show, in my view, that the thinking of Nigerians 
is changing and in years to come will show a great deal 
of improvement in the relationship between sexes and skills 
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acquired. 
The 
This concludes the analysis of students' 
next group analyzed was the teachers. 
data. 
Table 17 shows the stratification of the demo¬ 
graphic data. There were a total of 52 teachers from 
the three high schools. Forty percent, or 21 of the 
52 teachers were females. Another 60%, or 31 of the 52 
were men. 
In Table 17 I showed the grade levels, one through 
six, and numbers of participating teachers that taught 
each grade level. 
From Methodist Boys' High School came 14 teachers 
or 26%, 15 or 30% came from Baptist Academy, and 23, or 
44%, came from Igbobi College. See Table 10 for detailed 
explication of this stratification analysis. 
The analysis of teachers’ definition of students' 
needs for employment skills was then done. in Table 20 
and 21 I showed items checked and circled. From these 
items the most important needs as defined by the teachers 
were picked out for program development. In Table 22 
I showed the needs items circled, the number of teachers 
that selected those needs and the percentage of teachers 
to the total number of teachers. 
Table 23 shows the ten important needs, with their 
individual scores. In Table 24 I showed the five most 
important needs. In this table the teachers from the 
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Table 20 
Skills checked by Teacher 
Agricultural Extension Theory 
Poultry Production 
Stenography 
Basic Office Practice 
Rural Biology 
Engineering Drawing 
Bookkeeping 
Principles of Management 
Basic Fitting Mechanics 
and Principles 
Basic Building and Civil Engineering 
Plant Breeding Principles and Theory 
Basic Computer Programming 
Shoemaking 
Motor Mechanics 
Hairdressing 
Radio and TV Repair 
Basic Industrial Orientation 
Commercial Arts and Painting 
Cabinetmaking 
Basic Plumbing 
Chemistry 
Principles 
Basic Printing Technology 
Livestock Production 
Pig Production 
Cattle Production 
Metal Work 
Wood Work 
Carpentry and Joinery 
Electrical Wiring 
Retail Trade 
Basic Agricultural Mechanics 
Physics 
Designing 
Needle Work 
Nursing Aid Practice 
Tailoring 
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Repair 
Photography 
Decorating 
Machine Shop Operation Principles 
Sheet Metal Work 
Table 21 
Skills Circled by the Teachers 
Basic Industrial Orientation 
Stenography 
Basic Office Practice 
Principles of Management 
Pig Production 
Metal Work 
Shoemaking 
Motor Mechanics 
Chemistry 
Basic Agricultural Mechanics 
Physics 
Bookkeeping 
Livestock Production 
Tailoring 
Electrical Wiring 
Agricultural Extension Theory and Practice 
Basic Computer Programming 
Rural Biology 
Photography 
Wood Work 
Retail Trade 
Carpentry and Joinery 
Plant Breeding Principles and Theory 
Nursing Aid Practice 
Hairdressing 
Decorating 
Basic Building and Civil Engineering Principle 
Basic Plumbing 
Poultry Production 
Engineering Drawing 
Designing 
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Repairs 
Commercial Arts and Painting 
Basic Fitting Mechanics 
Needle Work 
Cabinetmaking 
Radio and TV Repair 
Cattle Production 
Metal Work 
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Table 22 
Mathematics 
Stenography 
Principles of Management 
Basic Office Practice 
Pig Production 
Metal Work 
Shoemaking 
Motor Mechanics 
Chemistry 
Basic Agricultural Mechanics 
Physics 
Bookkeeping 
Livestock Production 
Tailoring 
Electrical Wiring 
Agricultural Extension Theory 
Basic Computer Programming 
Rural Biology 
Photography 
Retail Trade 
Carpentry and Joinery 
Plant Breeding 
Nursing Aid Practice 
Hairdressing 
Decorating 
Building and Civil Engineering 
Basic Plumbing 
Poultry Production 
Engineering Drawing 
Designing 
Refrigeration & Air Conditioning 
Commercial Arts and Painting 
Basic Fitting Mechanics 
Needle Work 
Cabinetmaking 
Radio & TV Repairs 
Cattle Production 
Metal Work 
Wood Work 
Number of 
Teachers 
Selectinc 
22 
12 
25 
16 
2 
2 
3 
18 
17 
13 
12 
Percentage 
of 
Teachers 
42 
23 
48 
31 
4 
4 
6 
35 
3 
7 
13 
33 
4 
7 
12 
25 
23 
4 
12 
12 
12 
4 
2 
4 
6 
7 
4 
9 
6 
4 
7 
9 
4 
4 
6 
7 
6 
4 
4 
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Table 23 
Ten Priority Skills Selected by Teachers 
1 • Principles of Management 
2. Motor Mechanics 
3. Bookkeeping 
4. Mathematics 
5. Basic Office Practice 
6. Basic Computer Programming 
7. Agricultural Extension Theory 
8. Basic Industrial Orientation 
9. Stenography 
10. Commercial Arts and Painting 
261 
213 
141 
119 
105 
91 
83 
77 
66 
63 
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Table 24 
Five High Priority Skills Selected by Teachers 
1. Principles of Management 
2. Motor Mechanics 
3. Bookkeeping 
4. Mathematics 
5. Basic Office Practice 
213 
141 
119 
105 
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three schools selected these five most important needs 
as what they considered mostly needed by high school 
students. The first on this table is Principles of 
Management with a score of 261. Next is Motor Mechanics 
with a score of 213. Bookkeeping ranked third with 141, 
Mathematics fourth with a score of 119, and Basic Office 
Practice fifth, with a score of 105. 
An interesting develoment here was that the two 
most important needs chosen by the students were also 
chosen by the teachers, but with different scores. Later 
in this chapter I will show some peculiar and general 
issues revealed by the data analysis. This concludes 
the analysis of the teacher group. The next group was 
the managers. 
As I showed above, the only industry chosen in 
this study was the Volkswagen Assembly Plant in the City 
of Lagos. Chapter III showed detailed criteria for this 
choice, and the procedure chosen for the selection of 
the managers. 
The demographic stratification analysis of the 
managers group is found in Table 11. Thirty managers 
were interviewed in th final interview, six were females, 
and 24 were males. This gave 20 and 80 percentage points 
respectively. See Table 11 for detailed stratification 
analysis. 
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Table 25 
Ca?tLBp?^en?i^inClPleS 3nd The°^ 
Basic ££& SSgPtiKte 
Stenography 
Basic Office Practice 
Rural Biology 
Engineering Drawing 
Photography 
Shoemaking 
Ceramics 
Carpentry and Joinery 
Motor Mechanics 
Electrical Wiring 
Decorating 
Radio and TV Repairs 
Principles of Management 
Mathematics 
Pig Production 
Wood Work 
Retail Trade 
Designing 
Sheet Metal Work 
Hairdressing 
Basic Agricultural Mechanics 
Basic Industrial Orientation 
Commercial Arts and Painting 
Tailoring 
Basic Plumbing 
Metal Work 
Bookkeeping 
Pottery 
Cabinetmaking 
Blacksmithing and Welding 
Basic Fitting 
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Repairs 
Livestock Production 
Basic Agricultrual Mechanics 
Physics 
Basic Fitting Mechanics 
Machine Shop Operation Principles 
Poultry Production 
Sculpturing 
Hairdressing 
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Table 26 
Skills Circled by Managers 
Basic Computer Programming 
Photography 
Tailoring 
Carpentry and Joinery 
Principles of Management 
Agricultural Extension Theory and 
Basic Printing Technology 
Motor Mechanics 
Mathematics 
Stenography 
Commercial Arts and Painting 
Physics 
Principles 
Machine Shop Operation Principles 
Radio and TV Repairs 
Basic Agricultural Mechanics 
Bookkeeping 
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Repairs 
Cattle Production 
Metal Work 
Pottery 
Basic Plumbing 
Plant Breeding Principles 
Shoemaking 
Nursing Aid Practice 
Retail Trade 
Basic Industrial Orientation 
Wood Work 
Chemistry 
Cabinetmaking 
Hairdressing 
Needle Work 
Basic Building and Civil Engineering Principles 
Engineering Drawing 
Designing 
Basic Office Practice 
Poultry Production 
Blacksmithing and Welding 
Decorating 
Rural Biology 
Basic Fitting Mechanics 
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Among the managers, there were eight, or 27% who 
held BA degrees, ten or 33% who held MA degrees, and 
another two or 6% held MS degrees. Five, or 17%, held 
MBA degrees. There was no one with a PhD. it is my 
opinion that the lack of PhD holders in the management 
levels confirms the popular view of most Nigerians that 
those with such degrees should be in universities lecturing. 
But this trend is fast changing. 
Among the managers interviewd, three, or 10%, 
were inventory managers. Marketing managers made up 16%, 
or five of the group of managers. There were five admini¬ 
strators, or 16%, in this group. There were eight, or 
33% Electrical Engineers. Three, or 10%, were General 
Managers. These were all Mechanical Engineers. There 
were three, or 10%, public relations managers. There 
was one accountant, and two, or 6%, were sales 
representatives. 
Of the managers, nine, or 30%, attended technical 
high schools, and 21, or 70%, attended non-technical high 
schools.On Table 27 I showed the items of needs circled 
by managers, and number of managers that considered the 
item to be an important need. I also showed the per¬ 
centages of each item to total number of managers. Motor 
Mechanics and Agricultural Extension Theory were the items 
circled by most managers. This does not mean that they 
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Table 27 
ss;i.rsr,s,!TuE? 
Number of 
Managers 
Selectim 
7 
4 
3 
6 
15 
14 
4 
14 
11 
8 
10 
Basic Computer Programming 
Photography 
Tailoring 
Carpentry and Joining 
Principles of Management 
Agricultural Extension 
Theory Principles 
Basic Printing Techniques 
Motor Mechanics 
Mathematics 
Stenography 
Commercial Arts & Painting 
Physics 
Machine Shop Operation 
Radio and TV Repairs 
Basic Agricultural Mechanics 
Bookkeeping 
Refrigeration and Air 
Conditioning Repairs 4 
Livestock Production 3 
Metal Work i 
Pottery 2 
Basic Plumbing 1 
Plant Breeding Principles 1 
Shoemaking 1 
Nursing Aid Practice 2 
Retail Trade 5 
Basic Industrial Orientation 3 
Wook Work 1 
Chemistry 2 
Cabinetmaking 2 
Hairdressing 1 
Needle Work 1 
Basic Building & Civil Engineering 2 
Engineering Drawing 1 
Designing 1 
Basic Office Practice 2 
Poultry Production 1 
Blacksmithing and Welding 1 
Decorating 2 
Rural Biology 1 
Basic Fitting Mechanics 1 
Percentage 
of Total 
Managers 
23 
13 
10 
20 
50 
46 
13 
46 
36 
26 
13 
10 
6 
6 
10 
33 
13 
10 
3 
6 
3 
3 
3 
6 
16 
10 
3 
6 
6 
3 
3 
6 
3 
3 
6 
3 
3 
6 
3 
3 
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would automatically have the highest score. The next 
most circled item was Principles of Management, followed 
by Mathematics and Bookkeeping. 
Table 28 shows the ten important needs selected 
by the managers. But Table 29 displays the five most 
important needs with their respective scores. Among the 
five most important needs. Motor Mechanics ranked highest 
with 147 points, second was Principles of Management with 
144 points, Mathematics was third with 108 points. Book¬ 
keeping was fourth with 69 points. Stenography and 
Agricultural Extension Theory tied for the fifth position 
with 67 points respectively. in developing the guide¬ 
lines these five needs items defined by the managers would 
be considered. 
The next group to be analyzed was the line employees 
at the Volkswagen Assembly Plant. 
The stratification analysis showed that 41 line 
employees were interviewed at the plant. Among the 41, 
six, or 15% were females, and 35, or 85% were males. I 
found that seven, or 18% of this population were primary 
school graduates, 33, or 80% had some, or full high school, 
education and one, or 2% tried going to college, but 
could only complete one section of college (see Table 
12). The longest any one person had been employed among 
those interviewed was nine years, the least was two years 
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Table 28 
Ten Priority Skills Selected by 
the Managers 
Principles of Managers 
Mathematics 
Bookkeeping 
Stenography 
Agricultural Extension Theory 
Basic Computer Programming 
Retail Trade 
Carpentry and Joinery 
Basic Agricultural Mechanics 
Designing 
2 
3 
4 
5 
5 
6 
6 
8 
9 
10 
144 
108 
69 
67 
67 
52 
47 
40 
39 
38 
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Table 29 
Five Most Important Needs Selected by 
the Managers 
Rank Score 
147 
144 
108 
69 
67 
Motor Mechanics 
Principles of Management 
Mathematics 
Bookkeeping 
Stenography 
Agricultural Extension Theory 5 67 
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Table 30 
Skills Checked by Line Employees 
Basic Building and Civil Engineering Principles 
Plant Breeding Principles and Theory 
Basic Industrial Orientation 
Pottery 
Stenography 
Wood Work 
Retail Trade 
Carpentry and Joinery 
Radio and TV Repairs 
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Repairs 
Agricultural Extension Theory and Principles 
Pig Production 
Basic Printing Technology Principles 
Physics 
Engineering Drawing 
Tailoring 
Cabinetmaking 
Motor Mechanics 
Hairdressing 
Principles of Management 
Nursing Aid Practice 
Rural Biology 
Shoemaking 
Machine Shop Operation Principles 
Sheet Metal Work 
Needle Work 
Poultry Production 
Blacksmithing and Welding 
Basic Computer Programming 
Photography 
Basic Plumbing 
Chemistry 
Livestock Production 
Cattle Production 
Sculpturing 
Ceramics 
Basic Fitting Mechanics 
Commercial Arts and Painting 
Basic Office Practice 
Electrical Wiring 
Mathematics 
Decorating 
Basic Fitting 
Basic Agricultural Mechanics 
Bookkeeping 
Designing 
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Table 31 
SKILLS CIRCLED BY LINE EMPLOYEES 
Basic Agricultural Mechanics 
Basic Industrial Orientation 
Stenography 
Wood Work 
Basic Fitting 
Agricultural Extension Theory and Principles 
Commercial Arts and Painting 
Retail Trade 
Motor Mechanics 
Basic Computer Programming 
Bookkeeping 
Principles of Management 
Mathematics 
Plant Breeding Principles and Theory 
Physics 
Carpentry and Joinery 
Basic Office Practice 
Shoemaking 
Designing 
Cabinetmaking 
Electrical Wiring 
Decorating 
Livestock Production 
Poultry Production 
Blacksmithing and Welding 
Chemistry 
Nursing Aid Practice 
Engineering Drawing 
Metal work 
Hairdressing 
Radio and TV Repairs 
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Repairs 
Pottery 
Basic Printing Technology 
Basic Fitting Mechanics 
Rural Biology 
Tailoring 
Photography 
Basic Plumbing 
Cattle Production 
Ceramics 
Sheet Metal Work 
Machine Shop Operation Principles 
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(see Table 12). 
There were 12 mechanics, or 29% of the total 41 
employees, eight were fitters, four, welders; three 
carpenters; two forgers; three painters; eight electricians 
and one artist. 
Twenty, or 49% of these employees had some form 
of technical training. Another 49% went to non-technical 
high school, and 2% went to vocational high school. These 
line employees were asked whether they were apprentice 
trained or not. Twenty-three, or 59% responded positively, 
16 or 39% responded negatively, and one, or 2%, was trained 
in a vocational school. 
Items of most importance were circled by the line 
employees. Table 32 shows the list of circled items, 
and number of employees that selected them. Here again, 
Motor Mechanics came in number one, followed by Principles 
of Management, Mathematics and Agricultural Extension 
Theory and Practice. Ten important needs were selected 
(see Table 33). Table 34 shows the five most important 
needs showing their rankings and scores. Motor Mechanics, 
with 221 points ranked number one, followed by Principles 
of Management with 165 points. Photography came in third 
with 82 points. Basic Computer Programming was fourth 
with 73 points, and Stenography ranked fifth with 72 
points. 
Table 32 
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Skills Circled and Number of Line Employees that 
leCtm^tlle”! sfjowing their Percentages to 
Total Number of Line Employees 
Number Se¬ 
lecting 
Items 
Percentage 
of Line 
Employees 
to total 
numbers 
Basic Agricultural Mechanics l 
Basic Industrial Orientation 6 
Stenography 7 
Wood Work 4 
Basic Fitting 1 
Agricultural Extenstion 
Theory and Principles 11 
Commercial Arts & Painting 4 
Retail Trade 5 
Motor Mechanics 21 
Basic Computer Programming 11 
Bookkeeping 5 
Principles of Management 18 
Mathematics 9 
Plant Breeding Principles 
and Theory 3 
Physics 5 
Carpentry and Joinery 3 
Basic Office Practice 6 
Shoemaking 3 
Designing 3 
Cabinetmaking 4 
Electrical Wiring 4 
Decorating 3 
2 
15 
17 
10 
2 
27 
10 
12 
51 
27 
12 
44 
22 
7 
12 
7 
15 
7 
7 
10 
10 
7 
Continued on next page 
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Table 32 (continued) 
Livestock Production 
Poultry Production 
Blacksmithery and Welding 
Chemistry 
Nursing Aid Practice 
Engineering Drawing 
Metal Work 
Hairdressing 
Hadio and TV Repairs 
Refrigeration and Air 
Conditioning Repairs 
Basic Printing Technology 
Basic Fitting Mechanics 
Rural Biology 
Tailoring 
Photography 
Basic Plumbing 
Cattle Production 
Ceramics 
Sheet Metal Work 
Machine Shop Operating 
Principles 
2 
5 
3 
4 
2 
6 
3 
1 
3 
6 
2 
3 
2 
2 
12 
4 
1 
1 
1 
5 
12 
7 
10 
5 
15 
7 
2 
7 
15 
5 
7 
5 
5 
29 
10 
2 
2 
2 
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Table 33 
Ten Priority Skills Selected by 
Line Employees 
Needs Items_ 
Rank_ 
Weighted 
C n r\ v* q 
1. Motor Mechanics 1 
__Qv^vJJL 0 
221 
2. Principles of Management 2 165 
3. Photography 3 82 
4. Basic Computer Programming 4 73 
5. Stenography 5 72 
6. Agricultural Extension Theory 6 67 
7. Basic Office Practice 7 63 
8. Mathematics 8 53 
9. Cabinetmaking 9 51 
10. Refrigeration and Air 
Conditioning Repairs 10 49 
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Table 34 
Five High Priority Skills Selected by 
Line Employees 
Motor Mechanics 
Principles of Management 
Photography 
Basic Computer Programming 
221 
165 
3 82 
4 73 
Stenography 5 72 
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Table 35 
Skills Checked by Principals and 
Vice Principals 
Basic Building and Civil Engineering Principles 
Basic Industrial Orientation 
Commercial Arts and Painting 
Stenography 
Basic Office Practice 
Tailoring 
Motor Mechanics 
Electrical Wiring 
Radio and TV Repairs 
Chemistry 
Physics 
Rural Biology 
Metal Works 
Ceramics 
Cabinetmaking 
Hairdressing 
Basic Plumbing 
Mathematics 
Agricultural Extension Theory 
Basic Agricultural Mechanics 
Livestock Production 
Basic Computer Programming 
Wood Work 
Engineering Drawing 
Photography 
Retail Trade 
Sheet Metal Work 
Decorating 
Basic Fitting 
Basic Plumbing 
Principles of Management 
Poultry Production 
Designing 
Shoemaking 
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The next group analyzed were principals and vice 
principals. As shown in Table 13, there were six officials 
or administrators from the three schools. Each of the 
schools had a principal and vice, or assistant principal. 
They included two females and four males. The admini¬ 
strators were career educators. One had been in education 
for 5-9 years, four had been in the field of education 
for 10-15 years, and one had spent over 20 years in the 
educational field. 
But m their present positions, four had been there 
1-4 years; one, 5-9 years, and another one, 10-15 years. 
One of the vice principals had only been on the job for 
a year, another one had six years experience, another 
seven years, and two had eight years experience. See 
Table 13 for further explanations. 
The administrators were asked to circle from the 
checked items, their most important needs, and to write 
numbers 1 through 5 against the circled needs, 1 being 
most important, and 5 least important. Table 36 shows 
the checked and circled needs items. The ten important 
needs are shown in Table 26. In order to develop the 
guideline, five most important needs were selected (see 
Table 37). The six administrators chose Basic Agricultural 
Mechanics as number 1 with 22 points, along with 
Table 36 
Skills Circled by Principals and 
Vice Principals 
Basic Agricultural Mechanics 
Engineering Drawing 
Shoemaking 
Hairdressing 
Basic Plumbing 
Mathematics 
Metal Work 
Designing 
Decorating 
Livestock Production 
Basic Computer Programming 
Photography 
Tailoring 
Chemistry 
Ceramics 
Cabinetmaking 
Basic Building & Civil Engineering Principles 
Basic Office Pratice 
Commercial Arts and Painting 
Electrical Wiring 
Radio and TV Repairs 
Stenography 
Bookkeeping 
Carpentry and Joinery 
Motor Mechanics 
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Table 37 
Skills Circled and Checked by Principals anH \n • 
Showing Number of Them ?hat Se^cte^horritems^18 
Their Percentages 
Needs Items 
Number 
Selecting 
these Items 
Stenography 
Motor Mechanics 
Carpentry and Joinery 
Bookkeeping 
Radio and TV Repairs 
Electrical Wiring 
Commercial Arts & Painting 
Basic Office Practice 
Basic Building and Civil 
Engineering 
Cabinetmaking 
Ceramics 
Chemistry 
Tailoring 
Photography 
Basic Computer Programming 
Livestock Production 
Decorating 
Designing 
Metal Work 
Mathematics 
Basic Plumbing 
Hairdressing 
Shoemaking 
Engineering Drawing 
Basic Agricultural Mechanics 
Percentage to 
total number of 
Principals and 
Vice Principals 
17 
17 
17 
17 
33 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
33 
33 
17 
33 
33 
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Mathematics with 22 points. Engineering Drawing ranked 
second with 19 points. Bookkeeping was third with 18 points, 
Livestock Production and Commercial Arts and Painting 
ranked fourth with 13 points. The fifth position was 
taken by Basic Computer Programming, with 12 points. 
The final group was the Ministry officials. Two 
ministries were part of the study, namely the Ministry 
of Education and the Ministry of Labor. From these two 
ministries, four top officials were part of the study. 
The officials were (1) Permanent Secretary of the Ministry 
of Education, (2) The Deputy Permanent Secretary of the 
Ministry of Education, (3) Permanent Secretary of the 
Ministry of Labor, and (4) the Deputy Permanent Secretary 
of the Ministry of Labor. These officials were the only 
ones selected from these ministries as a result of funds 
and time constraint (see Chapter III for further details). 
The four officials were all men. This also shows the 
problem of women breaking into these high level govern¬ 
ment jobs. All four of them hold doctorate degrees in 
their respective fields. 
Two had 10-15 years experience, and another two 
had 16 20 years experience. These years of experience 
were not in their respective ministries, but from other 
government departments where they worked. Two of these 
officials have been in the Ministry of Labor for nine 
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Table 38 
Ten Priority Skills Selected by 
Principals and Vice Principals 
1. Basic Agricultural Mechanics 1 
2. Stenography 1 
3. Mathematics 6 
4. Livestock Production 4 
5. Commercial Arts & Painting 4 
6. Basic Computer Programming 5 
7. Engineering Drawing 2 
8. Metal Works 9 
9. Bookkeeping 3 
10. Designing 9 
11. Shoemaking 7 
12. Tailoring 8 
Decorating 10 
22 
22 
11 
13 
13 
12 
19 
7 
18 
7 
10 
8 
5 
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Table 39 
Five High Priority Skills Selected by 
Principals and Vice Principals 
Needs Items_ 
Basic Agricultural Mechanics 
Mathematics 
Engineering Drawing 
Bookkeeping 
Livestock Production 
Commercial Arts & Painting 
Basic Computer Programming 
Rank 
1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
4 
5 
Weighted 
Score 
22 
22 
19 
18 
13 
13 
12 
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years. Two from the Ministry of Education have been there 
seven and eight years respectively. 
Analysis of the needs statement showed a diversity 
or deviation from the type of result that I have seen 
so far in the study. Table 40 shows the items checked, 
and circled by the ministries officials, while Table 
41 showed the ten most important items, fourteen items 
ranked from one through ten. Principles of Management 
ranked first with 18 points, Poultry Production came in 
second with 16 points. Basic Computer Programming tied 
in second place with Poultry Production. In third place 
was Nursing Aid Practice, along with Photography. Basic 
Industrial Orientation ranked fourth. In fifth place 
are Stenography and Basic Office Practice. In sixth and 
seventh places are Mathematics and Basic Building and 
Civil Engineering Theory. Refrigeration and Air 
Condition Repairs ranked eighth. Agricultural Extension 
Theory and Engineering Drawing tied for ninth place. In 
tenth place was Hairdressing. 
Table 42 shows the five most important needs items. 
These five needs items were selected for the program 
development. As I stated earlier, in the even that the 
items selected could not be implemented for any reason, 
any item within the ten important items could be sub¬ 
stituted for that other item. As shown in Table 42, these 
Table 40 
Skills Checked by Ministries of Labor 
and Education Officials 
Mathematics 
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Repairs 
Chemistry 
Livestock Production 
Poultry Production 
Cattle Production 
Basic Computer Programming 
Nursing Aid Practice 
Basic Building and Civil Engineering 
Basic Agricultural Mechanics 
Basic Industrial Orientation 
Physics 
Engineering Drawing 
Motor Mechanics 
Principles of Management 
Agricultural Extension Theory and Principles 
Poultry Production 
Basic Office Practice 
Stenography 
Bookkeeping 
Metal Work 
Wood Work 
Tailoring Cabinet Making 
Hairdressing 
Table 41 
Skills Circled by Ministries of Labor and 
Education Officials 
Stenography 
Bookkeeping 
Hairdressing 
Agricultural Extension Theory and Principles 
Livestock Production 
Poultry Production 
Basic Office Practice 
Principles of Management 
Mathematics 
Basic Industrial Orientation 
Basic Computer Programming 
Engineering Drawing 
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Repairs 
Chemistry 
Nursing Aid Practice 
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Table 42 
Sk^ls checked and Circled by Ministries of Labor and 
Education Showing Number of Officials which 
Selected them and the Percentage to 
Total Number of Officials 
Needs Items 
Number of 
Officials 
Selecting 
Items 
Percentage of 
Officials to 
Total Number 
of Of f iei a 1 <5 
Nursing Aid Practice 1 25 
Chemistry 1 25 
Refrigeration & Agricultural 
Repairs 1 25 
Engineering Drawing 1 25 
Basic Computer Programming 1 25 
Basic Industrial Orientation 1 25 
Mathematics 2 50 
Principles of Management 2 50 
Basic Office Practice 1 25 
Poultry Production 2 50 
Livestock Production 1 25 
Agricultural Extension Theory 1 25 
Hairdressing 1 25 
Bookkeeping 1 25 
Stenography 1 25 
Basic Building & Civil 
Engineering 1 25 
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Table 43 
Ten Priority Skills Selected by Ministries of 
Labor and Education Officials 
Needs Items Rank Weighted Score 
Principles of Management l 
Poultry Production 2 
Basic Computer Programming 2 
Nursing Aid Practice 3 
Photography 3 
Basic Industrial Orientation 4 
Stenography 5 
Basic Office Practice 5 
Mathematics 6 
Basic Building & Civil 
Engineering 7 
Refrigeration & Air 
Conditioning Repairs 8 
Agricultural Extension Theory 9 
Engineering Drawing 9 
Hairdressing 10 
18 
16 
16 
11 
11 
10 
9 
9 
8 
8 
7 
6 
6 
5 
Table 44 
Needs Items 
Principles of Management 
Poultry Production 
Basic Computer Programming 
Nursing Aid Practice 
Photography 
Basic Industrial Orientation 
Stenography 
Basic Office Practice 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
5 
5 
16 
16 
11 
11 
10 
9 
9 
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five items ranked from 1-5 
m order of importance: 
(1) Principles of Management, 
and Basic Computer Programming, 
(2) Poultry Production 
(3) Nursing Aid Practice 
and Photography, ,4, Basic Industrial Orientation, 
(5) Stenography and Basic Office Practice. Eight 
items ranked 1-5 in this analysis. This bring sto 
needs 
an 
end the group to group analysis. 
Final Analysis 
The final area about the questionnaire data centers 
around the comparisons that were made among the various 
stratification groups of respondents. In some cases 
there were no wide disparities between the groups. For 
instance. Principles of Management ranked first with 
students, with 56% of students considering it their most 
important need for acquiring employment skill. The 
teachers ranked it first with 48% of all the teachers 
choosing Principles of Management as their number one 
need, also 50% of the Ministry officials ranked the same 
item number one (see Tables 19, 24, and 42 for statistical 
breakdown of these groups). (Also see Appendix 0, T, 
and P for the different sums of these groups.) 
Motor Mechanics ranked second with 38% of the 
students, and 35% of the teachers selected this item 
as their most important needs. Forty-six percent of the 
managers and 44% of the line employees ranked Motor 
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Mechanics number one. Fifty percent of the managers, 
and 50% of the line employees ranked Principles of Manage¬ 
ment number two. (See Tables 29, 34.) it is important 
to make it clear that the disparity found in some of 
the groups where a high percentage selected an item, 
and that item ends second isntead of first is as a result 
of the points awarded to that item. 
It was interesting to find that the students and 
the teachers ranked the same items number one and number 
two respectively. Managers and line employees ranked 
the items number 1 and number 2 respectively. in my 
opinion, these students have been very much influenced 
by their teachers. Or, the teachers might have, in the 
past, discussed with them, areas of interest where 
opportunities for employment wre available. In the case 
of the managers and line employees, my opinion is that 
since these are involved in manufacturing types of work, 
mechanical skills and management skills were very 
essential for a productive plant, hence their choices 
went in that direction. 
Another comparison could be asserted. In Tables 
19, 24, 29, and 37 Mathematics was considered as one 
of the five important needs items. The students ranked 
it number five, the teacher ranked it number four, the 
managers ranked it number three, and the principals and 
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vice principals ranked it number one. This is important 
to note because Mathematics is an essential subject for ' 
the present age of technology. Their respective rank¬ 
ings by these different groups, in my opinion, depict 
the relevance of the subject to the groups. Another 
need item that came up in the same way is Stenography. 
Students, managers, employees and Ministry of Labor and 
Education officials chose Stenography as one of the five 
most important needs (see Tables 19, 24, 34 and 42). 
Principals and vice principals identified Livestock 
Production as one of the five most important needs. 
Ministries of Labor and Education officials identified 
Poultry Production as one of their five most important 
needs. 
Principals and Vice Principals, ministers of Labor 
and Education officials were the only groups that 
identified agricultural needs as their most important 
needs. In my opinion one would expect that with the 
present state of Nigerian Economy agricultural needs 
would be primary in the minds of those groups but it 
did not appear to be the case. Rather, agricultural 
needs were identified as necessary by only two groups, 
Education and Labor officials. 
It is my view that most students do not have enough 
information to make the right kind of judgement. Also, 
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I contend that most professionals went on professionals 
lines of interest instead of looking at the long range 
and immediate needs of the country and problems of youth 
unemployment. 
I maintain that the mentality among most Nigerian 
high school students is that technical jobs in the survey 
don't pay well, and do not carry a status symbol. Most 
young people want to be doctors, engineers, and lawyers. 
They want to go to the university. Their view is that 
studies should be done in the university. Most 
parents also induce their children to take certain pro¬ 
fessional line courses. Perhaps the government has not 
done its job of educating people about various options 
in fields of study, or the importance of technical trades. 
The data analyzed was gathered from the six groups 
interviews in the study, from the questionnaire responded 
to by 200 people from the three high schools and the 
Volkswagen Assembly plant. There appeared to be more 
than enough material for the Decision Maker (DM) to use 
in making up the guidelines for the development of 
apprenticeship training programs for Lagos State high 
school students. The next and final chapter of this 
dissertation will consist of those guidelines. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Part I: Apprenticeship Training Program Guidelines 
A Summary of the Need for Skill Training Among 
Nigerian Youths 
Apprenticeship Training was defined earlier in 
the first part of Chapter I as follows: "Apprenticeship 
is a prescribed period of time during which an individual 
called an apprentice, learns a trade through on-the-job 
training and related instructions that cover all aspects 
of the trade. Training covers the theory behind the 
technique of the trade, and incudes detailed discussions 
of how certain tasks are performed, and safety precautions 
that must be observed in the shop. Classes are taught 
by experienced journeymen" (Egan, 1978, p. 3). 
It is my view that to provide employment skills for 
high school students should be a major concern of all 
the educators, business community, schools, and students 
themselves. As a result of lack of appropriate skills, 
high school graduates in Lagos, Nigeria for many years 
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have walked the streets of big cities in search of jobs 
(Callaway, 1974). Apprentice training, I believe, is 
a superior process for teaching the young, skills mastery. 
But in Nigeria as in most developing countries, school 
sponsored apprenticeship training programs have been totally 
overlooked. Emphasis tends to have been on the three 
Rs, namely, Reading, Writing and Arithmetic with too little 
regard for work skills to meet local needs. 
Callaway (1969) in Youth and Development in Africa, 
showed that high unemployment among young high school 
graduates was rampant in many African countries. He showed 
that this problem was as a result of the educational system 
of those countries being caught between a traditional 
mode of education and a more formal educational system. 
From all indications which I received, it did appear that 
Nigerian young school graduates could not acquire skills 
through the traditional mode or that the skills acquired 
were not adequate for the present need of the country. 
Blaug (1973) showed that the formal educational 
system did not know "how to teach children to be entre¬ 
preneurs," and it was the non-formal educational in¬ 
stitutions that stood a chance of training students in 
production of articles of trade. He concluded by stating 
that the "economic value of out-of-school education 
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vastly exceeded that of formal schooling." 
Most administrators and government officials felt 
that education was best provided within the four walls of 
the classroom (Blaug, 1973). Contrary to past practices 
in Nigeria where skills have been transferred from 
generation to generation through apprenticeship training 
(Callaway, 1964). It is my view that such skills trans¬ 
ferred could not properly prepare students for present 
demands of the economy. Hence, a needs assessment as 
a means of determining actual priority needs of students 
for employment skills has been defended in this study 
as a method of involving the students in their efforts 
to acquire skills that will make them employable. 
The assessment projects described in Chapters III 
and IV are some of the methods. With the data gathered 
decisionmakers can devise apprenticeship training programs 
which should help students at Baptist Academy, Methodist 
Boys' High School and Igbobi College (schools in this 
survey), to acquire skills that will make them employable. 
Two of these three schools are co-educational, and one 
is an all boys school. These three schools are very 
popular in Lagos State, and among the largest in students' 
population. 
Since the data from these three schools' question¬ 
naire grew out of the definitions of need of students in 
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Lagos State, it is hoped that the apprenticeship training 
programs suggested in this chapter will be helpful to 
other high schools in the Lagos State school system, and 
eventually to the nation. 
With a closer look at the most important needs items 
I see the attitudes of most young Nigerian students. There 
is in my opinion, the view that unless one possesses a 
college degree, one has not made it or cannot be successful. 
As a result of this misperception many students do not 
consider technical trades noble professions. They view 
those in technical trades as those who could not make 
it in school. 
For the school sponsored apprenticeship program to be 
successful the above view and attitude must change. The 
school system and business community must educate students 
to understand that technical skills are essential and 
honorable in the present technological age. Students 
should be made to understand that many of the skills acquired 
from apprenticeship training may not be useful in 
employment purposes but can be of use to the individuals' 
personal environment. Carpentry skills can be used in 
doing jobs for one at home. The same goes for painting, 
auto mechanics, and all the other skills. 
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Table 45 
The Five Priority Skills Identified by the Teachers 
2 
3 
4 
Scores 
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Item # 
46 
_Skills_ 
Principles of Management 
213 36 Motor Mechanics 
141 26 Bookkeeping 
119 1 Mathematics 
105 20 Basic Office Practice 
5 
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Table 46 
The Five High Priority Skills Identified by 
the Students 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
329 46 Principles of Management 
281 36 Motor Mechanics 
150 18 Stenography 
133 17 Basic Computer Programming 
130 1 Mathematics 
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could learn. They also agreed on principles of management, 
which ranked second. 
In my opinion, these two skills are very crucial 
in the smooth running of the plant, hence they are identi¬ 
fied as high needs by the managers and line employees. 
Again, in my opinion, the business community would 
want to see a school system that is strong in imparting 
employment skills to the students. Their view is that 
they can even provide the location for the equipment for 
the training. They believe that these skills can make 
students find jobs instead of walking the streets. 
The next group considered is the educational 
community which was made up of the students, teachers, 
administrators and ministry officials. These groups 
agreed on principles of management, motor mechanics, 
Mathematics, bookkeeping, basic computer programming. 
The ministry officials chose skills like agricultural 
mechanics, livestock production, and poultry production. 
In my opinion these skills are very much needed in Nigeria 
today in the area of food production. Like the business 
community, the education community believes that technical 
skills are important and must be taught in the schools. 
They believe that school sponsored apprenticeship train¬ 
ing programs will be an appropriate channel through which 
such valuable skills can be transferred- 
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In my view most of the responses from the students 
showed that they were reflecting their family's views on 
professional choice. Responses from the vice principals, 
principals, and ministry officials, showed a sign of under¬ 
standing of the prevailing situation in the Nigerian 
economy. They selected skills like Basic Agricultural 
Mechanics, Mathematics, Engineering Drawing, Commercial 
Arts and Painting. 
The line employees showed their affinity for 
technical trade. But they also wanted their peers in 
schools to be involved in management skills. In my view 
this is due to the continuous conflict between labor and 
management. 
In this study, a major purpose was to find what 
the business community considered their role to be in 
helping high school students acquire employment skills. 
As a result of lack of funds and time limitation, only 
one business was chosen for the study. In Chapter III 
I showed the criteria for choosing Volkeswagen Assembly 
Plant in Lagos. 
Tables 47 and 48 show the skills the business 
community (in this case managers and line employees at 
the above plant) have indicated to be needed by the 
students. From these two tables it can be seen that they 
consider motor mechanics to be an important skill students 
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Table 47 
The Five High Priority Skills Identified by 
the Managers 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
147 36 Motor Mechanics 
144 46 Principles of Management 
108 1 Mathematics 
69 20 Bookkeeping 
67 18 Stenography 
67 5 Agricultural Extension 
Theory 
5 
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Table 48 
The Five High Priority Skills Identified by 
the Line Employees 
Rank Score Item # Skills 
1 221 36 Motor Mechanics 
2 165 46 Principles of Management 
3 82 47 Photography 
4 73 16 Basic Computer Programming 
5 62 18 Stenography 
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All but the teachers and the students believe that 
mathematics is a skill all students need so as to be employed. 
They also agreed that some office skills, like computer 
programming, stenography, bookkeeping, basic office practice 
and principles of management are essential skills for 
students to acquire. 
From the respondents in the study, it is clear what 
business, educational community and students consider 
their roles to be. Business and educational community 
see the needs and believe they can contribute their shares 
in a joint venture to help students acquire marketable 
skills. This venture--a school sponsored apprenticeship 
training program. The students desire to participate 
in the program. But the students need to understand that 
the only way to earn a living is not through the white 
collar job. 
Convincing the students that technical trades are 
as vital as the white collar jobs will go a long way in 
helping students to value the training they receive through 
the program. 
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Guidelines for the program development 
My recommendations for the implementing of apprentice¬ 
ship training programs based on the needs assessment data 
are as follows: (1) since each group’s data are separately 
analyzed, it is important to consider the priority items 
identified by each group to produce a unified program. 
These are the items that were not only checked but also 
c^rc^e<^* ^-n each group there are ten priority needs items 
identified by that group. From this list of ten, five 
most important needs items with the highest scores were 
selected. These are the items that were checked and circled. 
Tables 43 through 48 show these high priority items, and 
their scores. It should be mentioned here that as a result 
of the difference in survey population, the total scores 
differ a great deal. The first program development will 
include all those items that made the top five in each 
of the groups. 
The second program development will look at the 
items in terms of their rankings. There are five separate 
programs in this second program development. In Section I 
a student will have a choice of learning skills from four 
different skill training areas. In Section II there are 
five skill training areas. Section III offers five skill 
training areas. Section IV offers six skill training 
areas, and Section V offers five skill training areas. 
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See Table 49 for detailed information on these different 
sections and their skill training areas. 
To implement these programs, the officials of the 
school system, the curriculum development division and 
employee development department of the assembly plant 
must always reach a consensus without which the programs 
can not be carried out. It is important to note that 
this could be applied between any type of business and 
the school system. 
To implement these programs, it must be remembered 
that resources for the implementation are very crucial for 
the success of the program. So as a result of this, the 
information or data user must question which of these pro¬ 
grams, considering available resources, can be offered 
to the students. The contribution by business may be 
in providing teachers and facilities for training, or 
in other cases, finances. The state will have to come 
up with its financial support for the program. In light 
of this, adequate financial planning should be made before 
the program takes off. Transportation is needed for the 
students from school to the training locations, and who 
will be responsible. 
Timing is crucial. How will this be worked out so 
that the students and industry will all be satisfied? 
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Table 49 
The Five Priority Skills Identified by 
Principals and Vice Principals 
Rank 
_Score Item # 
_Skills 
1 22 6 Basic Agricultural 
Mechanics 
1 22 1 Mathematics 
2 19 25 Engineering Drawing 
3 18 20 Bookkeeping 
4 13 7 Livestock Production 
4 13 22 Commercial Arts & Painting 
5 12 16 Basic Computer Programming 
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Table 50 
The Five High Priority Skills Identified by 
Ministries of Labor and Education Officials 
2 
2 
3 
4 
Score Item # 
18 46 
16 9 
16 16 
11 19 
10 12 
9 18 
9 20 
Skills 
Principles of Management 
Poultry Production 
Basic Computer Programming 
Nursing Aid Practice 
Basic Industrial 
Orientation 
Stenography 
Basic Office Practice 
5 
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Table 51 
Skills and the Rankings 
Skills that Ranked #1 
Skills 
Section I 
Weighted Scores 
Principles of Management 
Motor Mechanics 
Basic Agricultural Mechanics 
Mathematics 
329 
147 
22 
22 
Skills that Ranked J2 
Skills 
Section II 
Weighted Scores 
Motor Mechanics 
Poultry Production 
Basic Computer Programming 
Engineering Drawing 
Principles of Management 
Section III 
Skills that Ranked #3 
Skills 
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16 
16 
19 
165 
Weighted Scores 
Bookkeeping 
Stenography 
Mathematics 
Photography 
Nursing Aid Practice 
141 
150 
108 
82 
11 
Section IV 
Skils that Ranked #4_ 
Skills Weighted Scores 
Mathematics 119 
Basic Computer Programming 133 
Bookkeeping 69 
Livestock Production 13 
Commercial Art 13 
Basic Industrial Orientation 10 
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Table 51 (Continued) 
Skills that Ranked #5 
Skills 
Section V 
Weighted Scores 
Basic Office Practice 
Mathematics 
Agricultural Extension Theory 
Basic Computer Programming 
Stenography 
105 
130 
67 
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So as can be seen, there is need for a detailed planning 
between the various departments. As time goes on, there 
may be need for a separate department to oversee this 
area of training so as to make the program efficient and 
productive. 
The purpose of the program is to enhance the level 
of cooperation between the educational system and the 
business community, thereby resulting in students acquir¬ 
ing marketable skills. As a result of this understanding, 
it becomes the responsibility of the present industry 
and the school system to get other industries involved. 
In a third guidelines for program development, where 
the present industry does not have the technology to teach 
the skills, arrangements should be made with another 
industry or a private teacher. Location could be at the 
school if the equipment is movable, or at the business 
location. A program like Nursing Aid practice should 
be taught at a hospital, or in a doctor's clinic. 
Considering the nature of some of the programs, 
the authorities may consider vacation employment for the 
students. Credits should also be awarded for the training 
received during the long vacation job experience. Programs 
like mathematics will not need many additional resources 
since this is already part of the school curriculum. I 
believe that the point being made by those groups that 
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indicated mathematics as a need is that the need to acquire 
mathematical skills be emphasized by the school authorities. 
For stenography to be implemented, outside instructors 
will have to be employed. In the City of Lagos there 
are many private secretarial schools that could be brought 
in to teach stenography. 
Agricultural extension theory should not impose 
any problem. The Ministry of Agriculture of Lagos State 
should be the location for this program. The State School 
of Agriculture along with well run private farms should 
be the teachers. 
It should be clearly stated that mastering the above 
cited skills does not mean that a student should make 
it a career. The student retains the choice of choosing 
whatever career he or she desires. But before a decision 
is made, employment is assured. 
For programs like Bookkeeping, it seems that the best 
place to learn the skill is in an accounting firm. The 
accounting department of the assembly plant could do the 
teaching or a private accounting firm could be employed 
to teach the students. 
For photographic programs, a photographer will have 
to be employed. The best location would be the photo¬ 
grapher's studio. This is why it is important that adequate 
planning be done, and the assurance that needed resources 
are available. 
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The Ministry of Agriculture will be responsible 
for programs like basic agricultural mechanics, livestock 
production, and poultry production, with the help of local 
farmers. 
Commercial arts and painting programs cannot be done 
in the painting department of the assembly plant. A 
commercial painter and artist will have to be employed. 
The best location seems to be at the painter's shop. 
In the event that resources are not available for a 
Par^-^cu-*-ar program, the program should not be started 
at all. There are a large number of students that 
do not actually know what they want to do. There will 
be need for counseling. This would be better handled be a 
joint effort by the personnel development department and 
the curriculum development department of the schools concerned, 
and the assembly plant. 
In Chapter II of this study, it will be recalled 
that from the explication of the Coffing/Hutchinson NAM, 
that, 
If one has sort purposely for optimal states of 
Mwhat should be" in the defining process, one may 
well find that one or more of the needs are 
currently being satisfied. Information such as 
this is obviously of high interest to the DM in 
subsequent planning of future programs. 
In the planning stage of this research, when I met with 
officials at the Ministries of Labor and Education, and 
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the Managing Director of Volkswagen Assembly plant, they 
all agreed that I should consider all the needs unmet since 
there has not been any program like this in the past. 
In their view, it would be a waste of time and resources 
to carry out a measurement process. However, the concept 
of the measurement of needs fulfillment is a valid one and 
could be carried out whenever it is deemed possible. 
Summarizing the study to this point, the following 
lists of steps are given, incorporating the above guidelines 
for preparing apprenticeship training programs. The steps 
put out are not only the specific work done in this study, 
but can also be applied as a format by any NA attempting 
to assess people's needs. 
Outline of Plan to Assess Needs in Order to Implement 
Appropriate Programs to Meet the Needs 
In order to assess needs and implement those priority 
needs as programs, these steps should be followed: 
(1) DM establishes basic areas of need, scope of needers, 
(2) DM sets up with NA, means of ascertaining definition of 
needs (like interviews and questionnaires), and 
plans to implement them to obtain total priority 
data and stratified data. 
(3) NA conducts the needs assessment and analyzes the 
data: (a) a certain number of total priority items 
are identified by the group of definers which are 
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then matched with type of implementing programs; 
(b) the priorities by ranking of the needs items 
are analyzed and also matched with the specific 
programs. 
(4) NA makes whatever measurement of fulfillment of 
needs resources permit, in order to implement programs 
most usefully and economically. 
(5) DM decides which programs to implement in the order 
of his/her priorities. 
Evaluation of the Assessment 
Another section of the process is the evaluation of the 
Assessment process itself. The purpose of this study has 
been to provide data for the establishment of a school 
sponsored apprenticeship training program, as a form of 
cooperation between business and selected high schools 
in Lagos State, Nigeria. Aside from the above purpose, 
other secondary purposes emerged in the course of this 
study, (a) to satisfy that school sponsored apprenticeship 
training programs are important for skill acquisition 
in Nigerian educational planning; (b) to establish needs 
assessment as the most viable and reliable means to help 
students define their needs for employment skills; (c) to 
review models of needs assessment in order to design a 
defining instrument for use with the rest of the high 
schools in the state; (d) to design a model of needs assessment 
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that can be used to define the needs of those students 
for apprenticeship training programs, and (e) to analyze 
the results of the data derived from the assessment in 
establishing apprenticeship training programs. 
The ultimate proof of the validity, reliability 
and utility of this research would be (1) in seeing how 
many apprenticeship training programs would be established 
as a result of the data and recommendations supplied from 
this research; (2) in seeing how well these programs might 
run; (3) in knowing what evaluations of those programs 
would result from the standpoint of the implementors an 
the participants; and (4) knowing how the skills acquired 
by students have helped them in being employed, most of 
those would not go to college. The success of the program 
will actually depend on how many people were employed 
as a result of the skills acquired in the program. But 
at this point it is not possible for the evaluation of 
the study to incorporate such ultimate proof. It is true 
that good intents, sincerely researched motives, logical 
steps, and much reliance on the cooperation and ethical 
compliance of a great many persons have marked progress 
of this research. But to the extent these character- 
istics can be scientifically and objectively evaluated 
is yet to be known. 
There is one method of evaluation that could be 
very helpful in analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of 
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this study, that is, an examination of the main points 
as they developed. In Chapter I, I showed some of the 
problems of unemployment in the Nigerian job market. 
Specifically, I stated the problem of unemployment among 
young high school graduates or school leavers as a result 
of a lack of marketable skills. I pointed out how the 
lack of school sponsored apprenticeship training programs 
have made acquiring of skills difficult. Also, how the 
establishment of such programs will eliminate the problem 
of youth unemployment among high school graduates. It is 
my view that institutions that transfer skills can no 
longer be left in the care of trainers, most of whom are 
not qualified. It is also my opinion that the training 
of students can no longer be limited to within the four 
walls of the classroom, but students must go beyond their 
campuses to learn those skills that will make them employ¬ 
able, or bring those trainers within the schools system 
to transfer those skills. 
In Chapter II, in order to justify the needs for a 
useful, valid apprenticeship training program, I did a 
literature review, (a) apprenticeship training in Nigeria, 
Kenya, West Germany, Great Britain, and the United States, 
and (b) needs assessment models. After highlighting the 
history of skill transfer in Nigeria, and a historical 
overview of apprenticeship training in the regions mentioned 
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below, I hypothesized that the needs assessment model 
is the most suitable tool for finding the skills that 
students need for employment. Current situations in Nigeria 
support this hypothesis. It is a popularly accepted fact 
in Nigeria that most high school students graduate without 
knowing what they would do for a career. The limitation 
to the claim that the apprenticeship training program 
is a necessary tool in the skill development of Nigerian 
students lies greatly in the fact that there is no conclusive 
evidence that such programs will do any good. 
In regards to the needs assessment, there is again, 
little proof in the literature as to its validity, or 
utility. Although I examined a large number of needs 
assessment models to write the review in Chapter II, only 
a few mentioned other assessments. Despite the fact that 
needs assessment as a process has been in effect in some 
parts of the world for over 30 years, it is only in the 
past decade that they have been used in Nigeria, and not 
in any significant amount. The limitations applicable 
to needs assessment in Nigeria, in my opinion, is similar 
to those for school sponsored apprenticeship training: 
it has not been performed enough to be analyzed or evaluated. 
In Chapter III I dealt with the administration of 
the interview and questionnaire components of the needs 
assessment. As a result of the resources available to 
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me, it was decided from the start of the study to limit the 
number of schools participation to three, industry to one, 
and four top officials from the ministries of Education 
and Labor. With the help of these officials, I chose 
the number of definers for the interviews. I was able 
to conduct the interviews with the set of directions I 
made up. I chose the number of participants from each 
of the schools, industry and ministry. The time of the 
interviews was left to the discretion of the school officials, 
industry and ministry officials. In my view the interview 
came out successfully, and generated data for the analysis. 
However, there is one aspect of the interview that should 
be modified. Certain aspects of the interview directions 
should be rewritten. It is true that I have very strong 
respect for the principles of the Coffing/Hutchinson NAM, 
and I wanted to test them as exactly as possible. I found 
that the stimulus question was not very clear to almost 
all of the participants. They all needed further clarifi¬ 
cation. Such clarification should be written into the 
directions. 
Chapter III shows how the participants were selected. 
The questionnaire was administered to all the participants 
in each group. Since the schools were all in the City 
of Lagos, it was not necessary to differentiate between 
urban and non-urban schools. The demographic data derived 
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came from the respondents’ ditto sheets. The schools or 
industry did not maintain such records. Since the sampling 
for the questionnaire was not randomly done, it could be 
argued that the results is as valid as it could have been. 
As could be recalled, I mentioned two research 
assistants in Lagos. They disseminated the questionnaire 
by hand. Without belittling their ability, I do acknowledge 
that there can be problems with this type of secondhand 
approach. Issues or questions relating to validity can 
be raised. As a result of this, I recommend that whenever 
possible, the NA be involved in the questionnaire dissemina¬ 
tion segment of the study. 
As regards the materials in Chapter IV, I found that 
most of the procedures used in the implementation of the 
interviews and questionnaires had been validated. During 
the interview I felt that the numbers in each defining 
group were right. (See Chapter III for the numbers in 
each defining group.) By Nigerian standards, it is my 
view that the demographic stratifications came out to 
be well balanced. On the whole, the procedures for obtain¬ 
ing and analyzing the interview data were regarded to 
be satisfactory. From the interview results, a 47 needs 
item questionnaire was devised. The same interview 
questions were presented to all the defining groups. Each 
group was analyzed separately. As I stated above, from 
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this result came the questionnaire which was made up of 
47 needs items. 
The analysis of the questionnaire data was considered 
appropriately done. In my opinion, the reason for the 
high return was as a result of (1) the study was perceived 
to be very important to the school and business communities; 
(2) the questionnaires were hand delivered; and (3) the 
responses to the questionnaire were done at set times 
at the different schools or business location, and collected 
as soon as finished. The result in most cases was not 
unusual in terms of the thinking of the average Nigerian. 
Looking at the individual groups' returns, it seemed as 
if they all held to their professional loyalty. Some 
of the more significant points of the data were analyzed 
in Chapter IV, and more in the early part of Chapter V. 
Finally, it is my belief that if the sampling can 
be considered reasonably valid, the apprenticeship training 
program guideline outlined above can be of use to information 
users or decision makers. It is believed that the validity 
of the sampling is indeed the crux of the matter here. 
The sampling process has been amply justified in the literature 
as the only feasible way to reach a large given population, 
and to analyze the data that came in. The last section 
of this chapter will focus on some further research 
recommendations. 
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Recommendations for Further Research 
and Assessment 
It is my hope that the following points have already 
been made clear: Combined school and business sponsored 
apprenticeship training program and needs assessment as 
a tool for defining needs are essentially new concepts 
in the fields of Nigerian education and business. it 
is true that Nigerians have throughout their history, 
transferred skills from one generation to another, but 
school and business sponsored apprenticeship training 
programs are foreign to the Nigerian educational system. 
Most companies have their own training programs, but they 
look for those who have already graduated from school. 
The way the curriculum is designed, it only prepares 
students for clerical jobs or continuing on to college. 
In most cases, there are too many high school graduates 
pursuing few clerical jobs. Many students do not meet 
the standards for college admission. For those caught 
in this trap, it becomes their responsibility to find 
a way out of the dilemma. In the course of my research, 
I found that those caught in this trap end up in private 
shops trying to learn one form of trade or the other. 
These masters, in my view, are themselves ill-prepared 
to teach others. 
The government itself seems to be helpless in 
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providing a way out for these unfortunate students. As 
recently as 1984 the government proposed what it called 
the 6-3-3-4 system of education as a way to elevate the 
problem of unemployment and equipping students with needed 
skills. The system 6-3-3-4, means six years of primary 
school, three years of junior high school, three years 
of senior high school, and four years of university. 
After junior high, if one cannot go on to senior 
high, then there will be the chance of going to compre¬ 
hensive high school, where there is the option of 
learning several trades. As good as this system looks, 
it will be exciting to watch and see how it will work 
out. 
I did not come across any needs assessment in the 
business research, which shows that needs assessment is 
still in its cradle in Nigerian business and educational 
systems. 
Further research and experimentation in both 
apprenticeship training and needs assessment methodology 
are therefore demanded at this time. My research 
primarily has concerned itself with developing an assess¬ 
ment technique to determine the needs of selected students 
for skills. I will therefore limit my recommendations 
for further research and experimentation to issues arising 
out of the oncepts developed in this study with regard 
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to the particular methodology that was implemented. 
I make the following recommendations in four sections 
generally corresponding to the four major steps described 
in the study. 
Research in the Literature on Needs Assessment 
(a) As a research project, I recommend that Nigerian 
professional educators in both business and education, 
Par^^cu^-ar^Y business: (1) develop a cross-referenced 
index of needs assessment projects and techniques, 
(2) categorize the assessment instruments according to 
their purpose and scope, (3) identify the types of assess¬ 
ment on file (i.e., interview, questionnaire, etc.), 
(4) indicate the resources utilized, time, space and 
material used for the implementation, and (5) review the 
general results of the measurements and give summaries 
of the strengths and limitations of each. 
Implementing Needs Assessment 
In this study, as I have shown, it is the Coffing/ 
Hutchinson model of needs assessment that is used. I 
recommended that other researchers utilize another model 
of needs assessment. In doing so, such a study should 
involve all the high schools in the State, about 50% of 
all the businesses in the State, about 50% or more of 
all the students, teachers and administrators. Also 
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parents should be involved in determining what needs they 
think their children should have. it should be clearly stated 
that the Needs Analyst will not be the decision maker. 
It should be determined what resources are available and 
mutually agreeable to both the NA and DM(s); in general 
plan in advance of actual implementation of interviews 
and/or questionnaires, trying to maximize the careful 
selection and standardization of persons and procedures; 
conduct the interview and/or questionnaires personally, 
apply appropriate measurement procedures of fulfillment 
of needs, as resources allow (see the section on measure¬ 
ments in the Coffing/Hutchinson NAM), finally, analyze 
the data presented to the DM(s) for whatever uses 
applicable. 
As resources allow, the study should be compared 
with the present study, the procedures, implementations 
and data analysis. 
Analyzing Assessment Data 
For an NA who has expertise in statistical analysis, 
the questionnaire obtained from this study or those from 
a new study, could be computed in such a way as to yield 
a complex statistical variant, depending particularly 
on the demographic and stratified nature of the 
participants, as well as the characteristics of needs 
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defined by them. 
Using the Data for Developing Apprenticeship 
Training Program 
Using the needs assessment data to suggest guidelines 
for apprenticeship training programs has been discussed. 
The use of needs assessment data like the ones from this 
study, varies. It largely depends on the expertise of 
the researcher and his or her experience in skill 
training programs. In this area I make the following 
recommendations for further research and experimentation: 
(a) for a decision maker who is faced with a great need 
to implement valid, useful apprenticeship training 
programs for high school students in Lagos State, it is 
my expectation that this assessment data would be very 
useful. It is my recommendation that besides evaluating 
his/her peculiar circumstances, one should also evaluate 
one's own locale and the potential participants in the 
program(s), to determine what ways their characteristics 
are similar to those of the three schools chosen in this 
research. (b) Finally, the DM should look at the 
problem of skill acquisition in the other eighteen states 
of Nigeria, and see if there are any such programs in 
existence. If there are, he/she should start at the 
finding of this study and work to evaluate apprenticeship 
training programs in one of the nineteen states in Nigeria 
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by using the same assessment procedure used in this study, 
and make comparisons between the two. if logically 
comparable in some way, the findings should yield data 
on the validity of this assessment. 
It is my view that with some imagination and 
^•n-'-^a^ve r Persons could do multiple kinds of research 
and experimentation as a result of the research, procedure 
and analysis of data in this study, to whatever breadth 
and depth might be desired. 
As I have stressed above, apprenticeship training 
has been a way Nigerians have transferred skills from 
one generation to another. But school and industry 
sponsored apprenticeship training programs and needs 
assessment methodology are relatively wide open. They 
need careful attention, much experimentation, and useful 
data increase in their usage, and hence contribute to 
the improvement of youth unemployment in Nigeria, and 
supply the needed skilled tradesmen and women needed by 
the industries. It is my expectation that this effort 
will be one of those that will contribute to that 
improvement in the employment picture of Nigerian youths. 
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APPENDIX A 
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APPENDIX B 
CALENDAR OF INTERVIEWS WITH NEEDS DEFINERS 
April 16, 1984 
10 A.M. Igbobi College: Administrators 
12:00 Igbobi College: Students 
April 17, 1984 
12:00 Baptist Academy: Administrators 
4:00 P.M. Baptist Academy: Students 
April 18, 1984 
9:30 A.M. Methodist Boys' High School: Administrators 
12:00 Methodist Boys' High School: Students 
April 19, 1984 
12:00 Volkswagen Assembly Plant: Managers 
April 20, 1984 
12:00 Volkswagen Assembly Plant: Employees 
April 23, 1984 
10:00 A.M. Ministry of Labor 
12:00 Ministry of Education 
April 27-May 11, 1984 - were used for the administering 
of the questionnaires in the five locations. 
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APPENDIX C 
STIMULUS QUESTION 
Stimulus Question for permanent secretary Lagos 
State Ministry of Labor, Ministry of Education and their 
deputies. General Manager of Volkswagen Assembly Plant, 
Badigon Road, Lagos. 
Imagine that in a state like Lagos, there are 
educational programmes for secondary school students 
that are very essential at providing these students with 
the employment skills that they need. Look at the 
programs available and what the secondary school students 
are able to do, and write down everything that could be 
seen that would indicate to you that the secondary school 
students needs for employment skills are fully met. 
Return to: 
ThankGod Maduka 
University of Massachusetts 
Department of Education 
Amherst, MA 01003 
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appendix d 
NEEDS ANALYST’S DIRECTION SHEET 
1. Would you please sit, one person to a table. 
2. I will give each 2 sheets of paper and a pencil. 
3. I will hand out information need sheet. 
The following instructions are for Principals, vice 
Principals, Teachers, Managers, Line Employees, Permanent 
Secretaries and their Deputies and Students. 
N.A.: First of all, would you please fill in the required 
statistical information as it applies to you, at the top 
of the sheet before you. Underline or circle your school 
or company or ministry. Note; Your name is not required. 
N.A.: The purpose of this needs assessment is to provide 
data so that decision makers in Lagos State school system 
particularly at Igbobi College, Baptist Academy and 
Methodist Boys' High School can develop an effective 
apprenticeship program through which high school students 
can acquire employment skills before graduating from 
school. Different groups of people including the students 
themselves are being asked to define high school students' 
needs for employment skills. These groups I believe can 
add very valuable information, since almost everyone is 
concerned with the problem of youth unemployment. 
To determine these needs, I will ask you to respond 
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to some questions. The purpose of the questions is to 
have you describe all the needs that you can think of, 
includinq ones that may already me met. 
N.A.: Imagine that in a state like Lagos, there are 
educational programs for secondary school students that 
are very essential at providing these students with the 
employment skills that they need. Look at the programs 
available and what the secondary school students are able 
to do, and write down everything that could be seen that 
would indicate to you that the secondary school students 
needs for employment skills are fully met. 
N.A.: After 30 minutes would you hand in your sheets. 
Thank you for helping in this study. 
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Dear 
As .you may have seen from our national dailies, un¬ 
employment is at its highest level than any other time in our 
national history.- The disconcerting aspect of this dilemma 
is that the victims are particularly young secondary school 
leavers. Most of these young people rush to the big cities 
pursuit of jobs that are not there. The result is that they 
end up walking the streets of these cities. 
This root cause of this problem to me is that these 
young people do not have skills to market or to make them 
employable. 
I am working on my doctoral dissertation over the next 
six months or so and making up an apprenticeship training )• 
program for Lagos State Secondary School students. As I look 
at this, I do not consider it an isolated issue with the 
schools and their students. But the business community has 
a role to play since they are the ones who will employ these 
young people they know what skills they require. And also 
the Ministry of Labor. 
Again it i3 my intention to come up with a needs 
assessment which will address to as many kinds of needs as 
feasible. The focus in making up an apprenticeship training 
program is to insure that students are well equipped before they 
leave school. The skills I am concerned with are not those 
of crafts or mechanics, but includes even learning to be a 
dental assistant, legal assistant, laboratory assistant, etc. 
At this time I want to start with those at the leader¬ 
ship, Ministry of Labor, business community, principals, to 
see what you think students needs for employment skills are. 
Accordingly, I ask that you please fill in the enclosed 
sheet with needs you think should be addressed by an 
apprenticeship training program for secondary school students 
in Lagos State. Notice the stimulus question attached: it 
asks you to imagine a situation in which the needs of Lagos 
State secondary school students are being met and described # 
or list what you feels that indicates that fact. If the 
form of this question does not fit the way you want to 
express the needs, write them any way you deem fit. In any 
case please respond. Otherwise I would be working from too 
much of a subjective basis. I think the problem of jobless¬ 
ness among our youths is a concern of all of us. 
Please give your response to my field research 
assistant, the bearer of this letter. 
I am looking forward to hearing from you. 
Sincerely, 
ThankGod Maduka 
Department of Education 
University of Massachusetts 
Amherst, MA 01003 
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Dear 
As you may have seen from our national dailies, un¬ 
employment is at its highest level than any other time in our 
national history. The disconcerting aspect of this dilemma 
is that the victims are particularly young secondary school 
leavers. Most of these young people rush to the big cities 
pursuit of jobs that are not there. The result is that they 
end up walking the streets of these cities. 
This root cause of this problem to me is that these 
young people do not have skills to market or to make them 
employable. 
I am working on my doctoral dissertation over the next 
six months or so and making up an apprenticeship training j. . 
program for Lagos State Secondary School students. As I look 
at this, I do not consider it an isolated issue with the 
schools and their students. But the business community has 
a role to play since they are the ones who will employ-these 
young people they know what skills they require. And also 
the Ministry of Labor. 
Again it is my intention to come up with a needs 
assessment which will address to as many kinds of needs as 
feasible. The focus in making up an apprenticeship training 
program is to insure that students are well equipped before they 
leave school. The skills I am concerned with are not those 
i of crafts or mechanics, but includes even learning to be a 
dental assistant, legal assistant, laboratory assistant, etc. 
At this time I want to start with those at the leader¬ 
ship, Ministry of Labor, business community, principals, to 
see what you think students needs for employment skills are. 
Accordingly, I ask that you please fill in the enclosed 
sheet with need3 you think should be addressed by an 
apprenticeship training program for secondary school students 
in Lagos State. Notice the stimulus question attached: it 
asks you to imagine a situation in which the needs of Lago3 
State secondary school students are being met and described 
or list what you feels that indicates that fact. If the 
form of this question does not fit the way you want to 
express the need3, write them any way you deem fit. In any 
case please respond. Otherwise I would be working from too 
much of a subjective basis. I think the problem of jobless¬ 
ness among our youths is a concern of all of us. 
Please give your response to my field research 
assistant, the bearer of this letter. 
I am looking forward to hearing from you. 
Sincerely, 
ThankGod Maduka 
Department of Education 
University of Massachusetts 
Amherst, MA 01003 
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Dear 
As you may have seen from our national dailies, un¬ 
employment is at its highest level than any other time in our 
national history. The disconcerting aspect of this dilemma 
is that the victims are particularly young secondary school 
leavers. Most of these young people rush to the big cities 
pursuit of jobs that are not there. The result is that they 
end up walking the streets of these cities. 
This root cause of this problem to me is that these 
young people do not have skills to market or to make them 
employable. 
I am working on my doctoral dissertation over the next 
six months or so and making up an apprenticeship training j. 
program for Lagos State Secondary School students. As I look 
at this, I do not consider it an isolated issue with the 
schools and their students. But the business community has 
a role to play since they are the ones who will employ these 
young people they know what skills they require. And also 
the Ministry of Labor. 
Again it is my intention to come up with a needs 
assessment which will address to as many kinds of needs as 
feasible. The focus in making up an apprenticeship training 
program is to insure that students are well equipped before they 
leave school. The skills I am concerned with are not those 
of crafts or mechanics, but includes even learning to be a 
dental assistant, legal assistant, laboratory assistant, etc. 
At this time I want to start with those at the leader¬ 
ship, Ministry of Labor, business community, principals, to 
see what you think students needs for employment skills are. 
Accordingly, I ask that you please fill in the enclosed 
sheet with needs you think should be addressed by an 
apprenticeship training program for secondary school students 
in Lagos State. Notice the stimulus question attached: it 
asks you to imagine a situation in which the needs of Lagos 
State secondary school students are being met and described 
or list what you feels that indicates that fact. If t e 
form of this question does not fit the way you want to 
express the needs, write them any way you deem fit. In y 
case please respond. Otherwise I would be working from too 
r 
much of a subjective basis. I think the problem of jobless¬ 
ness among our youths is a concern of all of us. 
Please give your response to my field research 
assistant, the bearer of this letter. 
I am looking forward to hearing from you. 
Sincerely, 
ThankGod Maduka 
Department of Education 
University of Massachusetts 
Amherst, MA 01003 
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Dear 
As you may have seen from our national dailies, un¬ 
employment is at its highest level than any other time in our 
national history. The disconcerting aspect of this dilemma 
is that the victims are particularly young secondary school 
leavers. Most of these young people rush to the big cities 
pursuit of jobs that are not there. The result is that they 
end up walking the streets of these cities. 
This root cause of this problem to me is that these 
young people do not have skills to market or to make them 
employable. 
I am working on my doctoral dissertation over the next 
six months or so and making up an apprenticeship training 
program for Lagos State Secondary School students. As I look 
at this, I do not consider it an isolated issue with the 
schools and their students. But the business community has 
a role to play since they are the ones who will employ these 
young people they know what skills they require. And also 
the Ministry of Labor. 
Again it is my intention to come up with a needs 
assessment which will address to as many kinds of needs as 
feasible. The focus in making up an apprenticeship training 
program is to insure that students are well equipped before they 
leave school. The skills I am concerned with are not those 
of crafts or mechanics, but includes even learning to be a 
dental assistant, legal assistant, laboratory assistant, etc. 
At this time I want to start with those at the leader¬ 
ship, Ministry of Labor, business community, principals, to 
see what you think students needs for employment sxills are. 
Accordingly, I ask that you please fill in the enclosed 
sheet with needs you think should be addressed by an 
apprenticeship training program for secondary school students 
in Lagos State. Notice the stimulus question attached, it 
asks you to imagine a situation in which the needs of Lagos 
State^econdary school students are being met and d^cribed 
or list what you feels that indicates that fact. If the 
form of this question does not fit the way you want o 
express the needs, write them any way you deem fit. In any 
nlense respond. Otherwise I would be working from too 
sub^ectiv® basis- I think the problem of jobless¬ 
ness among our youths is a concern of all of us. 
Please give your response to my field research 
assistant, the bearer of.this letter. 
I am looking forward to hearing from you. 
Sincerely, 
ThankGod Maduka 
Department of Education 
University of Massachusetts 
Amherst, MA 01003 
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APPENDIX F 
NEEDS STATEMENTS 
Direction: The following 47 items represent the needs of 
Secondary School students for employment skills, available 
in a valid apprenticeship training program. 
Read each item, if the item is one which you think 
Secondary School students should have so as to be employed 
after they graduate, put a check mark (X) in the space 
provided. Go back over the list of checked items and 
circle the five most important items, and number the 
circled items (1) to (5)—(1) being most important, 
(5) least important. 
(1) Mathematics 
(2) Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Repairs 
(3) Basic Building and Civil Engineering Principles 
(4) Chemistry 
(5) Agricultural Extension Theory and Principles 
(6) Basic Agricultural Mechanics 
(7) Livestock Production 
(8) Plant Breeding Principles and Theory 
(9) Poultry Production 
(10) Pig Production 
(ID Cattle Production 
APPENDIX F (Continued) 
(12) Basic Industrial Orientation 
(13) Sculpturing 
(14) Basic Printing Technology Principle 
(15) Pottery 
(16) Commercial Arts and Painting 
(17) Basic Computer Programming 
(18) Stenography 
(19) Nursing Aid Practice 
(20) Basic Office Practice 
(21) Physics 
(22) Rural Biology 
(23) Metal Work 
(24) Wood Work 
(25) Engineering Drawing 
(26) Bookkeeping 
(27) Photography 
(28) Retail Trade 
(29) Shoemaking 
(30) Designing 
(31) Tailoring 
(32) Ceramics 
(33) Machine Shop Operation Principles 
(34) Cabinetmaking 
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APPENDIX F (Continued) 
(35) Carpentry and Joinery 
(36) Motor Mechanics 
(37) Blacksmithery and Welding 
(38) Sheet Metal Work 
(39) Electrical Wiring 
(40) Hairdressing 
(41) Needle Work 
(42) Decorating 
(43) Basic Fitting 
(44) Basic Plumbing 
(45) Radio and TV Repair 
(46) Principles of Management 
(47) Basic Fitting Mechanics 
APPENDIX G1-G5 
DEFINING HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS NEEDS 
FOR EMPLOYMENT SKILLS 
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Appendix G 
Defining High School Students' Need for Employment Skills 
Principals and Vice Principals: Please fill in or under¬ 
line the appropriate items: 
Sex: M_' F_• Number of years in education: 
1~^-' 5-9_, 10-15_, 16-21_, Over 21 
Number of years as principal: 1-4_, 5-9 , 10-15 
Over 15_, Name of School_. Years in 
this school _, Ethnic origin 
Appendix G1 
Teachers: Please fill in or underline appropriate items: 
Sex: M_, F_, grade level currently teaching_. 
Do you teach full time - Yes_1 No_ . Years of 
Experience: 1-4_, 5-9_. 10-15_, 16-21_, 
over 21_. Name of School _, years in this 
school_ Ethnic origin_. 
Appendix G2 
Students: Plese fill in or underline appropriate items: 
Sex: M_, f_, Your curreng grade level_. 
Do you have any skills? Yes_, No 
_, Ethnic origin_ 
Name of school 
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Appendix G3 
Managers: Pfease fin in or underline the appropriate items: 
SeX! “-' F-' Educati°"._ Current Positron/ 
Tltle-* Years Of Experience, 1-4_, 5-9 
10 15-' OVer 16-.• Type high school attended: 
Technical , Non—Tschnirsi m 
-/ iNun lecnnical_ Name of your industry 
Ethnic origin 
Number of years with industry 
Appendix G4 
Line Employees: Please fill in or underline appropriate 
item: 
Sex: M-, F-, Education_. How long have you 
been employed here___ Number of years of Experience 
-* 5-9_, 10-15_, 16-21_, over 21_. 
Type of skill_. School attended: Technical 
Non-Technical_, Apprenticeship Trained: Yes . NO 
Number of years in training or apprenticed: 1_, 2 
3_• 4_, 5_, over 5_. Employer__ 
Ethnic origin___. 
Appendix G5 
Permanent Secretary or Deputy: Please fill in or under¬ 
line appropriate items: 
Sex: M_, F_, Education_. Title held 
_, Number of years of experience 1-4_, 5-9 
10-15_, 16-21_, over 21_. Ethnic origin_, 
Years in your Ministry_, Name of Ministry_ 
APPENDIX H 
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APPENDIX H 
FINAL NEEDS STATEMENT 
(1) Mathematics 
(2) Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Repairs 
(3) Basic Building and Civil Engineering Principle 
(4) Chemistry 
(5) Agricultural Extension Theory and Principles 
(6) Basic Agricultural Mechanics 
(7) Livestock Production 
(8) Plant Breeding Principles and Theory 
(9) Poultry Production 
(10) Pig Production 
(11) Cattle Production 
(12) Basic Industrial Orientation 
(13) Sculpturing 
(14) Basic Printing Technology Principles 
(15) Pottery 
(16) Commercial Arts and Painting 
(17) Basic Computer Programming 
(18) Stenography 
(19) Nursing Aid Practice 
(20) Basic Office Practice 
(21) Physics 
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APPENDIX H (Continued) 
(22) Rural Biology 
(23) Metal Work 
(24) Wood Work 
(25) Engineering Drawing 
(26) Bookkeeping 
(27) Photography 
(28) Retail Trade 
(29) Shoemaking 
(30) Designing 
(31) Tailoring 
(32) Ceramics 
(33) Machine Shop Operation Principles 
(34) Cabinetmaking 
(35) Carpentry and Joinery 
(36) Motor Mechanics 
(37) Blacksmithery and Welding 
(38) Sheet Metal Work 
(39) Electrical Wiring 
(40) Hairdressing 
(41) Needle Work 
(42) Decorating 
(43) Basic Fitting 
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(44) Basic Plumbing 
(45) Radio and TV Repair 
(46) Principles of Management 
(47) Basic Fitting Mechanics 
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o 0 0 1 o 0 3 0 0 0 7 0 1 o 0 1 0 0 o 
9 0 o 1 0 0 0 1 0 5 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
7 0 0 0 0 0 1 o 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
1 0 1 o 1 0 0 0 9 o 0 0 0 0 o 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 5 0 0 0 0 1 0 o 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 7 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
9 1 o 7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 0 
1 0 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
5 0 3 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 o 3 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 1 0 
1 1 0 7 1 0 o o 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 o 
0 5 7 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 1 o 0 0 0 0 9 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
0 5 0 0 0 1 0 o 1 1 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 1 0 o 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 5 3 0 0 1 1 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 o 
1 0 5 1 1 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 o 0 0 1 9 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 3 9 0 011 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 1 0 
9 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 on 0 0 0 0 1 
7 0 0 o 0 0 1 o 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 on 0 0 
5 0 0 o 0 3 0 0 o 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 
0 0 5 
i 0 0 
0 10 
0 I 1 
0 17 
0 0 3 
0 1 7 
1 1 1 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 011 
0 O 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
o o o 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
o o o 
Oil o 
0 1 1 
0 0 7 
0 1 I 
0 1 I 
o o o 
o o o 
0 5 0 
0 o o 
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162 13311120 70151 10000010001 1001301 19110001001 
01001001 1 1001 1 
163 13831120 30000 1 OOOOOOOO 1 050000070 1 00009000 
1 O O O O O O 011 00000 
164 23621120 1 O O Oil O 1 0000300005709 1 000000000000 
OOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
165 13621120 1 9 1 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOll 000000030000000 
00500700000000 
166 13321110 1000001 1 1 1 10101 1 10001 1 1 1 1 1 1 101 101 
O 011 507090 1 0000 
167 1342217 1 000300001 00010005000001 0007001001 
011 00010001090 
168 2343218 30000 1 0000050C 
on ooioooiooio 
169 2343114 10000000030000 
0900000010 011 O 
170 1342216 lOOOl 00001 OOOO 
OOtOOlOOOlOOS 
171 1341114 1 0005000010030 
011 00100000090 
172 1341213 1300001 0005000 
9000000100 on o 
173 1342116 7000 011 OOOOIOOO 
030000000 1010 
174 1342116 10005001001000 
0010000100901 
175 1342215 30005000100010 
09001000001110 
176 2342216 10003000100005 
Oil OOIOOOIOOIO 
177 1343215 OOOIOOOIOOOOIO 
9100000100 011 O 
178 13422116 OOOOll 00001 000 
5010000000070 
179 2342215 10001000000300 
0100100090 011 O 
180 2342214 30001000010000 
011 00100010090 
181 1342216 30001001001000 
010000100 011 O 1 
182 1342213 30001001001000 
011 01000010050 
183 1342214 00105001001003 
11100100100110 
184 1343219 10001000100010 
11100010000090 
185 1342215 03007000000100 
OIOOOOIOOOOIO 
186 1343118 00005001000700 
111 OOIOOOIOOIO 
187 1343119 00003500009000 
71100000000100 
188 1343215 30070900000000 
011 00000000000 
• 0 1070000010000090001 
01 700100100100010000 
1 01000070000100900 011 
00100010007000100001 
1 001 0000700000100000 
01 100001000500010010 
71 0000300 1 0000 1 00011 O 
01070000010000010000 
00700100010000100010 
01710001000030050001 
09010001001003000100 
005100001000090001 00 
0570000000010001 0001 
1 0090000000700000050 
1 7000000010900000100 
00170101001090100100 
0005000100070 0 300010 
0000500000 011 09000010 
00009000030000010000 
00000000000000000000 
00100050000000000001 
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1B9 1 342218 OOOOOOOOl lOOOOl 1 000000000005000001 
0700093000100 
190 1342216 0130010010001 701 1 1 10001 15000091 101 
O 1 O O 1 10101 011 O 
191 1342117 31500000100700001 1 1000100900001000 
1110110000 011 O 
192 1342118 300150000000000001 097001 OllOOOOOOOO 
OOOOOOOOOOOIO 
193 1342212 01 1011 1 109010000010000100000511 1001 
1130100711110 
194 1342216 5001 30070001 000000091 00001 00000000 
ooooooooooono 
195 2342216 3705101 01001000011901 10000000000000 
OOOOOOOOOOOOO 
196 1341113 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOl 011 0000001709000000 
5100010300000 
197 134419 007000000001 000059000001 1 01 lOOOOl 01 
1111151000000 
198 134317 0000513070000000000900000000000000 
OOOOOOOOOOOll O 
199 134419 57030010901000000 011000000000000000 
OOOOOOOOOOOOO 
200 134318 301 1 1 1000009000 01 10001000500000 0 000 
O 1 O 0000000070 
APPENDIX M 
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.197 134419 007000000001 000059000001 1 011 0 0 0 0 1 O 1- 
1 1 1 1 15100000 0 
198 134317 0 0 0 0 5 1 3 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000000 011 O 
199 134419 57030010901000000 01 lOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
OOOOOOOOOOOOO 
200 134318 3 01 1 1 10 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 011 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0100000000070 
APPENDIX N 
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oz9riitiiib 9 o > o on i o 
loot 10300 100 
040 221140 00000900 
0 O O 011 0000310 
082 132428 10001 150 
10100011 1010 
083 132257 0100001 O 
500100001300 
124 156426 O 1 O O O O 1 O 
OOlOOOOl 3000 
125 231328 lOOOt 150 
010001110100 
lOOOOOOOOOOOl 
0000000000010 
0001000 011 O 0 o o 
10000001 011 000 
10000001 011 o o o 
O O O 1 00 011 1 o o o o 
070000005000 Oj) 
00050007000000 
001701 1 1030000 
00009101110007 
00009101 1 10075 
001 701 10030001 
APPENDIX 0 
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STUDENTS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
SEX 
CATEGORY 1 AF3EI CODE 
ABSOLUTE 
FREQ 
RELATIVE 
FREQ 
<PCT) 
ADJUSTED 
FREQ 
<PCT) 
CUM 
FREQ 
< PCT) 
MAL E 1 . 41 60.3 60 • 3 60.3 
FEMALE 2. 27 39. 7 39.7 100.0 
TOTAl 60 100.0 100.0 
STUDENTS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
SEX 
CODE 
I 
1. <**#************#************************* < 41) 
I MALE 
I 
2. **. ***♦*. ********* < 27) 
I FEMALE 
I 
.I.I.I.I.I 
O 10 20 30 40 50 
FREOIJEMCY 
MEAN 
MODE 
KIJRTOSIS 
MINIMUM 
C.V. PCT 
1.397 
1 .000 
-1.071 
1.000 
35.283 
STD ERR 
STD DEV 
SKEWNESS 
MAXIMUM 
. 95 C. I. 
. 060 
.493 
.430 
2.000 
1.278 
MEDIAN 
VARIANCE 
RANGE 
SUM 
TO 
1.329 
.243 
1 . OOO 
95.000 
1.516 
NUMBER OF CASES 68 MISSING CASES 0 
ARE YOU SKILLED 
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CIJM 
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FP.FO 
CATEGORY I.AREI CODE FREO <PCT) (POT) (PCT > 
NO - 2. 68 100.0 100.0 100.0 
TOTAL 68 100.0 100.0 
STUDENTS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
ARE YOU SKILLED 
CODE 
I 
2. < 6B> 
I NO 
\.I.I.I.I.1 
q 40 tO 80 100 
FREQUENCY 
MEAN 
MODE 
KLIRTOSIS 
MINIMI IM 
C.V. PCT 
2.000 
2.000 
0 
2.000 
0 
STD ERR 
STD DEV 
SKEWNESS 
MAXIMUM 
.95 C.I. 
0 
0 
0 
2.000 
2.000 
MEDIAN 
VARIANCE 
RANGE 
SUM 
TO 
2.000 
0 
0 
136.000 
2.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 68 MISSING CASES 0 
NAME OF YOUR SCHOOL 
-urcaapr label CODE 
ABSOLUTE 
FREQ 
RELATIVE 
FREQ 
<PCT) 
ADJUSTED 
FREQ 
<pcn 
CUM 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
METHODIST BOYS HIGH SC.HOOl 1 . 24 35. 3 35.3 
35.3 
BAPTIST ACADEMY 2. 26 38.2 
38.2 73.5 
1GB0BI COLLEGE 3. 18 26.5 
26.5 . 100.0 
TOTAL. 68 100.0 100.0 
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STUDENTS DEMOGRAPHIC, DATA 
NAME OF YOUR SCHOOL 
CODE 
I 1. ************ * * turn** * * * * * * < 24> 
I METHODIST 
I 
2. *************************** < 26) 
I BAPTIST 
I 
3. * * * **************** < IS) 
I IGBOBI 
I 
.I.I.I.I.- I 
0 10 20 30 40 SO 
FREQUENCY 
MEAN 
MODE 
KtJRTOSIS 
MINIMUM 
C.V. PCT 
1.912 
2. OOO 
-1.357 
1.000 
41.1 S3 
STD ERR 
STD DEV 
SKEWNESS 
MAXIMUM 
.95 C.I. 
. 095 
. 787 
. 159 
3.000 
1.721 
MEDIAN 
VAR I ANC.E 
RANGE 
SUM 
TO 
1.08S 
.619 
2.000 
130.000 
2. 102 
NUMBER OF CASES 60 MISSING CASES 0 
CROSSTABS 
STATISTICS 
TABLES=SEX E<Y CURRENT GRADE LEVEL 
ALL. 
GIVEN 2 DIMENSIONS INITIAL CM ALLOWS FOR 
MAXIMUM CM ALLOWS FOR 
626 CELLS 
1407 CELLS 
APPENDIX P 
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MANAGERS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
SEX 
CATEGORY LABEL CODE 
ABSOLUTE 
FREQ 
RELATIVE 
FREQ 
(PCD 
ADJUSTED 
FREQ 
(PCI ) 
CUM 
FREQ 
(PCT> 
MALE 1. 24 SO. 0 80.0 BO. 0 
FEMALE 6 20.0 20.0 100.0 
TOTAL. 30 100.0 100.0 
MANAGERS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
SEX 
CODE 
T 
1. ************************* < 24) 
I MAI E 
I 
2. ******* ( 6) 
I FEMALE 
I 
.i.i.i.i.r 
O 10 20 30 40 .so 
FREQUENCY 
MEAN 1.200 
MODE 1 . OOO 
Kt IRTOSIS .P.27 
MINIMUM 1.000 
C.V. PCT 33.903 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 
STD ERR . 074 
STD DEV . 407 
SKEWNESS 1.580 
MAXIMUM 2.000 
.9S C.I. 1.048 
MISSING CASES 0 
MEDIAN 1 . 1 25 
VARIANCE . 1 66 
RANGE 1.000 
SI IN 3.6.000 
TO 1.352 
LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
ABSOl LITE 
RELATIVE 
FREQ 
ADJUSTED 
FRFQ 
CIJM 
FREQ 
CATEGORY 1 ABEL CODE FPEQ "<PCT> 'PCT> <PCT> 
BA 1. B 26. 7 26. 7 26.7 
BS 2 to 33. 3 33.3 60.0 
MA • C 16.7 16. 7 76.7 
MS 4 . 9 6.7 6.7 03.3 
MBA 5. 
TOTAL 
C( 
30 
16.7 
100.0 
16.7 
100.0 
100.0 
MANAGERS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
I EVEI. OF EDUCATION 
CODE 
I j. ************** * * * * * * * * * ******* * * * * * * * * * * * ■: o > 
I BA 
I 
2. *************************************************** ( 10) 
i ns 
i 
3. ************************** < 5) 
I HA 
I 
4. *********** < 2) 
I MS 
I 
Fj. ************************** < 5 > 
I MBA 
I 
I.I.I..1.I.1 
0 2 4 6 0 10 
EEEOt IEMCY 
MEAN 7. S3 3 STD ERR .257 MEDIAN 2.200 
MODE 2.000 STD DEV 1 . *ioa VARiAMCE 1.902 
K1IRT0SIS -.749 SKEWNESS . 68? RANGE 4. OOO 
MINIMUM 1.000 MAXIMUM 5.000 SI IN 76.000 
C.V. PCI 55.567 .95 C.I. 2.008 TO 3.059 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 MISSING CASES 0 
TITI E 
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CATEGORY LABEL CODE 
ABSOLUTE 
FREQ 
RELATIVE 
FREQ 
(PCT > 
ADJUSTED 
FREQ 
<PCT) 
C1JM 
FREQ 
<PCT) 
INVENTORY MGR 1. 3 10.0 10.0 10.0 
MKT MGR 2. 5 16.7 16.7 26.7 
ADMIN MGR 3. 5 16.7 16.7 43.3 
ELECT ENGR 4. 8 26.7 26.7 70.0 
GEN MGR 5. 3 10.0 10.0 80.0 
PRO MANAGER 6. 3 10.0 10.0 90.0 
ACCTS MGR 7. 1 3.3 3.3 93.3 
SAI ES REP 8. 2 6.7 6.7 100.0 
TOTAL 30 100.0 100.0 
MANAGERS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
TITLE 
CODE 
I 
1. **************** < 3) 
I INVENTORY MGR 
I 
2. ************************** ( « 5) 
I MKT MGR 
1 
3. ************************** ( 5> 
I ADMIN MGR 
I 
4. ***************************************** ( 8) 
l ELECT ENGR 
I 
5. **************** ( 3> 
GEN MGR 
6. **************** ( 
l PRO MANAGER 
I 
7. ****** < 1> 
I ACCTS MGR 
I 
8. *********** ( 
I SALES REP 
I 
.I. 
2) 
0 2 4 6 8 JO 
FPEQIIEUCY 
MEAN 3.867 STD ERR .351 MEDIAN 3.750 
MODE 4.000 STD DEV 1.925 VARIANCE 3. 706 
KIIRTOSIS .207 SKEWNESS .513 RANGE 7.000 
MINIMI 111 1 . OOO MAXIMUM 8.000 SI IM 116.000 
C.V. PCT 49.70S .95 C.t. 3. 148 TO 4.585 
NUMBER OP CASES 30 HISSING CASES 0 
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MANAGERS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
CATEGORY LABEL CODE 
ABSOLUTE 
FREQ 
RELATIVE 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
ADJUSTED 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
CUH 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
1 -4 1 . 3 10.0 10.0 10.0 
5-9 2. 20 66.7 66.7 76.7 
10-15 3 • 7 23.3 23.3 100.0 
TOTAL 30 1 00.0 100.0 
1. ********* ( 3) 
11-4 
I 
2. *************************************************** < ?0> 
I 5-9 
I 
3. ******************* ( 7) 
I 10-15 
J.I.I.I.I.1 
0 4 
FREQUENCY 
8 12 16 20 
MEAN 
MODE 
KURTOSTS 
MINIMUM 
C.V. PCT 
2.133 
2.000 
. 20G 
1.000 
26.7Q2 
STD ERR 
STD DEV 
SKEWNESS 
MAXIMUM 
.95 C.I. 
. 104 
.571 
.028 
3.000 
1.920 
MEDIAN 
VARIANCE 
RANGE 
SUM 
TO 
2. 100 
.326 
2.000 
64.000 
2.347 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 MISSING CASES 0 
TYPE DF SCHOOL ATTENDED 
CATEGORY LABEL CODE 
ABSOLUTE 
FREQ 
RELATIVE 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
adjusted 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
CUM 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
TECH SCHOOL 1. 
9 30.0 30.0 
30.0 
NON TECH 
n m 21 70.0 70.0 
100.0 
TOTAL 30 100.0 100.0 
MANAGERS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
TYPE OF SCHOOL ATTENDED 
CODE 
I 
1. ********** < 9) 
I TECH SCHOOL 
I 
2. ********************** < 21) 
I NON TECH 
I 
0 10 
FREQIIENCY 
20 30 40 50 
MEAN I .700 STD ERR .085 MEDIAN 1.786 
MODE 2.000 STD DEV .466 VARIANCE .217 
K1JPT0SI5 -1.242 SKEWNESS -.920 RANGE 1.OOO 
MINIMUM 1.000 MAXIMUM 2.000 SUM 51.000 
C.V. PCT 27.417 .95 C.I. 1.526 TO 1.874 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 MISSING CASES O 
INDUSTRY 
CATEGORY LABEL CODE 
ABSOLUTE 
FREQ 
RELATIVE 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
ADJUSTED 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
CUM 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
VW 1. 30 100.0 100.0 100.0 
TOTAL 30 100.0 100.0 
LUUfc 
I 
]. ******************************* ( 30) 
I VW 
I 
I.I.I.I.I.T 
0 10 
FREQI IENCY 
20 30 40 50 
MEAN 
MODE 
KURTOSIS 
MINIMUM 
C.V. PCT 
1 . ooo 
1.000 
0 
1.000 
O 
STD ERR 
STD DEV 
SKEWNESS 
MAXIMUM 
.95 C.I. 
0 
0 
0 
1 .OOO 
1 . OOO 
MEDIAN 
VARIANCE 
RANGE 
SUM 
TO 
1 . OOO 
0 
0 
30.OOO 
1 . OOO 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 MISSING CASES 0 
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CROSSTABS TABLES=SEX BY LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
STATISTICS ALL 
GIVEN 2 DIMENSIONS, INITIAL CM ALLOWS FOR 
MAXIMUM CM ALLOWS FOR 
625 CELLS 
3044 CEILS 
********* CROSSTABULATION OF ********* 
SEX 
BY LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
************************************** 
COUNT 
ROW PCT 
COL PCT 
LEVEL EDUCATION 
I 
I BA 
I 
BS MA HS MDA ROW 
TOTAL 
TOT PCT I 1 . I 2 . I 3. I 4. I 5 
SEX -1 
1 . I 4 I 9 I 5 I 2 I 4 
MALE I 16.7 I 37.5 I 20.0 I 8.3 I 16.7 
I 50.0 I 90.0 I 100.0 I 100.0 I 80.0 
l 13.3 I 30.0 I 16.7 I 6.7 I 13.3 
-I 
2. I 4 I I I 0 I 0 I 1 
FEMALE I 66.7 I 16.7 I 0 I 0 I 16.7 
I 50.0 I 10.0 I 0 I 0 I 20.0 
I 13.3 I 3.3 I O 1 O I 37"3 
-I 
COI I..IJMN 8 lO 5 2 5 
TOTAL 26.7 33.3 16.7 6.7 16.7 
RAW CHI SO = 6. 87500 WITH 4 D.F., SIC.. - . 14’. 
CRAMER" S V - .47071 
CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENT = . 43179 
LAMBDA (ASYMMETRIC) 0 WITH VI DEP. 
= . t 5000 WITH V2 DFP. 
L At lWI'A t i-i. 1II II 1 H 11 .. i - .115 .Sts 
UNCERTAINTY COEF. •: ASYMMETRIC) = .24/40 1.11 Ml VI 
- .00273 WITH V2 
24 
QO.O 
20. 
30 
1 00.0 
i-rr. 
DEP. 
(SYMMETRIC) - UNCERTAINTY COEF. 
KENDALI."S TAU B = -.30235, 
KENDALL"S TAU C - -.29770. 
GAMMA - -.58261 
SOMERS"S D (ASYMMETRIC) - 
SIG. 
SIG. 
.12400 
. 0363 
.0363 
SOMEPS"S D (SYMMETRIC) 
(rjrt ** .47071 WITH VI 
ETA ■» .25200 WITH V2 
PEARSON"S R - -.25288, 
-.19640 WITH 
- -.46520 WITH 
- -.27629 
DEPENDENT. 
DEPENDENT. 
SIG. “ .0800 
VI 
V2 
DEP. 
DEP. 
O
 
O
' 
CROSSTADS 
STATISTICS 
TABl.ES-LEVEI OF EDUCATION BY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
All. 
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GIVEN 2 I) I MENS IONS. IIIITIAI. CM ALLOWS FOR 625 CEI.I S 
MAXIMUM CM ALLOWS FOR 3044 CELTS 
******** * CROSSTAB II l AT ION OF 
BY 
I EVF.I OF EDUCATION 
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
* * * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT 11 4 C . Q 10 -15 
COL PCT I 
TOT PCT I 1 . I 2. 1 3. I 
LEO.OF EBU.I- I 
1 . I 0 I 7 I j I 
BA I CV I 87.5 I 12.5 I 
I O I 35.0 I 14.3 I 
I 0 I 23 • 3 I 3.3 I 
-I- — 
7. I 2 I 6 I 2 I 
BS I 20.0 I 60.0 I 20.0 I 
I 66. 7 I 30.0 I 28.6 I 
I 6. 7 I 20.0 I 6.7 I 
-I- 
3. I 0 I 3 I 2 T 
MA I 0 I 60.0 I 40.0 I 
T 0 I 15.0 I 28.6 I 
I 6 I 10. <• I 6. / I 
-I- ..— I- -I 
4. I 0 I 1 I 1 I 
MS I 0 I 50.0 I 50.0 I 
I o I 5.0 I 14.3 I 
I 0 I 3. 3 I 3.3 I 
-I 
5. I 1 I 3 I i I 
MBA I 20.0 I 60.0 I 
20.0 I 
T 33 • J I 15.0 I 14.3 I 
I 3.3 I 10.0 I 3. 3 I 
-I 
COL UMN 3 20 7 
TOTAL 10.0 66.7 23.3 
********* 
ROW 
TOTAL 
B 
26.7 
10 
33. 3 
16.7 
2 
6.7 
5 
16.7 
30 
100.0 
raw cm so 
CRAMER"S U 
.41607 WITH B D.F., SIG. - -7123 
50045 
.39106 
- - 
20MTINGENCY COEFFICIENT 
AMBDA (ASYMMETRIC-. - - OSOOO WITH ^ 
I AMBDA (SYMMETRIC) = .03333 
UNCERTAINTY COEF. (ASYMMETRIC) 
DEP. 
DEP. 
UNCERTAINTY COEF 
KENDALL"S TAH B 
KENDALL"S TAH C 
GAMMA - .10465 
SOMERS"S D (ASYMMETRIC) “ 
(SYMMETRIC) ■ 
.06557, SIG. 
.06000, SIG. 
.07093 WITH 02 
.17635 WITH 04 
.09006 
. 3438 
.3433 
SOMERS"S D (SYMMETRIC) “ 
ETA - .10931 WITH 02 
ETA - .30690 WITH 04 
PEARSON"S R - 
.08145 WITH 02 
.05279 WITH 04 
.06406 
DEPENDENT. 
DEPENDENT. 
!03716. SIG. - .4227 
DEP. 
PEP. 
********* 
********* 
DEP. 
DEP. 
APPENDIX Q 
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MAI E 
FEMALE 
1 AREI. CODE 
ARBOUITE. 
FREO 
REI ATIV»r 
FPEO 
IPCT) 
ADJI191 ED 
FREO 
IPCT) 
rtn 
FREO 
IPCT 1 
1. 31 39.6 39.6 4 
2. 21 40.4 40.4 100.0 
TOTAL 52 100.0 100.0 
SEX 
CODE 
I 
I. Ilttffli 
I MALE 31) 
I FEMALE 
f 
I.. 
O 10 
FREQUENCY 
.1. 
20 
21) 
• I. 
30 
MEAN 
MODE 
K1KTOSIS 
MINIMUM 
C.V. PCT 
1.404 
1.000 
-1.912 
1.000 
33.293 
STD ERR .069 
STD DEV .493 
SKEWNESS .404 
MAXIMUM 2.000 
.95 C.I. 1.266 
* 
MEDIAN 
VARIANCE 
RANGE 
SUN 
TO 
1.339 
.243 
1.000 
73.000 
1.342 
M.tiPER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES O 
GWOf l f Cti, IMMlT. --—... — 
CATEGORY I.ABEI. CODE 
ABSOLUTE 
FREQ 
RELATIVE 
FREQ 
IPCT) 
ADJUSTED 
FREQ 
IPCT) 
CUM 
FREO 
IPCT) 
1 i. 9 17.3 17.3 
• —IS.K 2 2. 7 i3.*r~ 30.R 
3 3. 7 13.3 13.5 44.2 
4 4. 13 28.0 28.8 73.1 
5 5. 13 25.0 23.0 98. 1 
6 6. 1 1.9 1.9 100.0 
TOTAL 52 100.0 100.0 
GRADE LEVEL TAUGHT 
CODE 
t 
1. ttttttfttttttttttttttttt l 9) 
I I 
I 
2. tttttttttttttttftft I 7) 
t 2 
t 
3. • tMttttttftttttttt I 7) 
1 3 
4. ttMtf ttttMtMttMtttttttttttttttttttt ( 15) 
I 4 
I 
5. flitttiMMMlitttiMitmimtm < 13) 
I 
6. uu I I) 
I 6 
I 
I.I.I.« 
o 4 0 12 
FREW IEMCY 
. I. 
16 
..I 
20 
MEAN 
MODE- 
KlRTOSIS 
MINIMI *i 
C.V. PCT 
52 
STD EPR .206 
STD OfeV 1.402 
6IEUNE08 -.365 
MAXIMUM 6.000 
.93 C.I. 2.953 
MISSING CASES 
MEDIAN 3.7AO 
VAIURlllC 2.197 
RANGE 5.000 
BUM 173.000 
TO 3.770 
3.3A3 
4. Om. 
•1.131 
1.000 
44.043 
NIUBER OF CASES 0 
282 
Ml INKER OF YEARS IN THIS 8CM00I 
RI-I.ATIUE AIVIIIS1E0 PIN! 
CATEGORY I. AnEl CODE 
Anson ite 
FRF.O 
FREQ 
<PCT> 
FREQ 
<pct> v 
FRFO 
<prn 
1 1 . 4 7.7 7.7 7.7 
2 2. IO 19.;* 19.7 76.9 
3 3. 3 r».p S.G 37.9 
4 4. 4 9.7 7.9 40.4 
■; 3 n.0 Ty.B 46.7 
A A. ir. 20.0 20.0 ?r>.r» 
7 7. 4 9.7 7.7 07.7 
0 0, 7 13.3 in.-; 96.7 
9 9. 7 3.8 3.0 100.o 
TOT At. 32 |OT».0 ino.r* 
NIBTPER OF YEARS IN THIS SCHOOL 
COPE 
T 
1. timttiMi < 4* 
I I 
I 
2. HMMtMMIUtUmMHU ( 10* 
I 7 
T 
3. tttlttttt < 3> 
I 3 
I 
•I. #*♦*♦**»*•» < 4> 
I 4 
I 
•t. tttlttttt ( 3) 
l 3 
b. It««ttMMMt»««««»«««tttttttt*«*«««««« < 
I * 
I 
7. tttttttittt < 4) 
1 7 
I 8 
1 
9. tttttt < 21 
I 9 
1 
7\ 
O 4 0 12 1A 
FRF.RMFNCY 
nrAN 4.9?3 
tmr.F 6.0<X> 
hip ins is -i.vir 
hiMlnun I.aoa 
PCI IH.TIrt 
STO ERR 
ST0 DEV 
SIFWNFSS 
MAY IMUM 
.93 C.t. 
. 334 
7.400 
170 
9.000 
4. sr.3 
MEDIAN 
VAR 1 AM* F 
RANGE 
SI IM 
in 
IHIMAFR OF TASCS 32 MISS TINT CASE9 
o 
. t 
TO 
n.t'Mto 
VSa.'VhI 
r..r.93 
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CROSSTAPS 
RIOT1ST TFS 
TADI ES-SEX BY GRAPE LEVEI 
Al I 
TAI101 IT 
OIVFII 2 DIMENSIONS. INITIAL CM Atl.OWS FOR 
MAXIMUM CM ALLOWS FOP 
*'26 CEI I S 
3045 CELl S 
TEACHERS DEMOGRAPHIC. DATA 
tttftt*** CROSST ADMI.AT I OH O F 
PY 
* * t * * 
SEX 
GRADE I Al IGIIV 
I t i I < 4 i » t * L L « » « » ♦ ♦ '■> 
(tttttltt 
444444444 
COI.IMT 
ROW PCT II 
COl PCT l 
GRADE LEVEL TAUGHT 
I 
2 
TOT PCT I I.I _ 
_I-1—.-1-1-1 
I . 1 
3. I 4. I 
SEX 
MALE 
FEMAI E 
I 
I 
I 
•I - 
2. I 
1 
r 
i 
-i - 
19.4 
7.5.7 
1 1 .5 
I 
I 
I 
12. 9 
57. 1 
7.7 
I 
T 
I 
9.7 
47.9 
5.8 
i 
i 
i 
25.0 
53.3 
15.4 
I 
1 
I 
79.0 
69.2 
17.3 
3 I 3 1 4 i 
*7 I 4 
14.3 I 14.3 I 19.0 t 33. 3 1 
IQ.O 
33.3 I 42.9 I «V7. t T 45. 7 I 30.8 
cm hhh 
TOTAI 
5.8 
9 
17.3 
5.8 
13.5 
7.7 
7 
13.5 
13.5 
15 
28.8 
POW 
TOTAL 
5. 1 
13 
25.0 
31 
59. A 
VI 
40.4 
100.0 
GRADE I rVEI TAUGHT 
COUNT 
ROW PCT 
COl pct 
TOT PCT 
SEX 
MAI E 
FEMAI F 
I 
COl HMN 
TOTAL 
6. 
I 
3.2 
10O. O 
I .9 
O 
O 
O 
O 
1 
1 .P 
ROW 
TOTAI 
31 
59. 6 
21 
40.4 
52 
100.0 
PAW CHI SO - 2.44272 WITH 
rPAMFFV'S “ .21&74 
C0W1 1MF.EMCY COEFFICIENT * ^VSlTH 'M 
•««* <ASVMMFTR!C> - 
I ANPDA (SYMMETRIC' - .03448 
UNCERTAINTY COEE. (ASYMMETRIC) - 
lI1ICFPTAIITTY TOEF. (SYMMETRIC) » 
KFNOAI I "5 1AH n ~ .OA125. 510. 
KEMDAI I nS lull C “ -.07544. 
llAHHA « ...•.• P.f. 
SOI IF PS”S D (ASYMMETRIC) m 
SOMERS”S O (SYMMETRIC) ” 
ptA » .716M WITH HI 
p CA a .04467 Willi 77 
PFARSON”S l> - .04467. 
D.F.. Sin. 7051 
SIO. " 
PEP. 
PER. 
.03988 WITH 'M 
*01656 WITH V2 
,0234'T 
.3129 
. 31 .'9 
nEP. 
DEP. 
„ ,04/09 Wl 111 'M 
, ..07834 WITH V2 
. -.05944 
DEPEIIDF.U1 . 
DFPENDFIO . 
SIO. “ .37AA 
14 I’. 
DEP 
284 
rpnssTons tables-grade level py phi i rip papt time 
STATISTICS All. 
r.TVPIl 2 nil-tt'NSinns. 1MITIAI CM Al I OUR POP A26 CPI | s 
MAXIMUM CM Allows FOP 3045 CEl l S 
TEACHERS PEMOORAPHIC DATA 
tttttttt* CROSST A DIM A T I O M OF 
ORADE LEVEL 
nv pm i or part time 
iiiiiiiiiiii i » i i H ( i H M H I M M t i i m m 
FULL OR PART TIME 
COUNT I 
POW PC.T I YES ROW 
COI Per I TOTAL 
TOT PCT I I.I 
GRADE LEV.-I-1 
I 
2 
4 
t. I n 1 Q 
I 10O.0 I 17.3 
I 17.3 I 
I 17.3 I 
-l - —-- I 
2. I 7 I 7 
1 100.0 I 13.5 
I 13. 5 I 
I 13.5 I 
-I- I 
3. 1 7 l 7 
I ioo.o I 13.5 
I 13.5 T 
I 13.5 I 
4. I 15 I 15 
i 100.0 I 20.0 
i 2R.0 I 
i 20. B 1 
S. | 13 I 13 
i 100.0 I 25.0 
t . o I 
t 25. o I 
6. T i I 1 
i tno.o I 1 .9 
i 1.9 I 
i 1.9 I 
-1 
CHI 1IMN 52 52 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 
_ • — — 
APPENDIX R 
ANALYSIS OF PRINCIPAL AND VICE PRINCIPAL DATA 
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015 1221 5000 3000 1-00 I 0000 I OOOOO 10 1 0700 LOOOO I O 
900000000-0-11 Q 
016 1321 10000030001 OOOOOl 1 000007001 001000100 
11 00000001009 
017 1321 1 OOOOOOOO 1 OOO 1 005000 1 00300070 1 00 1 000 
1100000010009 
018 1321 I O O 011 0000010001009001000105100010001 
300000100070 
019 1221 1 00030000 1 OOOOO 1 0700000 I 0500 1 0000 1 00 
900010000 011 O 
020 1321 05001 00000300001 1 10 101000900000001 10 
1100000000007 
021 1121 000030000010000170000100015000010010 
1100010001009 
022 1121 010010000101000030010001071000100510 
90000001 1 011 O 
023 1321 000050000003000 1 7000000 1 O 1 9000000 1 00 
11 00010010001 
024 1221 511 111111 111 lOl'l 11910711 11 11111113110 
111111111111 
025 1321 51131011 1 11 11001010911111 1 1711001111 
O 1 1 1 O O O 1 1 111 1 
026 1321 00 1 090000007000005030000000 1 OOOOOOOO 
0 0 000001 1 0110 
027 1421 700900000000010 011 101031 l 101000510010 
000100111110 
028 132111019100000001 00001 1071000030100001 10 
100105000010 
029 1421 901 103001001010100571 1001 101 10100000 
100105000 011 O 
030 1221 107050000003000010010000090000000000 
1 O 0 1 O O 0 O O Oil l 
031 1521 030005709 0110000000000010001000100010 
000000000 l 00 
032 1221 031000100010000010500010011000900000 
1100010010171 
033 1521 1011 001 090351700001000000000000000000 
oooooooooooo 
034 1221 OOOO 1 700 1 OOOOOOOOO 1 00000000005300 1 1 O 
911100011 011 O 
035 1321 0500300000000901101 1000000071 10110000 
100110111100 
036 1121 3001000010010001 1 1051 100070000001900 
OOOOOOIOO Oil O 
037 1421 3051 0000000000007000 1 000009010000000 
100100000 011 O 
038 1321 5007100000010001 1 101 390 011 1 1 lOOOOOOOO 
041 2522 1000100010030001 10000100070000000900 
1100000010050 . _ „ „ ~ ^ 
042 1222 1 000100010 Ol1000001000000301000500010 
oJ3°2?22 5013^100000 1 00009 1 1001 1 1 O O 1 • *11 O O O O 1 
00007000000 1 
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044 1222 000300100 
OOOOOOlOOOOl 
043 1322 O 0 1 O O 1 O O 0 
110000-0-701 190 
046 2222* t 1 O 1 5 1 1 O O 
1100010111191 
047 1322 1 O 1 1 1 1 O 1 O 
900100010 011 0 
048 2422 10101 1 O O O 
500100000300 
049 1122 1 O O O O 1 1 O O 
101000000050 
050 2222 1 O O O 1 1 O O O 
90000 011 00001 
051 2422 100030000 
90000001 1 1 011 
032 212211 00090000 
005000001007 
053 1222 000030000 
1100001000090 
054 2322 101030000 
OOOOOOOOOOIO 
053 2322 030059000 
100000001001 
036 2422 301000000 
O O 0 1 O O O O O Oil O 
037 1122 1 OOOO 1 OOO 
00090000 1 011 O 
8 2222 700500000 
10001 1 lOO Oil O 
059 2322 001011101 
000700000 011 O 
060 2222 030000000 
OOOOIOOIOOOO 
061 2122 300010000 
OOOOOOOOO Oil O 
062 2122 030000000 
1100900000700 
063 1122 OOOOOOOOO 
500070009000 
064 1122 OOOOOOOOO 
OOOOOOOOO Oil O 
065 2122 OlOOOOOOO 
1 00300000700 
066 2522 000003000 
000700000101 
107 1223 1 0 0 011 0000 
300010003001 
108 2223 100070000 
11 00000100090 
109 2223 00501 1 700 
1 OOOOOOOOOll 0 
110 2323 3001 05000 
lOOOOOOOO Oil O 
000000307 0*0 O O 
• t 
1-000000050000 
3110001171110 
01 1000130101 1 
1000000190000 
003000,0 1 50000 
01 00000030000 
1000001300000 
OOOl OOOOOIOOO 
1000100700001 
009000070 011 00 
O 011 0000070000 
0000000010703 
0000300500000 
OOl 1000000130 
0100100100130 
000000709 011 O 0 
0050000100900 
0000000500000 
oioiooo on oooo 
0000000009000 
OOOOOOOll 90000 
000000000050 1 
0090000100000 
1 000010130000 
0000000009 l 00 
00700000901 1 1 
0100090000 on o 
3000010010111 
0011011011011 
0710050010111 
0001 01 10000700 
70000900010 011 
0005000700000 
0700100000010 
3001000100100 
0005000010000 
0015000000000 
OOOOl 00000000 
0009000000000 
0070000010010 
9101111111010 
0059000000000 
0030000000001 
0010000000700 
OOOOOOIOIOOIO 
0010300000010 
0033070101000 
0100000050000 
0000009000 011 0 
0700010001010 
0100030000010 
0000030000000 
1 lOOOOOl 1 1000 
288 
044 1222 000300 1 00000000507 0-i) O O 0 1 00090000 011 O 
ooooooiooooi • , 
045 1322 00 100J 0001-00000005000030000 1 001 01 1 1 
110000-0701190 
046 2222* 410151 10031 lOOOl 171 1 10001 lOl 101 101 1 
1100010111191 
047 1322 101 1 1 101001 1000130101 107100500101 1 1 
900100010 011 O 
04B 2422 1 010 1 1 0001 OOOOOO 190000000 1 011 0000700 
500100000300 
049 1 122 100001 100003000,0 15000070000900010 01 l 
101000000050 
050 2222 1 OOOl lOOOOl 000000300000005000700000 
90000 011 00001 
051 2422 1 00030000 1 OOOOO 1 5000000700 1 OOOOOO 1 O 
90000001 1 1 011 
052 212211 000900000001 000001000300 1 0001 00100 
005000001007 
053 1222 00003000010001007000010005000010000 
1100001000090 
054 2322 1 01030000009000070 011 0000 1 5000000000 
OOOOOOOOOOIO 
055 2322 0300590000011 000007000000001 OOOOOOOO 
100000001001 
056 2422 30100000000000000107050009000000000 
O 00 l O O O O O Oil O 
057 1122 1 OOOO 1 000000030050000000700000 1 00 1 O 
00090000 1 011 O 
B 2222 700500000001 10000001309101 1 1 1 1 1 1010 
10001 1 1 O O Oil o 
059 2322 00101 1 10101001001001300059000000000 
000700000 011 O 
060 2222 050000000000000709 011 00003000000000 1 
OOOOIOOIOOOO 
061 2122 3000 1 000000500001 0090000 1 0000000700 
OOOOOOOOO Oil O 
062 2122 03000000000000005000000000001010010 
1100900000700 
063 1122 OOOOOOOOOOl 01000 011 00000010300000010 
500070009000 
064 1122 00000000000000000090000035070101000 
OOOOOOOOO Oil O 
065 2122 O 1 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOll 900000 1 00000050000 
100300000700 
066 2522 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0110 
000700000101 
107 1223 1 00 011 000000900001000000700010001010 
500010003001 4 
108 2223 10007000010000101300000100050000010 
1100000100090 _ „ _ „ 
109 2223 00501 1 70000000000091000000030000000 
100000000 011 O ^ ^ A . 
HO 2323 3001 0500000700000901 1 1 1 lOOOOOl 1 1000 
lOOOOOOOO Oil O 
289 
111 1123 0 3 1 0 o 0 0 on 1 1 1 o 1 0 0 1 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 9 
0 0 0 0 O 5 o 0 1 0 7 0 
112 2123 3 1 o 0 5 1 O 7 o o 0 9 O 0 0 1 o 1 0 o on 1 1 o 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 O O 1 0 0 O 0 0 0 
113 2323 3 o 0 7 0 o 1 1 1 1 1 0 o o 0 Oil 0 0 1 5 9 o 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 O 0 0 0 o 1 1 0 
114 2423 0 o 3 0 o o o 0 o o o 1 0 0 o o 0 0 0 1 0 0 o o o o 0 0 0 0 o o 0 0 7 
11 0 0 5 o 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 
1 15 2423 o 5 o o o 7 1 0 o o 0 01 1 1 0 0 9 o o o 1 0 o 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 
1 0 i 0 O o 0 1 o 1 7 o 0 
116 1523 o o 3 o o o 5 0 0 0 0 0 o o o o o o o o o o o 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 7 0 0 0 o 
9 0 > 0 0 o o 0 0 0 on 0 
1 17 2223 1 5 9 o o o O o o o 0 o o 7 0 1 1 1 0 o o o o o 1 0 0 0 o 1 0 0 1 0 0 
11 C > 0 1 o o 0 0 0 3 l 0 
118 2423 5 0 0 1 7 o o o 0 o 0 1 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 9 0 3 0 0 1 1 0 0 o 1 0 0 1 0 1 
1 0 0 1 • 0 ' 0 > 0 1 < 0 I 0 11 0 
1 19 1423 1 o 1 3 0 5 o o 0 0 0 1 o 1 0 0 0 7 0 9 1 0 o 0 o 0 1 0 o 0 1 0 0 0 o 
100101000 11 10 
120 1323 500710000000100000 011310009000100010 
1001001001 10 
121 1223 300500100001000001 011 71 1000900001000 
OOOOOOOOOOIO 
122 1223 3000001 0501 OOOOl 0100000007090000100 
100010010 011 O 
123 1423 0300000000000001 1 50000001019 1 0110010 
100000101700 _ 
113 2323 3007001 1 1 110000 011001590010000000000 
OOOlOOOOOl 10 
290 
001 211217 300 1-000000 0-000 
0 0 0-0 0 1 1 0 O O Oil o 
002 251317 1 050 1 OO 1 OOOOOO 
011 00010000700 
003 151216 10001000000010 
011 00000009010 
004 221317 30971000500001 
OOOOOOOOOOOOO 
005 241416 01300151 1 1 lOOO 
1900100001 101 
006 151319 70050000100000 
00000 lOOOOOOO 
007 111317701 1 1 1 1 1900100 
11100010300101 
009 151214 1 0000300000000 
110 00103000009 
009 151215 50017100000100 
OOOOOOOOOO Oil O 
OlO 151215 1 7010000000000 
11000100100090 
011 131112 11137111111901 
1100101011111 
012 231216 11117511311911 
1111110100100 
013 121214 O 1 1 011 1 1 1 1 1 1 O O O 
1 100910000100 
014 211218 10010000300000 
00000001 OO Oil O 
067 221121 O 5 O O 1 O O O O O 1 O O 3 
111 00000010910 
068 231326 50010010010003 
09000001000110 
069 231224 10000100001000 
011 00000900010 
070 241326 30005000100700 
0100100100 011 O 
071 141226 50070000000000 
OIOOIOOOOOOOO 
072 211328 Ol10000090001 00 
0050030007000 
073 251426 30001000005000 
0107000001 011 O 
074 141226 3000001 0001000 
011 00001000090 
075 121223 00005000010000 
011 00000010090 
076 12112111 iOl 1 100000700 
OIOOIOOOIOIOI 
077 151328 OOOOll 000009000 
5001000100007 
078 151223 10003000005000 
0900101000 111 O 
079 141228 0900000001 1 1 10 
011 00300000500 
0005071 1 000900000 0-1.0 
00300000000000900000 
03000000000700000005 
010011 OlOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
007000001 1 00000000 011 
0900011 00000 1 03000000 
00000 151010100010001 
00001000000507101000 
OOl 10930001 lOOOOOOOO 
0500031 10101 10010001 
Ol 10 111 1 1500000000001 
111 1 1 1 1 O 1 1 O O 1 1 O 1 1 1 1 0 1 
01070000030000005001 
O 1000000057000090000 
00700010100000101010 
00700100100100010010 
1 0001 000000703000005 
01010000100901010010 
0 011 00030001000000090 
10001 000001000100010 
01 100010001009010000 
1 00500000 1 00700000 1 O 
03700100010001000001 
00900050003000000010 
10010000300010000100 
07 100000010001000010 
1 101 1 100000700100101 
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080 121326 10001001001001 
0000500000300 
081 131225 10100101010101 
0 10700000 1 01 lO 
084 131236 10000100001001 
711 00010001090 
085 241232 100001001001100 
1510000100030 
086 221132 30000000100010 
0900000010 011 O 
087 251133 10001000000300 
011 00000010070 
088 141238 10003000001000 
11 100000100090 
089 111131 1 OOO 1 000030000 
0701000100050 
090 151132 00003000000000 
11 101000010110 
091 141132 30050000000000 
0001000000000 
092 241439 10000003000500 
OOOOOOOIOO 011 1 
093 141232 10000000000010 
0110 011 1900000 
094 241132 70950100000001 
O O O O O O Oil O O 1 O O 
095 241236 10000000000100 
0000100000 011 O 
096 231236 50030000000000 
oooooooooo on o 
097 251132 1 0003000000 1 00 
0900000050070 
098 111132 3000 1 O 1 O 1 OOOOO 
oooooooooo on 1 
099 151236 00000300500000 
100 011 oooooooo 
100 241234 30001000000700 
oooooooooo on o 
101 111132 7 O O O O O O O O O O 5 O O 
oi ioioooio on o 
102 161338 lOOOl 1 10190000 
on ooooooooooo 
103 111236 5017091 lOOOOOO 
OlOOlOOOOOOl 1 
104 141336 1 1 100130000501 
1 1 10700001 1 lO 
105 111338 300151 10100100 
0100900000 011 O 
106 141131 30010000000100 
oooooooooo on 1 
001001000001019070 on 
01 03 0 000005900000000 
00101003001001051010 
01900100100070001000 
OOl 0050007000001 001 O 
00100050010010009001 
01500001010070010000 
on i 10001010091001001 
00050000000709000000 
OO 1 0079000011 OOOOOOOO 
0010071 1 000900000000 
01003001 OOOOl 5017000 
00100030001000000000 
00570100001 903001 000 
0107091 1 1 10100000000 
OOl 001100100100010000 
0005070 1 00 1 900000000 
00070000000091 010000 
00001900001500000000 
01070900001 OOOOOOOIO 
00007000030000050000 
0101003100 011 OOOOOOOO 
0000000000091 00 011 100 
0001 0700000100001000 
007005 10000900000000 
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167. 1342217 1000300001000100050000010007001001 
011 00010001090 
168 2343218 3000010000050001070000010000090001 
011 00100010010 
169 23431141000000003000001700100100100010000 
0900000010 011 0 
170 1342216 10001 00001 000 O' 1010000700001 00900 011 
0010010001005 
171 1341114 1000500001003000100010007000100001 
011 00100000090 
172 1341213 1300001000500010010000700000100000 
9000000100 011 O 
173 1342116 7000 Ol10000100001100001000500010010 
0300000001010 
174 1342116 1000500100100071000030010000100 011 O 
0010000100901 
175 1342215 3000500010001001070000010000010000 
0900100000 111 O 
176 2342216 1000300010000500700100010000100010 
Oil OOIOOOIOOIO 
177 1343215 0001000100001001710001000030050001 
9100000100 011 O 
178 13422116 0000110000100009010001001003000100 
5010000000070 
179 2342215 1000100000030000510000100009000100 
0100100090 011 O 
180 2342214 3000100001000005700000000100010001 
011 00100010090 
181 1342216 30001001 0010001 0090000000700000050 
OIOOOOIOO Oil O 1 
182 1342213 3000100100100017000000010900000100 
Oil 0 1''0000 1 0050 
183 1342214 0010500100100300170101001090100100 
1 1001001001 10 
184 1343219 1000100010001000050001000700300010 
111 00010000090 
185 1342215 03007000000 1 000000500000 011 09000010 
OIOOOOIOOOOIO 
186 1343118 0000500100070000009000030000010000 
111 OOIOOOIOOIO _^ ^ 
187 1343119 0000350000900000000000000000000000 
711 00000000100 
188 1343215 3007090000000000100050000000000001 
Oil ooooooooooo 
189 1342218 OOOOOOOOl lOOOOl 1000000000005000001 
0700093000100 _ _ „ . . „ . 
190 1342216 0130010010001701 1 1 lOOOl 15000091 10 
?9l 13?2117 3150 o'o 00100700001 1 1000100900001000 
U2 1342118 300? 5“ 000000000001097001 011 0000 OOOO 
?93 1342212 Olf 011 11090100000100001000005111001 
1 130100711110 
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135 13421140 301001001000100001005000001000001 
0 011 00070010090 
136 13211214 010010001001000000003000000900005 
00070001000 011 O 
137 13611214 001 01 0001 000010070010001050301000 
O 011 00000000090 
138 23831214 100030000001000001000100007000000 
l Oil 00010000090 
139 13821215 010010003000010010005001007001000 
010 011 000090000 
140 13421213 0003001010101010 011000100009000050 
01001000070001 
141 13421110 00001 00030070001001 0000100 011 00010 
00900101500100 
142 13521216 050070000100030001001000100001000 
1 01100090000010 
143 13311120 101 03000100100050000000001 7000000 
0191001000 011 10 _ „ „ 
144 13721120 010010010100000017000000005000000 
O 1 100000030 011 O ^ ^ 
145 13621120 010010001000010070050001003000000 
I 011 00010010090 
146 23521120 100100300100010 0110010050010010010 
00910001000170 . _ . . . A 
147 23421213 010010000100010010010005010030010 
148°13421120 09 01100000100100100010000300001010 
I49°1352U 20 J!2oo°000, 003000, 10000500100007000 
150°134M213 loOO°o‘o 30010010100100001019001000 
151 ^132?1220 ;JS?SSS?. 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 . , 0 . 3 0 0, ......... 
,2, ?,S iSnSHS, 000. 0.00, 000,0000700.0 010 
iSSJAniu 2 S S i S ! S 1 « 0 o 0 o • o • • 0 » o o o o * o o o 0 o o o o 
,!,#AS,S.S 2 Sl? S 2 ? i S 1 0 0 O 0 4 0 0 O O O 7 O 0 O 1 0 O • 0 « • « « « 
,55°,342,2,3 ? S o i 3 H O O 1 O 0 O O 1 O 7 O 1 0 O O 1 0 » 0 3 0 0 O O » 0 
,^°:i4?,?.S sSoSTSoSoOOOOOOOO. 07000, o, 00300,0 
157^133M215 2 ? 2 2 2 2*2 2 0 0 0 O 0 O 0 1 » • « « « « « » « « » * » 9 * 0 * 
II 0010900700001 00170 011 00900000 
158 13311213 100300000000000501 O 
OOOOOOOOOOOOOO ^^^aaa.iaqoOOOI 100070000 159 13431215 300000005000000 0110900001 1 ° 
00000011100000 ^^.AiAnnnOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
160 23621213 030000507000101000000000GU 
11 0090010000000 „,5/iA7n«»OO10 011 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 161 13621120 100501000000000007090010 
000003000000 1 o 
294 
194 1342216 5001300700010000000910000100000000 
0000000000 on o 
195 2342216 3705101 OlOOl 000011901 1 OOOOOOOOOOOOO 
OOOOOOOOOOOOO 
196 1341113 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 1 011 OOOOOO 1 709000000 
5 100010300000 
295 
017 1321 100000000100010050001003000701001000 
11000000100090 
O10 1321 100 011 0000010001009001000105100010001 
3000001000700 
019 1221 100030000100000107000001050010000100 
9 O O 0 1 O 0 0 0 011 O O 
020 1321 0500100000300001 1 10101000900000001 10 
11 000000000070 
021 1121 000030000010000170000100015000010010 
11 000100010090 
022 1121 010010000101000030010001071000100510 
90000001 1 011 0 0 
023 1321 0000500000030001 70000001019000000100 
11 000100100010 
024 1221 5111111111111011119107111111111113110 
1111111111110 
025 1321 511310111111100101091111111711001111 
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 111 1 O 
026 1321 001090000007000005030000000100000000 
00000001 10110 O 
027 1421 700900000000010 011 101031 1 101000510010 
OOOlOOlllllO 
020 132111 01910000000100001107100003010000110 
100105000010 
029 1421 901 103001001010100571 1001 101 10100000 
100105000 011 O 
030 1221 107050000003000010010000090000000000 
100100000011 1 
031 1521 0300057090110 000000000010001000100010 
OOOOOOOOOIOO 
032 1221 031 0001 OOOlOOOOOl 050001001 1000900000 
11 00010010171 
033 1521 1 011001090351 700001 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
OOOOOOOOOOOO . _ 
034 1221 000017001000000000100000000005300110 
91 1 10001 10110 
035 1321 05003000000009 01lOl 1000000071 101 10000 
036°1121 3001000010010001 1 1051100070000001900 
037°142? 3051 00000000000070001 000009010000000 
O30°1321 50071 0l0000010001 1 101 390 011 1 1 100000000 
041 ^522 1 O O O 1 0001003000110000100070000000900 
042°i222 ?000100010 011000001000000301000500010 
oi3°2?2? 5 O J I °t ? J O O O O O 1 O O O O 9 1 1 O O 1 1 1 0 O 1 O Oil O 0 O 0 1 
0?4°122? O S J S So ? O O O O O O O O 5 O 7 O O O O O 1 O O O 9 O O O O Oil O 0 
045°1322 !o0!!l!lloi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0l0lll0 
1100000701 190 
296 
162 13311120 70151100000100011001301 1 911 0001001 
01001001 1 1001 1 
163 13831120 30000 1 OOOOOOOO 1 050000070 1 00009000 
1000000 011 00000 
164 23621120 1 OOOU O 1 0000300005709 1 OOOOOOOOOOOO 
OOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
165 13621120 1 9 1 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOll 000000030000000 
00500700000000 
166 13321110 1000001111101011100011111I11 01101 
O 011 50709010000 
167 1342217 1 000300001 0001 0005000001 0007001001 
Oil 00010001090 
168 2343218 300001 00000500 
Oil OOIOOOIOOIO 
169 2343114 10000000030000 
09000000 1 O Oil O 
170 1342216 lOOOl 00001 OOOO 
0010010001005 
171 1341114 10005000010030 
011 00100000090 
172 1341213 13000010005000 
9000000100 011 O 
173 1342116 7000 011 00001000 
0300000001010 
174 1342116 10005001001000 
0010000100901 
175 1342215 30005000100010 
0900100000 111 O 
176 2342216 10003000100005 
Oil OOIOOOIOOIO 
177 1343215 OOOIOOOIOOOOIO 
9100000100 011 O 
178 13422116 OOOOIIOOOOIOOO 
5010000000070 
179 2342215 lOOOl 000000300 
01001000900110 
180 2342214 30001000010000 
011 00100010090 
181 1342216 30001001001000 
OIOOOOIOO Oil O 1 
182 1342213 30001001001000 
011 01000010050 
183 1342214 00105001001003 
11100100100110 
184 1343219 10001000100010 
11100010000090 
185 1342215 03007000000100 
OIOOOOIOOOOIO 
186 1343118 00005001000700 
111 OOIOOOIOOIO 
187 1343119 00003500009000 
711 00000000100 
188 1343215 30070900000000 
Oil OOOOOOOOOOO 
01070000010000090001 
01 7001001 00100010000 
1 01000070000100900 011 
00100010007000100001 
lOOl 0000700000100000 
01 1 00001 000500010010 
71 00003001 OOOOIOO Oil O 
0107000001 OOOOOIOOOO 
00700100010000100010 
017 lOOOl 000030050001 
09010001001003000100 
00510000100009000100 
0570000000010001 0001 
1 0090000000700000050 
1 7000000010900000100 
00170101001090100100 
00050001000700300010 
0000500000 011 09000010 
00009000030000010000 
oooooooooooooooooooo 
00100050000000000001 
297 
109 1342210 OOOOOOOOl lOOOOl 100000000000500000 
0700093000 100 
190 1342216 0130010010001 701 1 1 10001 15000091 10 
0100110101 011 O 
191 1342117 31 500000100700001 1 1 00010090000100 
1110110000 011 O 
192 1342110300 150000000000001 097001 011 OOOOOOO 
0000000000010 
193 1342212 01 1011 1 1 0901000001000010000051 1 100 
1130100711110 
194 1342216 5001 30070001 000000091 00001 OOOOOOO 
OOOOOOOOOO Oil O 
195 2342216 3705101 01001000011901 1000000000000 
OOOOOOOOOOOOO 
196 1341113 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOl 011000000170900000 
5100010300000 
197 134419 007000000001 000059000001 1 01100001 0 
1111151000000 
190 134317 000051307000000000090000000000000 
OOOOOOOOOO Oil O 
199 134419 570300 1 090 l OOOOOOOll OOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
OOOOOOOOOOOOO 
200 134310 301 1 1 1 000009000 011 000 1 000500000 0 00 
O 100000000070 
1 
1 
O 
0 
1 
o 
0 
I o 
1 
0 
o 
o 
298 
.71 
.197 134419 00700000 
1 1 1 1 15100000 0 
198 134317 00005130 
oooooooooo Oil o 
199 134419 57030010 
ooooooooooooo 
200 134310 30111100 
O 100000000070 
0001 000059000 
7000000000090 
90100000001100 
0009000 011 O O O 1 
001 I OH OOOO I O 1 
OOOOOOOOOOOOO 
OOOOOOOOOOOOO 
0005000000000 
299 
ozq'iitfli}19 o i o on i 01 oooooooooooj 070000005000 o^f> 
1 OO 1 10300 100 
040 221140 00000900000000000001000050007000000 
OOO 011 0000310 
082 132428 10001 1500001000 0110000001701 1 1030000 
101000111010 
083 132257 OlOOOOl 010000001 01100000009101 1 1 0007 
500100001300 
124 156426 OlOOOOlOl OOOOOOl 011000000091 01 1 10075 
001000013000 
125 231328 lOOOl 150000 1 00 011 lOOOOOOl 701 10030001 
OlOOOlllOlOO 
STUDENTS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
SEX 
CATEGORY LABEL. CODE 
ABSOLUTE 
FREQ 
RELATIVE 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
ADJUSTED 
FREQ 
<PCT) 
CUM 
FREQ 
<PCT) 
MALE 1. 41 60.3 60.3 60.3 
FEMALE 2. 27 39.7 39.7 100.0 
TOTAL 68 100.0 100.0 
STUDENTS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
SEX 
CODE 
I 
1. ***#**#*#****#**#***##******#*#*****#**#** < A1 ) 
I MAl.E 
I 
2- **r##*#*####*#********#***** < 27) 
I FEMALE 
\.I.I.I.I.1 
O 10 20 30 40 5«. 
FREQUENCY 
MEAN 
MODE 
K1JRT0SIS 
MINIMUM 
C.V. PCT 
1.397 
1.000 
-1.871 
1.000 
35.283 
STD ERR 
STD DEV 
SKEWNESS 
MAXIMUM 
.95 C.I. 
. 060 
.493 
.430 
2.000 
1.278 
MEDIAN 
VARIANCE 
RANGE 
SUM 
TO 
1.329 
.243 
1.000 
95.000 
1.516 
NUMBER OF CASES 68 MISSING CASES 
0 
301 
CATEGORY I.ABE1 CODE 
ABSOLUTE 
FREQ 
RELATIVE 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
ADJUSTED 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
CUM 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
NO • 2. 60 100.0 100.0 100.0 
TOTAL 60 100.0 100.0 
STUDENTS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
ARE YOU SKILLED 
CODE 
I 
2. *********************************** < 68) 
I NO 
5.i.i.i.i.1 
q 20 40 60 90 100 
FREQUENCY 
MEAN 
MODE 
KURTOSIS 
MINIMUM 
C.V. PCI 
2.000 STD ERR 
2.000 STD DEV 
O SKEWNESS 
2.000 MAXIMUM 
O .95 C.I. 
O MEDIAN 2.000 
O VARIANCE O 
O RANGE O 
2.000 SUM 136.000 
2.000 TO 2.000 
NUMDER OF CASES 60 HISSING CASES O 
NAME OF YOUR SCHOOL 
-a renarv t.Aset- code 
METHODIST BOYS HIGH SCHOOL 1. 
BAPTIST ACADFHY 2. 
ABSOLUTE 
FREQ 
RELATIVE 
FREQ 
<PCT) 
ADJUSTED 
FREQ 
(PCD 
CUM 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
24 35.3 35.3 35.3 
26 38.2 38.2 73.5 
IB 26.5 26.5 100.0 IGRODI COLLEGE 3 
STUDENTS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
NAME OF YOUR SCHOOL 
CODE 
I 
1. ************************* < 24) 
I METHODIST 
I 
2. *************************** < 26) 
I BAPTIST 
I 
3. ******************* ( 
I IGDOBI 
r 
l.I.I 
O 10 20 
FREQUENCY 
MEAN 1.912 STD ERR 
MODE 2 . OOO STD DEV 
KURTOSIS -1.357 SKEWNESS 
MINIMUM 1. OOO MAXIMUM 
C.V. PCT 41.153 .95 C.I. 
18) 
.I.I.I 
30 40 50 
.095 MEDIAN 1.885 
. 787 VARIANCE .619 
. 159 RANGE 2.000 
3.000 SUM 130.OOO 
1.721 TO 2. 102 
NUMBER OF CASES 68 MISSING CASES 0 
CROSSTARS TABl..ES=SEX BY CURRENT GRADE LEVEL 
STATISTICS ALL 
GIVEN 2 DIMENSIONS. INITIAL CM ALLOWS FOR 626 CELLS 
MAXIMUM CM ALLOWS FOR 1407 CELLS 
MANAGERS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
SEX 
CATEGORY LABEL CODE 
ABSOLUTE 
FREQ 
RELATIVE 
FREQ 
(PCD 
ADJUSTED 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
CUM 
FREQ 
<PCT' 
MALE 1 . 24 90.0 90.0 80.0 
FEMALE 2 6 20.0 20.0 100.0 
TOTAL 30 100.0 100.0 
MANAGERS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
SEX 
CODE 
I 
1. ************************* < 24) 
I MALE 
I 
2. ******* < 6) 
I FEMALE 
T 
.I.I.I.I 
O 10 20 30 40 
FREQUENCY 
MEAN 1.200 
MODE 1. OOO 
KURTDSIS . 527 
MINIMUM 1.000 
C.V. POT 33.903 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 
STD ERR . 074 
STD DEV . 407 
SKEWNESS 1.580 
MAXIMUM 2.000 
.95 C.I. 1.048 
MISSING CASES 
MEDIAN 1 . 1 25 
VARIANCE . 1 66 
RANGE t . OOO 
SI IM 36.OOO 
TO 1.352 
LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
ABSOLUTE 
REL. AT T VE 
FRER 
ADJUSTED 
FREQ 
CUM 
FREQ 
CATEGORY 1 ABEL CODE FPEQ " < PCT > (PCT) <PCT> 
BA 1. B 26.7 26.7 26.7 
BS 2. t0. 33. 3 33 • 3 60.0 
MA 3. S 16.7 16.7 76.7 
MS 4 . 9 6.7 6.7 B3.3 
MBA 5. 5 16.7 16.7 100.0 
TOTAL 30 100.0 100.0 
MANAGERS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
CODE 
T 
1 . ***************************************** < 0) 
I BA 
I 
2. *************************************************** < 10) 
i ns 
i 
3. ************************** < 5) 
I MA 
I 
4. *********** < 2> 
I MS 
I 
5. ************************** < 
I MBA 
\.I.I.I.I.T 
q 2 4 & 8 10 
FRECHIFNCY 
MEAN 
MODE 
KlIPTOSIS 
MINIMUM 
C.V. PCT 
2.533 
2.000 
-.749 
1.000 
55.567 
STD ERR 
STD DEV 
SKEWNESS 
MAXIMUM 
.95 C.I. 
. 257 
i. 408 
.682 
5.000 
2.008 
MEDIAN 
VAR TAMCE 
RANGE 
SUM 
TO 
2.200 
1.982 
4. OOO 
76.OOO 
3.059 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 MISSING CASES 0 
TITI E 
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CATEGORY LABEL CODE 
ABSOLUTE 
FREQ 
RELATIVE 
FREQ 
<PCT> 
ADJUSTED 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
CIJM 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
INVENTORY MGR 1 . 3 10.0 10.0 10.0 
MKT MGR *2# S 16.7 16.7 26.7 
ADMIN MGR 3. 5 16.7 16.7 43.3 
ELECT EHOR 4. 8 26.7 26.7 70.0 
GEM MGR 5. 3 10.0 10.0 80.0 
PPO MANAGER 6. 3 to.o 10.0 90.0 
ACCTS MGR 7. 1 3.3 o • o 93.3 
SAI ES REP 8. 2 6.7 6.7 100.0 
TOTAL 30 100.0 100.0 ' 
MANAGERS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
TITLE 
CODE 
I 
1. ttt************* ( 3) 
I INVENTORY MGR 
I 
2. ************************** < 5) 
I MKT MGR 
l 
3. ************************** < 5> 
I ADMIN MGR 
I 
4. ***************************************** 1 
l ELECT EMGR 
I 
r,. **************** < 3) 
I GEN MGR 
I 
6. **************** < 3) 
I PRO MANAGER 
I 
T. t***t* ( 1) 
I ACCTS MGR 
I 
9. *********** ( 2) 
I SALES REP 
I 
I.I. . 
0 2 4 6 9 10 
FREQUENCY 
MEAN 3.867 STD ERR .351 MEDIAN 
MODE 4. OOO STD DEV 1.925 VARIANCE 
706 
Kl IRTOSTS -.207 SKEWNESS .513 RANGE 7 • 000 
MINIMUM 1.000 MAXIMUM 8.000 SI IN 
116.0< *0 
C.V. PCT 49.78!=: .95 C.. I. 3. 148 Tfl 
4.505 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 MISSING CASES 0 
306 
MANAGERS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
CATEGORY LABEL CODE 
ABSOLUTE 
FREQ 
RELATIVE 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
AD-1 LISTED 
FREQ 
<PCT> 
cun 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
1-4 1 . 3 10.0 10.0 10.0 
5-9 2 a 20 66.7 66.7 76.7 
10-15 o* • 7 23.3 23 • 3 100.0 
TOTAL 30 100.0 100.0 
1. ********* ( 3) 
11-4 
I 
2. *************************************************** < 20) 
I 5-9 
I 
3. ******************* < 7) 
I 10-15 
I 
.I.I.I.I.1 
0 4 0 12 16 20 
FREQUENCY 
MEAN 2. 133 STD ERR . 104 MEDIAN 2. 100 
MODE 2. 000 STD DEV .571 VARIANCE .326 
KURTOSTS . 20Q SKEWNESS .020 RANGE 2.000 
MINIMUM . 1.000 MAXIMUM 3.000 SUM 
64.000 
C.V. PCT 26.782 .95 C.I. 1.920 TO 
2. o4 / 
MUMPER OF CASES 30 MISSING CASES 0 
TYPE OF 
CATEGORY I.ADEI- 
TECM SCHOOL 
NON TECH 
SCHOOL ATTENDED 
CODE 
1. 
RELATIVE 
ABSOLUTE FREQ 
FREQ (PCT) 
9 30.0 
21 70.0 
30 100.0 
D.IUSTED CUM 
FREQ FREQ 
(PCT) (PCT) 
30.0 30.0 
70.0 1 00.0 
100.0 TOTAL 
307 
MANAGERS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
TYPE OF SCHOOL ATTENDED 
CODE 
I 
1. ********** < 9) 
I TECH SCHOOL 
1 
2. ********************** ( 21 ) 
I NON TECH 
I 
1.I_ 
0 10 20 30 40 50 
FREQIIENCY 
MEAN 1.700 STD ERR .085 MEDIAN 1.7B6 
MODE 2.000 STD DEV .466 VARIANCE .217 
KIJPT0S IS -1.242 SKEWNESS 
-.920 RANGE 1 . ooo 
MINIMUM 1.000 MAXIMUM 2.000 SUM 51.000 
C.V. POT 27.417 .95 C.I. 1.526 TO 1 . B74 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 MISSING CASES 0 
INDUSTRY 
RELATIVE ADJUSTED Cl IM 
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FREQ 
CATEGORY LABEL CODE FREQ (PCT) (POT! <PCT> 
VW 1. 30 100.0 100.0 100.0 
TOTAL 30 100.0 100.0 
LUUfc 
t 
i. t*ttttt****«***t*******t*t***** < 30 
I vw 
I 
I.I. . 
0 10 
FREQI IENCY 
20 30 40 50 
MEAN 
MODE 
KURTOSIS 
MINIMUM 
C.V. PCT 
1 . OOO 
1 . ooo 
0 
1.000 
O 
STD ERR 
STD DEV 
SKEWNESS 
MAX I Ml IM 
.95 C.I. 
0 
0 
0 
1 .OOO 
1 . OOO 
MEDIAN 
VAR I ALICE 
RANGE 
SI IM 
TO 
1 . OOO 
0 
0 
30.OOO 
1 . OOO 
number of CASES 30 HISSING CASES 
o 
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CROSSTABS TABLES-SEX BY LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
STATISTICS ALL 
GIVEN 2 DIMENSIONS, INITIAL CM ALLOWS FOR 625 CELLS 
MAXIMUM CM ALLOWS FOR 3044 CELLS 
********* CROSSTABULATION OF ********* 
SEX 
BY LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
******* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
LEVEL EDUCATION 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT IBA BS MA MS MDA ROW 
COL PCT I TOTAL 
TOT PCT I 1 . I 2. I 3. I 4. I 5. I 
SEX -1 — 
1. I 4 I 9 I 5 I 2 I 4 I 24 
MALE I 16.7 I 37.5 I 20.8 I 8.3 I 16.7 I 80.0 
I 50.0 I 90.0 I 100.0 I 100.0 I 80.0 I 
I 13.3 I 30.0 I 16.7 I 6.7 I 13.3 I 
-I-- 
2. I 4 I 1 I 0 I 0 I 1 I 6 
FEMALE I 66.7 I 16.7 I 0 I 0 I 16.7 I 20.0 
I 50.0 I 10.0 I 0 I 0 I 20.0 l 
I 1 o* o I • o I 0 1 
- T — 
0 T 
■ ( — 
3. 3 I 
-I 
— I- 
COLUMN 8 
-I 
io 5 2 5 30 
TOTAL 26.7 33.3 16.7 6.7 16.7 100.0 
RAW CHI SO - 6.87500 WITH 4 D.F., 
CRAMER"S V - .47871 
CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENT - .43179 
LAMBDA (ASYMMETRIC) - O WITH VI 
= . | 5000 UI Tl I V ? 
LAMMI'm in Mil It- IRH-i ■=■ .11536 
UNCERTAINTY CUFF. •ASYMMETRIC) = .24/40 
- .08273 
SIG. - 
DEP. 
DFP. 
wirn vi 
WITH V2 
. 1426 
r.Fr. 
DEP. 
UNCERTAINTY COEF. (SYMMETRIC) - .12400 
KENDALI."S TAIJ 13 - -.30235, SIG. - .0363 
KENDALL"S TAM C - -.29778. SIG. - .0363 
GAMMA - -.58261 
SOMERS"S D (ASYMMETRIC) - -.19648 WITH VI 
- -.46528 WITH V2 
DEP. 
DEP. 
SOMEPS"S D (SYMMETRIC) 
ETA - .47071 WITH VI 
ETA - .25288 WITH V2 
PEARSON"S R - -.25288, 
- -.27629 
DEPENDENT. 
DEPENDENT. 
SIO. - .0888 
309 
CROSST ABS 
STATISTICS 
TADLES-LEVEI OF EDUCATION BY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
AI.L 
GIVEN 2 DIMENSIONS. INITIAL CM ALLOWS FOR 
MAXIMUM CM ALLOWS FOR 
625 CEI.I S 
3044 CELLS 
CROSSTAOIIl AT ION O F tttttt*** 
BY 
I.EVEI OF EDUCATION 
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
COl INT 
ROW PCT 
COL PCT 
TOT PCT 
BA 
BS 
MA 
MS 
MBA 
4. 
5. 
I 
I 
I 
-I- 
COLUMN 
TOTAL 
t * * * * * « t t t * * t * t % % % % 
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
I 
11- 4 5- 9 10 -15 ROW 
I TOTAL 
I I . I 2. I 3 . i 
. I — -I — I— -i 
I O I 7 I i i 8 
I O I 87.5 I 12.5 i 26.7 
I o I 35.0 I 14.3 i 
t o I 23.3 I O • i 
-I — 
I 2 I 6 I 2 i 10 
I 20.0 I 60.0 I 20.0 i 33 • 3 
I 66. 7 I 30. 0 I 28.6 i 
I 6.7 I 20.0 I 6.7 i 
-I- 
I O I 3 I 2 i 5 
I 0 I 60.0 I 40.0 i 16.7 
I 0 I 15.0 I 20.6 i 
l 
-I- 
I 
o 1 10.0 1 
-I— 
I 
6. t I 
_I 
0 I 1 1 i 2 
I 0 I 50.0 I 50.0 i 6.7 
I 0 I 5.0 I 14.3 i 
I 0 I I 3. 3 i ' 
— I 
-I- 
I 1 I 3 I i i 5 
20.0 1 60 • 0 I 20.0 
33 • 3 I 15.0 I 14.3 
3*3 I 10.0 I 3.3 
3 20 7 
10.0 66.7 23.3 
16.7 
30 
100.0 
RAW CHI SQ - 5.41607 WITH 
CRAMER"S V - .30045 
CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENT - *39106 
LAMBDA (ASYMMETRIC! - .05000 WITH ^ 
m 0 WIIH V4 
I AMBDA (SYMMETRIC) - .03333 
UNCERTAINTY CHEF. (ASYMMETRIC) = 
(SYMMETRIC) - 
.06557. SIG. - 
.06000, 
8 D.F.. SIG. .7123 
IMCERT A I MTV C.OEF. 
<ENOAI.I.."S TAM 0 * 
<ENDAl. L"S TAN C * 
C.AMMA - .10465 
SOMERS"S D (ASYMMETRIC) 
SOMERS"S D (SYMMETRIC) 
ETA - .10931 WITH V2 
ETA - .30690 WITH V4 
PEARSON"S R - .03716. 
SIG. - 
DEP. 
DEP. 
.07093 WITH V2 
.12635 WITH V4 
.090G6 
. 3438 
. 3438 
DEP. 
DEP. 
. .08145 WITH V2 
_ .05279 WITH V4 
. .06406 
DEPENDENT. 
DEPENDENT. 
SIG. - .4227 
1)EP. 
DEP. 
310 
CATEGORY | .AW. cnoc absolute. Fncn 
RE1 ATIV* 
FREQ 
<PCTI 
ADJUSTED 
FRE0 
tpr. t> 
nti 
freo 
<PCT) 
MAIE 1. 31 S*».4 39.4 39.4 
FEMALE 2. 21 40.4 40.4 100.0 
TOT fii. 52 100.0 100.0 
sex 
CODE 
V 
311 
I HALE 
1 
< 21) 
I FEMALE 
1.T. 
0 10 20 30 40 
FREQUENCY 
• 
j# 
MEAN |.404 STD ERR 
.049 MEDIAN 1.339 
mode i.ooo 8TD DEV .49* VARIANCE . 243 WWT0SI9 -1.912 SKEWNESS .404 RANGE t. ooo MINIMUM 1.000 MAXIMUM 2.000 SUM 
C.V. PCT 35.243 
.93 C.I. 1.244 TO 1.342 
nlmder of cases 52 MISSING CASES 0 
- - GfMK i£t.Ti m5»JS»iT — 
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CIJM 
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FREO 
CATEGORY I.ASCI. CODE FREQ <PCT> <PCT> <PCT» 
1 i. 9 17.3 17.3 17.3 
2 2. 7 i3.ir~ "13.5 30. R - 
3 3. 7 13.3 13.3 44.2 
4 4. 13 20.0 20.9 73. 1 
9 S. 13 23.0 23.0 90. 1 
4 4. 1 1.9 1.9 100.0 
TOTAL 32 100.0 100.0 
CPA DC 1 EU£L TAUGHT 
CO DC 
I 
1. I 91 
I I 
I 
2. lllUimtIIMKIM I 7» 
! 2 
1 
3. ttMMUMMtttttt* < 7> 
I 3 
I 
4. (••HmtlHIIIHMUmiMMtUIIIHtl < IS) 
I 4 
3. 
I 3 
I 
13) 
4. •ttt < 1> 
I 4 
1 
0 4 
FREW *MCV 
a 12 l« 20 
MEAN 
now*- 
KURTOStS 
MINIMI 91 
C.V. PCT 
3.343 
4. • 
-I.131 
1.000 
44.043 
STD EPR 
SfD DEV 
SKEWNESS 
MAXIMUM 
.93 C.I. 
.204 
1.402 
-.343 
4.000 
2.933 
MEDIAN 
VU«I Al*E 
RANGE 
SUM 
TO 
3.7AO 
2. 19/ 
3.000 
173.000 
3.770 
M FIBER OF CASES 32 HISSING CASES 0 
311 
NUMBER OF YEARS tN THIS SOIOOI 
RELATIVE AIM' 1ST F D rtM 
ADSCT. 1ITE FREQ FREO FRFO 
CATEOORY 1. ARE1 CODE FREO <PCT» IPCT) ■* <PCT> 
1 «- 4 7.7 7.7 7.7 
7 7. lo 19.7 17.7 76.7 
3 3. 3 R.R R.9 32.7 
4 4. 1 
4 7.7 7.7 40.4 
R R. 3 R.9 R.B 46.7 
A A. ir. 29. n VR.9 ?R.O 
7 7. 4 7.7 7.7 97.7 
8 8. 7 I3.R 13.R 76.7 
7 9. 7 3.8 3.9 100.0 
TOTAL R2 100.0 100.0 
NUMBER OF YEARS IN THIS SCHOOL 
CORE 
I 
I. «*»*•***«* < 4* 
I I 
7. i«*»«*t»*«*t*t**tt«*««*«t I 10* 
I 7 
I 
T. «««»*»•»» < I) 
I 3 
I 
4. < 4) 
I 4 
I 
5. ««##««*«« < 3) 
I 5 
6. It......  IS) 
I 6 
I 
7. Htttmttt ( 4> 
I 7 
I 
0. ( 7) 
I 9 
t 
7. »•«»»* < 7) 
I 7 
. i 
n 4 
FRERIIFNCV 
8 12 16 TO 
nr an 4.773 sro EPR . 334 MFC-1 Al l 
R. 673 
nnr*F 6.OOO srn dev 7. 409 VAR I AMI F 
S. TQf* 
m »p i iw m -t .717 SKFUNESS -. 1 79 RANGE. 
MINI HI IM 1 /HV> MAXIMUM q.ooo SI IM 
i:.v. rn 40.710 ,7R C.I. 4.7.R3 
in 
III 4IRFP nr CAPCB r.7 mipsimo cases 
o 
312 
CROSSTADS TABI.ES-SEX BY GRADE LEVEL l'AIIGUT 
staurtics au 
OIVFII 2 01HFIISIONS. TNITIAI. CM AII.OWS FOP 
MAXIMUM CM ALLOWS FOP 
626 RBI I S 
3045 CELl S 
TEACHERS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
tttttttt* C R n S S T A n H l. A T I O 14 OF 
BY 
.lilt 
SEy 
GRADE IAUGHT 
i I l « I « » * * J L i l I » « » » ♦ 1 * * 
GRADE LEVEL TAUGHT 
COUMT I 
ROW PCT I 1 ?- 
COl PCT I 
TOT PCT l I•t 2*1 3*‘ 
4. I 
SEX -1" 
t . 1 6 1 4 1 3 I 9 l 
9 
MALE I 19.4 I 12.9 I 9.7 I 
?r,m r 1 29. O 
I 66.7 1 57. 1 I 42.9 I S3.3 1 69.2 
I 1 1 .5 t 7.7 I 5.9 I 15.4 I 
17.3 
-T 
2. I 3 I 3 1 4 I 
7 I 4 
FEMAI E 1 14.3 I 14.3 T 19.0 I 33. 3 
1 19.0 
r 33.3 I 42.9 I 57. 1 I 46. 7 1 30. 0 
t 5.9 I 5.9 I 7.7 I 13.5 l 
7.7 
-I 
rni i imm 9 7 
7 15 13 
TOTAI 17.3 13.5 13.5 20. 8 
25.0 
5. I 
-l 
1 
I 
I 
I 
-I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-I 
ROW 
TOTAI 
I . 
GRADE I rVEI TAUGHT 
COUNT T 
Pi IW PCT 1 
COl PCT l 
TO! PCT 1 6.1 
I-1 
I I 1 
I 3.2 
t 100.0 
I 1.9 
I- 
I O 
I O 
l O 
I O 
-I- 
SEX 
MAI E 
FEMAI E 
31 
=;9.6 
21 
40.4 
COl IIMN 1 
TOTAL l.1? 
52 
100.0 
RAW CHI SO - 2.44272 WITH 
TPAMEP-S V - .21674 , 
com HIGEtirY COEFFICIENT "l^VuiTH VI 
,AMDDA (ASYMMETRIC! - .0476. WITH ^ 
I AMBDA (SYMMETRIC! - 
UNCERTAINTY COEE. (ASYMME1RIC) 
liriCEPTAtMTY COEF. (SYMMETRIC) - 
KFNDAI I ”R Hi" n “ •.061.!. . ■»_ * 
KENDAII "S HMI r. “ -.07544. 
HAIIMA - .•«■.' »-«!•• 
SntlFPS”S n iaSVIIMEIPIO r‘ 
5 D.E.. SIO. - . “851 
510- " 
DEP. 
DEP. 
03908 WITH ui 
OI 606 WITH V2 
02340 
>129 
3179 
SOMERS"S R (SYMMETRIC) 
p,A „ .716^4 WITH VI 
FTC. - .04467 WITH V2 
rFAPGOM"S P * .04467. 510 
.04709 WITH 'M 
.070*4 WITH V2 
.05944 
OEPEIIDEIII . 
DEPENDENT. 
r. . 3760 
or p. 
DEF. 
»»»»«*»» 
« i ( I t I ( l • 
ROW 
TOTAL 
31 
59.6 
21 
40.4 
52 
100.0 
DEP. 
DEP. 
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rpnssTAnn tabi es-graof i evei. by years nr exterifih-.f 
ST AT I ST T C'.S All. 
fil'/FM 7 DIMENSIONS. 1NTTTAI CM Al I Ot-IS FOR 626 CF.I I S 
MAXIMUM CM Allows TOP 3045 CEI I 9 
TEACHERS PEMOGRAPIIIC DATA 
CROSST AOUI ATinu O E 
BY 
GRAPE LEVE1 
YEARS OR EXPERIENCE 
*t»**t*»t*«»t»»***«t*t»»*t»«l 
Cl <1INT 
ROW PCT 
COI PCT 
lOT PCT 
GRADE I E'\ 
I . 
I 
2. 
years nr 
I 
11-4 
I 
EXPERIENCE 
r.-R 1 A- 1 5 
5. 
I 
-1 — 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-I- 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-I- 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-1- 
, I 
1 
I 
i 
t 
i 
i 
i 
t 
-1 
i 
i. i 2. I 
5* I 3 I 3 
35. 3* r 33.3 I 33.3 
23. 1 i 12.5 1 25.0 
5.8 i 5.0 1 5.0 
3 i 2 I 2 
42.9 i 20. 6 I 20.6 
23. 1 i a.3 1 16.7 
5.0 i 3.8 l 3.8 
1 
14.3 
7.7 
1.9 
20. a 
7 ”.. I 
U. H 
71. 
I 20. 
r 
s 
73. 1 
23. 1 
5. B 
O 
5 
.4 
0 
9.6 
I 
I S3.3 
t 33.3 
I If.. 4 
I 6 
I 46.2 
1 2S.O 
1 11 .S 
-- I- 
I- 
1 
14.3 
6.3 
1.9 
2 
13.3 
16.7 
>.H 
3 
23. I 
7S.O 
S.B 
1 6- 71 
I 
-I - 
I 
I 
l 
I 
- I - 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-I- 
t 
I 
I 
I 
I- 
I 
I 
1 
I 
-I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
— 1- 
I 
ROW 
TOTAl 
. 1 
-I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
- 1 
I 
I 
t 
I 
— I 
1 
I 
l 
I 
- I 
I 
1 3.3 
66. 7 
>. 6 
I 
7.7 
33. 3 
t .9 
cm NUN 
TOTAl ;. o 
74 
46.2 
, 143R3 WITH 
| < v*. o \ 
0.3 1 <*» 
1.9 1 o 
12 3 
73. 1 5.0 
15 p.r.. , SIG. RAW Clll so - 11 
CRAMER"S V - .76777 
CONI' IMP.EMrY POEFP ICI ENT - . 4..01O 
I AMRDA (ASYMMETRIC* - .07703 WITH 07 
. .07143 WITH 04 
l AMBOA (SYMMETRIC* - .0461S 
tlNCI-RTAIlirY CHEF. (ASYMMETRIC' 
|7.; 
i3.r. 
13.5 
<r- 
rH.n 
1.0 
I 
1.9 
I o« >. 0 
742 
DEP. 
PEP. 
UNCERTAINTY COEE. (SYMMETRIC* - 
lFNPAI I "S IAN P - . I060S. SIR. - 
KENPAll-S TAN C - .10756, SIG. - 
GAMMA ■» .144 4 4 
SOMFRS”S P (ASYMMETRIC) 
.(.6B64 WITH 07 
.09744 WITH 04 
.07078 
. iB31 
. 1B3I 
r.PMFP3"S P (SYMMETRIC) “ 
FT A - .71419 WITH 02 
FTA • .20733 WITH 04 
rrARSON"S R “ .14339. SIG. 
.11517 WITH 02 
.09765 WITH 04 
.10569 
OEPEI4PEMT. 
DEPENDENT. 
. 1553 
DPP. 
PEP. 
* i 
f i 
i*rr. 
DEP. 
314 
cposstaps tables-grade level nv rii i on papt time 
STATIST I ns AIL 
ntVEH 2 AT HENS inns. 1NITIAI CM Al I PUS FOR 62* CEI I S 
MAXIMUM CM Al LOWS FOP 3045 CEILS 
TEACHERS DEMOORAPI 11C DATA 
ttttttttt CROSS T A Dili ATION OF t I I t I t t t t 
GRADE LEVEL 
DY Fill I. OR PART TIME 
iiiiiitifiiiiiiiiiliilMiilMMIlliiii 
FULL OR PART TIMF. 
COUNT I 
POW PCT IVES POW 
COI PCT I TOTAL 
TCIT PCT I 1.1 
GRADE LEV.-I-1 
I 
2 
4 
5 
1. I *7 1 Q 
I 100.0 I 17.3 
I 17.3 I 
I 17.3 I 
2. I 7 I 7 
1 1*10.0 I 13.5 
I 13.5 I 
I 13.5 1 
-I- -I 
I 7 I T 
I 100.0 I 13.5 
I 13.5 T 
I 13.5 I 
I- -1 
4. t 15 I 15 
1 100.0 I 20.0 
I 20.8 I 
I 20.8 I 
-1- -1 
5. 1 13 I 13 
I 100.0 I 25. 0 
T l 
I 25.0 I 
-I- -I 
6. I 1 I 1 
I 100.0 I 1.9 
1 1.9 I 
I 1 .*» I 
- I- 
CPI 1 M IN 52 52 
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 
PRINCIPALS AMO VICE PRINCEPALS DEMOGRAPHIC. DATA 
MUMPER YEARS IN SCHOOL 
CATEGORY LAPEL CODE 
ARSOl UTE 
FREQ 
REI ATIVE 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
AD.1HSTED 
FREQ 
<PCT ) 
CUM 
FREQ 
<PCT> 
1 1. I 
16.7 16.7 16.7 
? 
O 3 SO. O 
O
 
IT.
 
6b. 7 
4 4. 1 I A. 7 1 o. 7 01. 7. 
5 S. I 10.7 16.7 100.0 
TOTAL is 100.0 100.0 
PRINCIPALS AND VICE PRINCEPALS DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
NMBER OF YEARS IN SCHOOL 
CODE 
I t. ****** < 1> 
I 1 
I 
2. **************** < 
I 2 
I 
4. ****** ( 1) 
I 4 
I 
5. ****** < 1> 
I 5 
I 
0 2 
FREQUENCY 
4 6 C
D o
 
MEAN 
MODE 
Kl IRTOSIS 
MINIMI IM 
2.667 
2.000 
— . 64R 
1 . ooo 
STD ERR 
STD PEV 
SKEWNESS 
MAXIMUM 
. 61S 
1 .S06 
.340 
s.ooo 
MEDIAN 
VAR I ALICE 
P ALICE 
SUM 
2.167 
2.267 
4. OOO 
16.OOO 
FIPER1E.NCE 
316 
CAVFnrmv t Awn co oc 
PCI AT I VC 
AOSailTC FREO 
trco ipcti 
rwo 
ircn 
C1*1 
TRCO 
«PC1» 
o 16. T u.7 U.T 
|*.7 14.T 33.1 
7. 2 33.3 33.3 44.7 
33.1 
i no. o 
PAINTIPAI S AND VICE FRINCEPM.t DC HOOP API HC DATA 
EXPERIENCE 
6. Illfll < 
I » 
I » 
1 
to 
4.000 
icior 
MffTOfilS 4.730 
HtlllMJH 0 
i .v. rrr oo.nsi 
14 411 CP OF CASCB 4 
9TO ERR 1.239 
910 REV 3.033 
S4.EWNCS9 -2.120 
IMIlHiM B.O^iO 
.on c.». v.oit 
* HIRSIHO CASE* 0 
HCOI AM 7.000 
WttlAMTE 4.?Of» 
PAMOS *-°°° 
*l« 3A..V^> 
TO *.103 
rniMTirAi 9 <*« »irr pnu«r«s reiwwnniir. kata 
Tl II E 
rAIFOPV I *'4FI none 
rci r.i 
aosoi hie Fnri* 
FPCH 41*0 F * 
AO-HISTFD 
FPFO 
«rr.l» 
rm 
freo 
<pci» 
o A 100.0 100.0 IOM.O 
IOTA* 6 100.0 100.0 
fill E 
CURE 
I 
o IIMIIMM** 
I 
I 
1.1« 
O 2 
rpFmfir.v 
A) 
NT AH 
mne 
I IfMOGlR 
MINIUM 
C. I. 
A OTO FPR 
-O sro REM 
O 64 EV44FSO 
_n MAKlUM 
o HE OI AM 
O W«f) I ANTE 
A P.MCE 
. A SOU 
O 
O 
CROSSTABS 
STATISTICS 
TABLES-SEX BY NUMBER OF YEARS IN SCHOOL 
A4 I. 
PRINCIPALS ANO VICE PR INCEPAL9 DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
CROSSTABUI AT I O 14 OF 
SEX SEX 
DV YEARS IN ST.OOI 
YEARS 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT 13-P 
COL PCT I 
TOT PCT l 
-1- 
IN SCHOOL 
10-15 OVER 21 ROW 
TOTAL 
SEX 
MALE 
FEMALE 
I . 
I 
I 
l 
I — 
I 
I MO. A 
I 100.0 
I 16.7 
COUJMN 1 
TOTAL 16.7 
2.1 
-1- 
O I 
O I 
O l 
O l 
-1- 
I l 
3 
75.0 
75.0 
30.0 
I 
5. I 
-1 
l 
23.0 l 
100.0 I 
16.7 l 
I 
50.0 
23.0 
16. 7 
4 
64.7 
I 0 I 
I O I 
I 0 l 
I 0 l 
1 
16.7 
66.7 
2 
33.3 
6 
100.0 
RAW mi SO - 2.62300 WITH 2 O.F.. SIO. - 
CRAMER"S V - .66144 
CONTHOENCY COEFFICIENT - .35168 
LAMBDA (ASYMMETRIC! - .50000 WITH VI OEP- 
LAMBDA (SYMMETRIC) - -23®$® 
INCERTAINTY COEF. (ASYMMETRIC) 
UNCERTAINTY COEF. (SYMMETRIC) 
KENDAI I -S TAU R - 
KENDALL'S TAD C « -.33336 
GAMMA —1.00000 
SOMERS'S D (ASYMMETRIC) 
.41103 WITH VI 
.30136 WITH V2 
.34789 
DEP. 
DEP. 
SOMERS'S D (SYMMETRIC) 
fTA - .66144 HUH VI 
. ETA'. .32323 WITH V2 
PEARSON'S R - -.32323, 
_ -.33336 WITH VI 
_ -.62300 WITH V2 
. -.38824 
DEPENDENT. 
DEPENDENT. 
SIO. - .1423 
DEP. 
DEP. 
CROSSTAPS 
STATISTICS 
■giUCKi T~DI MENS I DNS 
TADt.ES-YEARS IN 90)001. BY EXPERIENCE 
all _ 
, INITIAL CM ALLOWS FOR 623 CEU S 
MAXIMUM CM ALLOWS FOR 3044 CELLS 
CROSSTAB ULATION OF ( t • f • 
YEAR9 IN SCHOOL 
BY EXPERIENCE 
EXPERIENCE 
COUNT l 
ROW PCT 1 
COI PCT I 
pow 
TOTAL 
TOT PCT I 
YEARS 
3-9 
10-13 
I 
OVER 21 
I 
I 
-I- 
3. I 
t 
I 
I 
-I 
3. 1 
I 
I 
I 
-I 
COLUMN 
TOTAI 
01 6. I 
I I O' 
I 100.0 I 0 1 
100.0 I 0 1 
16.7 I ® * 
_I-- 
7.1- 8.1 
O I 01 
0 1 0 1 
0 l 0 I 
0 1 0 1 
_I-- 
2 1 2 1 
30.0 I 50.0 l 
100.0 l 100.0 I 
33.3 I 33.3 I 
I 
16.7 
,"! 01 O l 
i00-° 1 G ! 0 I 
r*:#7 '« °o 0_ 
—r‘—r‘—^ 
16.7 33.3 33.3 
RAW CHI SO - 12.00000 WITH 
CPAMCR-S V - 1 .0OO™\ . 91650 
CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENT MlT|| 
I.AMROA (ASYMMETRIC) * * 50000 WITH V6 
l 
16.7 
4 
66.7 
1 
16.7 
O.F., SIG. - 
6 
100.0 
.0620 
DEP. 
DEP. 
1 (ASYMMETRIC) 
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KfcNUW I "b M|J ,« . 
• KENDALL"S TAU C - 
GAMMA m . 1 1 J J J 
• UV24S 
.00333 
SOMERS”S D <ASYMMETRIC) - 
SOMERS”S D (SYMMETRIC) - 
ETA - 1.00000 WITH V2 
ETA - .98907 WITH V6 
PEARSON”S R - .40239, SIG. 
.07692 WITH V2 
- 11111 WITH V6 
.09091 
DEPENDENT. 
dependent^. 
- .2145 
DEP. 
DEP. 
CROSSTABS 
STATISTICS 
TABLES-EXPERIENCE BY TIT1 E 
ALL 
GIVEN 2 DIMENSIONS, INITIAL CM ALLOWS FOR 625 CELLS 
MAXIMUM CM ALLOWS FOR 3044 CELLS 
ttttttttt CROSSTABU l. ATION OF ttttttttt 
EXPERIENCE 
BY TITLE 
ttttttttt ttttttttttttttt t t t t t t 
TITLE 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT I ROW 
COL PCT I TOTAL 
TOT PCT I -OI 
EXPERIENCE—I-1 
0 1 II 1 
I 100.0 I 16.7 
I 16.7 I 
I 16.7 I 
-I-1 
6. I II 1 
I 100.0 I 16.7 
I 16.7 I 
I 16.7 I 
-I-1 
7. I 21 2 
I 100.0 I 33.3 
I 33.3 I 
I 33.3 I 
-I-1 
8. I 21 2 
I 100.0 I 33.3 
t t t t t t t 
APPENDIX S 
ANALYSIS OF EMPLOYEE DATA 
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employees demographic data 
SEX 
CATEGORY LABEL 
1. 
2. 
TOTAL 
absolute 
FREQ 
RELATIVE 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
ADJUSTED 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
CUM 
FRED 
(PCT) 
33 83. 4 S3.4 03.4 
* 14.* 14.4 100.0 
41 100.0 100.0 
male 
female 
EMPLOYEES DEMOGRAPHIC data 
SEX 
CODE 
I 
1. tatttttttstttttt 
l MALE 
1 
2. ttttttt < 4) 
l FEMALE 
I 
0 to 
frequency 
20 30 40 50 
MEAN 
MODE 
kurtosis 
MtNlMUM 
C.V. PCT 
1 . 144 
1.000 
2.435 
1.000 
31.214 
STD EPR 
STD DEV 
SKEWNESS 
MAXIMUM 
.95 C.I. 
.054 
.350 
2.070 
2.000 
1 .033 
MEDIAN 
variance 
RANGE 
SUM 
TO 
1 .004 
.120 
1.000 
47.000 
1.259 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 MISSING CAGES 0 
LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
CATEGORY LABEL CODE 
PRIMARY SCHOOl " 17 
HIGH SCHOOL 2. 
COLLEGE 3. 
TOTAL 
ABSOLUTE 
FREQ 
RELATIVE 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
ADJUSTED 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
CUM 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
7 17. 1 17. 1 17. 1 
33 00.5 00.5 97.4 
1 2.4 2.4 100.0 
41 100.0 100.0 
EMPLOYEES OEMOGRAPHIC OATA 
LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
CODE 
I 
1. Mtttttt ( 7* 
l PRIMARY SCHOOL 
I 
2. It•tffttttfttttttttttftttttttttttt < 33> 
I HIGH SCHOOL 
I 
3. It ( l> 
I COLLEGE 
I 
I. 9r>Q 
. 170 
7.000 
74.000 
I . 907 
MUMPER OT CASES 41 
l.I.I.I.I.I 
O 10 20 30 40 so 
FREQUENCY 
MEAN 
MODE 
Kimosis 
MINIMUM 
C.V. PCT 
I . R54 
2. AOO 
1.744 
I .OOO 
?2.744 
STD ERR 
STD DEV 
SKEWNES9 
MAXIMUM 
.95 C.I. 
.044 
.422 
-.960 
3.000 
1.720 
MFDIAN 
VARlANTE 
RANGE 
SUM 
TO 
MISSING CASES 
321 
MOM LONG HAVE YOU BEEN EMPLOYED HERE 
CATEGORY (.ABEL CODE 
2 _2-  
"3 '3. 
4 
3 
6 *• 
7 7. 
a 3- 
9 9. 
TOTAL. 
ABSOLUTE 
FREQ 
RELATIVE 
FREQ 
<PCT> 
ADJUSTED 
FREQ 
<PCT> 
CUM 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
► 2 4.9 4.9 4.9 
7 17.1 17.1 22.0 
1 1 26. a 26.0 48.a 
5 12.2 12.2 61.0 
10 24.4 24.4 '• S3. 4 
1 2.4 2.4 B7.B 
4 9.8 9.8 97.6 
1 2.4 2.4^ 100.0 
41 100.0 100.0 
EMPI.0YEE3 DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN EMPl.OYED HERE 
CODE 
T 
2. ****** ( 2) 
I 2 
4. ***************************** < 
I 4 
I 
5. *««*' 
I 5 
I 
I 6 
t 
7. • *** < •> 
I 7 
I 
a. tmttttttt < 
a 
< 5) 
***** 
4) 
10> 
I 
9. «*** < >> 
t 9 
I 
0 4 a 
frequency *■" 
4.927 STD ERR .274 MEDIAN 4.600 
MODE 4.000 STD DEV 1.752 VARIANCE 3.070 
KURTOSIS -.417 SKEWNESS .469 RANGE 7.000 
MINIMUM 2.000 MAXIMUM 9.000 SUM 202.000 
C.V. PCT 33.360 .93 C.I. 4.374 TO 3. 480 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 MISSING CASES 0 
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
.CATEGORY I .ABEL CODE 
1-4 I. 
3-9 2. 
10-13 3* 
ABSOLUTE 
FREQ 
RELATIVE 
FREQ 
<PCT> 
ADJUSTED 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
CUM 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
12 29.3 29.3 29.3 
24 38.3 58.3 87.8 
% 12.2 12.2 100.0 
41 100.0 100.0 TOTAI 
Employees demographic data 
years of EXPERIENCE 
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CODE 
I 
1. (. 
I 1-4 
I 
2. ( 24) 
I 
. I 
40 
mm i 
I 10-15 
' I 
1.. 
0 10 
frequency 
.. I. 
20 
■ I. 
30 . I 50 
MEAN j_ 829 
MODe 2.000 
KURTOSIS - 43j 
MINIMUM liooo 
C.v. PCT 34.363 
STD ERR 
STD DEV 
SKEWNESS 
MAXIMUM 
.95 C.I. 
. 098 
.629 
. 137 
3.000 
1.631 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 
MISSING CASES 
median 
VARIANCE 
RANGE 
SUM 
TO 
1.054 
.395 
2.000 
75.000 
2.028 
— 
WHAT TYPE OF SKILL DO YOU HAVE 
ABSOLUTE 
FREQ 
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CIJM 
CATEGORY LABEL CODE 
FREQ 
<PCT> 
FREQ 
<PCT) 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
MECHANIC 1. 12 29.3 29.3 29.3 
fitter 2. 8 19.5 19.5 48.8 
WELDER 3. 4 9.8 9.8 58.5 
CARPENTER 4. 3 7-3 7.3 65.9 
FORGER 5. 2 4.9 4.9 70.7 
PAINTER 6. 3 7.3 7.3 78.0 
ELECTRICIAN 8 19.5 19.5 97.6 
ARTIST 8. 1 2.4 2.4 100.0 
TOTAL. 41 100.0 100.0 
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EMPLOYEES DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
WHAT TYPE OF SKILL DO YOU HAVE 
t-UUfc 
I 
1. ttttmttutmmmtuttmt* < i2> 
I MECHANIC 
I 
2. *****************ttt* ( 8) 
I FITTER 
I 
3. *********** " < “4T‘ 
I WELDER 
I 
4. ********* ( 3) 
I CARPENTER 
I 
5. ****** ( 2) 
I FORGER 
I 
6. ********* ( 3) 
I PAINTER 
I 
7. ********************* ( 8> 
I ELECTRICIAN 
I 
a. **** < n 
I ARTIST 
I 
T T . . 
O 4 
FREQUENCY 
8 12 16 20 
MEAN 
MODE 
|<l IRTOSIS 
MINIMUM 
3.312 
1.000 
-1.378 
1.000 
STD ERR 
STD DEV 
SKEWNESS 
MAXIMUM 
.380 
2.430 
.484 
8.000 
MEDIAN 
VARIANCE 
RANGE 
SUM 
2.625 
5.906 
7.000 
144.000 
TYPE OF SCHOOL ATTENDED 
CATEGORY LABEL CODE 
ABSOLUTE 
FREQ 
RELATIVE 
FREQ 
<PCT) 
ADJUSTED 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
CUM 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
TECHNICAL I. 20 48.8 48.8 48.8 
NON TECHNICAL 2. 20 48.8 48.8 97.6 
VOCATIONAL 3. 1 2.4 2.4 100.0 
TOTAL 41 100.0 100.0 
EMPLOYEES DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
TYPE OF SCHOOL ATTENDED 
CODE 
I 
1. ttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt ( 20) 
I TECHNICAL 
I 
2. < 20) 
I NON TECHNICAL 
I 
3. «*** ( 1) 
I VOCATIONAL 
I 
. 
O 
FREQUENCY 
4 8 12 16 20 
MEAN 1.537 STD.ERR .086 MEDIAN 1.525 
"none.. i. ooo STD DEV .552 VARIANCE . 305 
KURTOSIS -.999 SKEWNESS .318 RANGE 2.000 
MINIMUM 1.000 MAXIMUM 3.000 SUM 63.000 
C.V. PCT 35.934 .95 C.I. ^1.362 TO 1.711 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 MISSING CASES 0 
ARE YOU APPRENTICE TRAINED 
CATEGOPY I ADEL CODE 
YES 1. 
NO 2. 
VOCATIONAL 4. 
SELF HELP 5. 
ABSOLUTE 
FREQ 
RELATIVE 
FRED 
<PCT) 
ADJUSTED 
FREQ 
<PCT) 
CUM 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
23 56. 1 56. 1 56. 1 
16 39.0 39.0 95. 1 
l 2.4 2. 4 97.6 
1 2.4 2. 4 100.0 
41 100.0 100.0 TOTAL 
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EMPLOYEES DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
ARE YOU APPRENTICE TRAINED 
CODE 
I 
1. ttttttttttttttttttt***** < 23) 
I YES 
I 
2. ttttttttttttttttt ( 16) 
I NO 
I 
4. ** ( 1) 
I VOCATIONAL 
I 
5. ** < 1) 
I SELF HELP 
I 
I.I.I.I I.I 
. u I u ~2u ZCi 3o ' tiy 
FREQIIENCY 
1.391 
.702 
4.000 
64.000 
1.B26 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 MISSING CASES O 
MEAN 
MODE 
KURTOS IS 
MINIMUM 
1.561 
1.000 
7.248 
1.000 
STD ERR 
STD DEV 
SKEWNESS 
MAXIMUM 
C.V. PCT 53.692 .95 C.I. 
. 131 
.838 
2.343 
5.000 
1.296 
MEDIAN • 
VARIANCE 
RANGE 
SUM 
TO 
NUMBER OF YEARS APPRENTICE TRAINED 
CATEGORY LABEL CODE 
ABSOLUTE 
FREQ 
RELATIVE 
FREQ 
<PCT) 
ADJUSTED 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
CUM 
FREQ 
(PCT) 
0 0 19 46. 3 46. 3 46.3 
1 1 . 1 2.4 2.4 48.8 
2 3. 12 29.3 29.3 78.0 
3 4. 5 12.2 12. 2 90.2 
4 5. 3 7.3 7.3 97.6 
5 6. i 2.4 2.4 100.0 
TOTAL. 41 100.0 100.0 
EMPLOYEES DEMOGRAPHIC DATA 
NUMBER OF YEARS APPRENTICE TRAINED 
CODE 
O «t*tt**ttt****t**t*t*tt*tt*t*t*tt<**tt««*ttttt*tt ( 
I 0 
I 
1. t«t* ( 1) 
I 1 
I 
3. mmmmimmmmuim i 12> 
I 2 
I 
4. t**tt**t*t**«* < 5) 
I 3 
I 
5. *«***«<** < 3) 
I 4 
19) 
6. tttt < 
I 5 
I 
1) 
MEAN 
MODE 
KURTOSIS 
MINIMUM 
C.V. PCT 
0 4 0 12 16 20 
FREQUENCY 
1.902 STD ERR .304 MEDIAN 2.542 
o STD DEV 1.947 VARIANCE 3. 790 
-1.375 SKEWNESS .315 RANGE 
6.000 
O MAXIMUM 6.000 SUM 
78.000 
102.335 .95 C.I. 1.208 TO 2.517 
CASES 41 MISSING CASES 0 
CROSSTABS 
STATISTICS 
TABLES-NUMBER OF YEARS TRAINED BY SEX 
Al.L 
GIVEN 2 DIMENSIONS, INITIAL CM ALLOWS FOR 
MAXIMUM CM ALLOWS FOR 
625 CELLS 
3044 CELLS 
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CROSSTABULATION of 
NUMBER OF YEARS TRAINED 
BY SEX 
SEX 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT IMALE 
COL PCT I 
FEMALE ROW 
TOTAL 
TOT PCt I 1 . I 2. I 
YR Li.TRAIN.-I- ■I 
0 I 1 7 I 2 I 19 
1 39; f; I 10.5 r 4©. 3 
I 48.6 I 33.3 I 
I 41.5 I 4.9 I 
-I- •I 
1. I 0 I 1 I i 
0 I 0 I 100.0 I 2.4 
I 0 I 16.7 I 
I 0 I 2.4 I 
I- -l- ■I' 
3. I io 1 2 I 12 
2 I 83.3 I 16. 7 I 29.3 
I 28.6 I 33. 3 I 
I 24.4 I 4.9 I 
-I- -I- -I 
4. I 4 I 1 I 5 
3 I 80.0 I 20.0 I 12.2 
I 11.4 I 16.7 I 
I 9.8 I 2.4 I 
-I- — I- -I 
5. I 3 I 0 I 3 
4 I 100. o I 0 I 7.3 
I 8.6 I 0 I 
I 7.3 I 0 I 
-I- 
6. I 1 I 0 I 1 
5 I 100.0 I 0 l 2.4 
I 2.9 I 0 I 
I 2.4 I 0 I 
-I- 
COLUMN 35 6 41 
TOTAL 85.4 14.6 100.0 
RAW CHI SO - 6.93061 WITH 
CRAMER"S V - .41114 
CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENT - .38026 
LAMBDA (ASYMMETRIC) - 0 WITH V8 
- .16667 WITH VI 
LAMBDA (SYMMETRIC) - .03571 
UNCERTAINTY COEF. (ASYMMETRIC) 
5 D.F.. SIG. - . 2259 
DEP. 
DEP. 
UNCERTAINTY COEF. 
KENDAL.I."S TAU B - 
KENDALL"S TALI C - 
GAMMA - .02632 
SOMERS”S D (ASYMMETRIC) 
(SYMMETRIC) - 
.01156. SIG. 
.00952, SIG. 
.05016 
.16208 
.07662 
. 4685 
.4685 
WITH 
WITH 
V8 
VI 
SOMERS"S D (SYMMETRIC) 
ETA - .01488 WITH V8 
ETA - .41114 WITH VI 
PEARSON"S R - -.01488. SIG. 
.01905 WITH 
.00702 WITH 
.01026 
DEPENDENT. 
DEPENDENT. 
- .4632 
V8 
VI 
DEP. 
DEP. 
DEP. 
DEP. 
f'l'H'mlnliH 
STATISTICS •nPUB-YEWTS EHPI.OYED BY 
OIWEN ? niMENSIClNS, INITIM 
maximum 
CM ALLOWS FOR 
rCN_ALL0W8_FgR 
YEARS EXPERIENCE 
*23 cells 
••• CROSSTAB IILAT ION OF 
YFA»>S EMPI flYED 
YEARS EXPERIENCE 
YEARS EXPERIENCE 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT 1 1 
-4 3-9 10-15 ROW 
ca. pci i 
TOTAL 
TOT PCT 1 1 . 2. 
YR9.EMPL.—I- 
2. I 2 0 0 2 2 I 100.0 0 0 4.9 
1 16.7 0 0 
l 4.9 0 O 
3. I 6 1 0 7 
3 I 83. 7 14.3 O 17.1 
I 50.0 4.2 0 
I 14.6 2.4 0 
-I- 
4. I 3 7 1 1 1 
4 I 27.3 63.6 9. 1 26.0 
1 23.0 29.2 20.0 
I 7.3 17. | 2.4 
3. I 0 3 0 3 
3 
* 0 100.0 0 12.2 
I 0 20.8 O 
I O 12.2 O 
6. I i 9 O • to 
6 I 10.0 90.0 0 24.4 
I 0.3 37.3 0 
I 2.4 22.0 0 
7. I 0 1 0 1 
7 I O 100.0 0 2.4 
I 0 4.2 0 
. 
■ i - o 
.-2l\" - . - 
8. I 0 1 3 4 
B t 0 25.0 73.0 9.8 
I 0 4.2 60.0 
I 0 2.4 7.3 
9. I 0 0 1 1 
9 I o 0 100.0 2.4 
l 0 0 20.0 
I 0 0 2.4 
COt IJMN 12 24 5 41 
TOTAL 29.3 58.5 12.2 100.0 
RAW CHI SO - 4/.. 30*82 WITH 14 D.F., SIQ. - .OOOO 
CRAMERHS V - .7*147 
CONTINGENCY COEFFICIENT - .72028 
LAMBOA (ASYMMETRIC) - ,23333 WITH V3 DEP. 
• .*8024 WITH V4 DEP. 
LAMBDA (SYMMETRIC) - .36170 
UNCERTAINTY COEF. (ASYMMETRIC) - .27320 WITH V3 DEP. 
- .*3221 WITH V4 DEP. 
UNCERTAINTY COEF. (SYMMETRIC) - .36106 
KENDALl."S TAU D - .62483. SIQ. - .OOOO 
VEHOAI.I."S TAU C - .62990 
GAMMA - .84240 
SOMERS“5 D (ASYMMETRIC) - 
SOMERSM9 D (SYMMETRIC) - 
ETA - .71606 WITH V3 
ETA - .7010* WITH V4 
PEARSOM-S R - .71480. 010, 
SIO. - .OOOO 
.7*427 WITH V3 DEP. 
.51760 WITH V4 DEP. 
.61391 
DEPENDENT. 
DEPENDENT. 
OOOO 
APPENDIX T 
ANALYSIS OF LABOR AND EDUCATION DATA 
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I AOOR AND EntCATION DEMOGRAPHIC DATA FOR OEPUTY AND PFPHANFNT SECPETAPIC9 
SEX 
RELATIVE ADJUSTED HIM 
ADSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FPEO 
CATEGORY 1 APEI CODE FREQ <PCT> (PCT> (PCT) 
HALE 1. 4 100.0 100.0 100.0 
TOTAL 4 100.0 100.0 
SEX 
t* 
CODE 
4) 
l MALE 
1 
O 
FREQUENCY 
2 4 6 0 io 
MEAN 1.OOO STD EPR 0 MEDIAN 1.000 
none i.ooo STD OFV 0 VAR 1ANCE 0 
ki k> rns i s A SKEWNESS 0 RANGE 0 
MirilMUM t.AOO MAXIMUM 1.000 SIM 4.000 
C.V. PT.T 0 C.I. 1 .OOO TO 1.000 
DUMBER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASE9 0 
LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
REI ATTVE ADJUSTED n xi 
Ansm i n F FPEO FPEO TRFO 
CAIKI <■«>'• 1 AHM i. itifK l-l'LM «»1 1 • • R 1 • 
.p» 1» 
PHD 3. 4 100.0 
100.0 100.0 
TOTAL 4 100.0 100.0 
I.FVEt (IF cm CATION 
O 2 
FREQUENCY 
4 6 
MEAN 
MODE 
MIRTHS IS 
minimum 
C.V. Fi*.r 
1.000 
1.000 
O 
3.000 
rt 
STD EPR 
STD DEV 
SKEWNESS 
max cmXI 
.*7S C.I. 
O 
0 
o 
3.OOO 
3.000 
MFDIAN 
VARIANCE 
RANGE 
SUM 
TO 
3.000 
0 
o 
r/.ooo 
3. ooo 
f iHirtfR OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 
o 
rf it rr 
rAiFonnv i adei 
nrniTv amp fern. c.ecg. 
CODE 
RELATIVE 
adsoiiite ppeo 
FREQ (PCT» 
ADJUSTED 
FRFO 
xPCI' 
rim 
treo 
<rct> 
4 IOO.A l*».0 I GO . O 
TOTAL 4 |AO,O 100.0 
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TITLE 
CODE 
I 
4. < 4 ) 
I DEPUTY AND PERM. SECS. 
I 
I.I.. 
0 2 4 6 B io 
FREQUENCY 
MEAN 4.000 STD ERR 0 MEDIAN 4.000 
MODE 4.000 STD DEV 0 VARIANCE O 
K1 IRTOSIS o SKEWNESS O RANGE o 
MINIMI IM 4. OOO MAX IMUM 4 . OOO SI IM 16.000 
C.V. PCT O .95 C.I. 4. OOO TO 4. OOO 
NUMBER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 0 
EXPERIENCE 
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM 
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FREQ 
CATEGORY 1 ABEI CODE FREQ (PCT) (PCT) (PCT) 
10-15 3. 
o 50.0 SO . o SO. 0 
16-21 4. 2 50.0 
c
.
 
!
 
O
 
1
 
*
 
!
 
100.0 
TOTAL 4 100.0 100.0 
EXPERIENCE 
CODE 
3* 
I 
mmuut ( 2) 
I 10-15 
4. 
I 
uuituu* < 2) 
l 16-21 
I 
O 2 
FREQUENCY 
4 6 
MEAN 
MODE 
Kl IRTOSIS 
MINIMUM 
l_.V. PCI 
3.500 
3.000 
-6.000 
3.000 
16.496 
STD ERR 
STD DEV 
SKEWNESS 
MAXIMUM 
.95 C.1. 
.209 
.577 
0 
4. OOO 
.'.SOI 
MEDIAN 
VARIANCE 
RANGE 
SI IM 
MJ 
3.500 
1 . OOO 
t4.OOO 
4.419 
NUMBER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 
o 
ministry 
CATEGORY 1 AREI. CODE 
ABSOLUTE 
FREO 
PEI AUVE 
FREQ 
IPCT) 
ADJUSTED 
FREO 
<PCT> 
CUM 
FRFO 
<PCT> 
1 ADOR AMD EDUCATION 1. 4 ioo,-. 100.0 100.0 
— — •— — • --... 
to;, a 4 100.0 100.0 
MINISTPV 
1 LABOR AND EDUCATION 
4 > 
j * 
O 2 4 
FREOIIEMCY 
/» e 10 
MEAN 
none 
KIIPTOSIS 
MINIMUM 
c.u. pi:t 
l.ooo STO ERR 
1.000 STD DEV 
O SKEWNESS 
I.000 MAXIMUM 
O ,9f| C.l, 
O MEDIAN 
O VARIANCE 
O PAMGE 
1.000 SUM 
1.000 TO 
1.000 
O 
O 
4.000 
I .ooo 
NUMBER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES O 
NUMBER OT YEARS IN MINISTRY 
CATEGORY 1 AREI. CODE 
ABSOLUTE 
FPCO 
PEI A1IVE 
FREQ 
IPCT* 
ADJUSTED 
FREQ 
<pc:t> 
CIM 
FREO 
IPCTI 
7 7. 1 ?5.o 25.0 25.0 
0 8. 1 25.0 
25.0 50.0 
9 9. 2 50.0 50.0 100.0 
TOTAL 4 100.0 100.0 
NUMBER OP YEARS IN MINISTRY 
CODE 
I 
7. ••••It < l> 
I 7 
I 
6. •••(•• < I) 
I O 
I 
9. •••<••••«•• < 2) 
I 9 
I.I.I.I.I.* 
O 2 4 * 0 IO 
FPEOUENCV 
I IF AN 
Ml iPF 
tMMHtttlR 
MINIMUM 
r.w. rri 
II. ?*v» 
Q. •><»*• 
• i. 
7. 0'*n 
1i.a-*s 
nil) imn .i’t 
sin hf>' -,’S7 
tifFHurnn .nris 
MA«INHM ».<»«' 
.«•) r. i. h. >?7 
IIFPI.MI O.Sfrfl 
VAPIANf.F .<71/ 
IMIliiF &.•»>“ 
SUN jti.' “ “ ' 
rn ^J.e>n 
i.innm nr casf:s hissing gases 
rnnssrnns iani es-sex nv ievei or EnnrAiiON 
niAi mins mi 
iiikfh f nim.iisinii‘1 mitii4 m ai i nun rdp 
HAKINIIH EH At LI1M9 FOB 
a.’a i:fi i s 
4“A TF.I I S 
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******* * * cross tabu cation or 
SEX SEy 
BV LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
M 
* * » » i t i » » 
» ♦ t 4 
*'***«»!» 
sex 
levei 
COIIMT I 
ROW POT I 
COI PCT [ 
TOT POT I 
-1- 
OF EDUCATION 
S. I 
-1 
RON 
TOTAL 
* 4 
**♦<4444 
*****44444 
1 . I 
MALE I 
I 
I 
-I 
COLUMN 
TOTAL 
4 t .) 
100.0 I 100.0 
1OO.O I 
100.O I 
-1 
4 4 
I0O.0 100.0 
CROSSTAPS 
STATISTICS 
TAm.ES-l.EVEl. OF EDUCATION PY TITl F 
GIVEN 2 DIMENSIONS. IMITIAI CM Allows FOP 
MAXIMUM CM ALLOWS FOR 
CEI I S 
1406 CELLS 
********* CROSSTAB II LAT I ON OF ***44**, , 
I EVFI OF FDIICAI HIM 
BY TIME 
*****444444444**444 
TITI E 
c.ni in r i 
ROW PCT I 
COI PCT I 
tot ret i .i. 
EDUCATION—I- 
->. i .i 
I Ioo.o 
I IOO.M 
I Ioo.o 
COLUMN 4 
TOTAI 100.0 
ROW 
TOTAL 
•I 
too. 0 
4 
I OO. 0 
**4*4****444444 
STtlOENTS NEEDS FOH EMPLOYMENT SKILLS AS DEFINED DY EMPLOYEES 
MATHEMATICS 
1.293 STD DEV 2.316 SUM 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 MISSING CASE9 0 
REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONIMG REPAIRS 
HE AN 1.195 STD DEV 2.272 
MUMPER OF CASES 41 MISSING CASES O 
DASIC 0UILD ANO CIVIL ENGINEERING THEORY 
MEAN .3*0 STD DEV 1.730 SI II 
NLUBER OF CASES 41 MISSING CASES 0% 
#0 
SUM 49.000 
CHEMISTRY 
HERN . 732 STD DEV 2.062 SUM 
MINDER OF CASES 41 MISSING CASES 0 
30.000 
AGRICU TURAL EXTENSION THEORY 
MEAN 1.634 STD DEV 2.537 SUM <w .OOO 
NUMDER OF CASE3 41 MISSING CASES 0 
BASIC 
MEAN 
AGRICULTI1RAI 
.244 
MECHANICS 
STD DEV 
.502 SI IN 1 '».«»< H » 
NUMBER OF CASES 4| MI SSINO CASES 0 
LIVE STOCK PRODUCTION 
HERN •26H STD DEV .923 SUM 11.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 MISSING CASES O 
PLANT BREEDING PRINCIPLES ANO THEORY 
MEAN .341 STD DEV 1.196 SUM l4.OOO 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 MISSING CASES O 
poui try pponucnoN 
MEAN .005 STD DEV 1.470 SUM 33.000 
MUMOER OF CASES 41 MISSING CASES O 
PIO PRODUCTION 
MFAN .195 STD DEV .401 SUM G.OOO 
NUMBER OT CASES 41 MISSING CASES O 
CATT1 E PRODUCTION 
MEAN .270 STD DEV .571 SUM 9.000 
NUMOER OT CASES 41 MISSING CASES O 
BASIC 1NDUSTEPIAL ORIENTATION 
MEAN .R7n STO DEV 2.170 51 HI 36.000 
NUMPER OF CASES 41 MISSING CASES 
SCULPTURING 
MEAN .171 STD DEV .381 SUM 
7.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 MISSING CASES 0 
MEAN •463 STD DEV 1 . 48G 
SI IM 19.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 MISSING CASES 0 
— 
POTTERY 
MEAN •1^ STD DEV 
.401 SUM 8.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 MISSING CASES 
0 
COMMERCIAL ARTS PAINTING 
MEAN STD DEV 1 . 1B3 
SUM 24.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 MISSING CASES 
0 
— — — — 
BASIC COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
MEAN 1-700 STD DEV 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 MISSING CASES 
>.213 SUM 73.000 
STENOGRAPHY 
MEAN 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 
1.7S6 STD DEV 3.441 
MISSING CASES 0 
NURSING AID PRACTICE 
MEAN -4,S 
NUMBER or CASES 41 
SUM 
STD DEV 1 • 
MISSING CASES 0 
SI HI 
BASIC OFFICE PPACTICE 
mean i-^7 STn0E''; 
number of CASES 41 
3.026 
missing cases 0 
SUM 
r 
72.000 
J7.. H'lO 
0 
63. <>00 
MCAN 1.146 
MKOCP OF CASE 9 41 
STD DEV 2.789 SUM 
HISSING CA6ES 0 
47.000 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
MEAN 2.000 9TD DEV 3. 062 SIM 
y 
02.000 
NUMBER OF CASC9 41 MISSING CASES o 
RETAII TRAOE 
l«AN .G*4 STO OEV 2. *74 SI M 3*.000 
number of CASES 41 MISSING CASES 0 
SHOE MAKING 
MEAN .439 9TD OEV 1.324 SIM 10.000 
NUMBER OF CA6ES 41 HISSING CASES O 
DESIGNING 
MEAN .078 STD DEV 2. 124 SIM 36.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 MISSING CASES 0 
TAII OPINO 
MEAN .049 STO OEV .218 SUM 2.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 MISSING CASES 0 
CERAMICS 
l«AN .341 STD DEV .0SS SIM 14.000 
NIM8ER OF CASES 41 MISSING CASES O 
PHYSICS 
MEAN .610 STO DEV 1.302 SIIM 2S.OOO 
MIMPER OF CASES 41 MISSING CASES O 
pi ipmm onv 
MEAN .439 
NIIHOFR OF CASES 41 
MF T Al MOOV'S 
IE7AN .112 STO OEV I.SI9 Gl«1 n.#V>> 
r«MPFR OF CASES 41 Ml SSI MO CASES O 
Mnnn unnvsv24 
MTAI4 .829 STT# P€V 1.7*9 SIM 34. <>on 
MIMOEP nr CASES 4 1 MISSING CASES O 
STO OEV 1.343 SIM 10.000 
MISSING CASE9 O 
ENGINTER INO OPAM I MO 
MF AN .879 STO OEV 2.268 SIM 34. ***» 
MUMPER OF CARES 41 MISSING CASES 
338 
MECHINE SHOP OPERATION 
MEAN . 244 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 
TAUINET HARING 
MEAN | m 244 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 
STD DEV .030 
MISSING CASES 0 
STD DEV 3.121 
MISSING CASES 0 
SUM 
SUM 
10.000 
si.ooo 
CARPENTERY AMD .IIONEPY 
MEAN .£59 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 
STD DEV 2.186 
MISSING CASES 0 
SUM 27.000 
MOTOR MECHANICS 
MEAN 5.390 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 
STD DEV 5.009 GUM 
MISSING CASES. O 
I 
221.000 
PI ACK SMITHERY AND WELDING 
MEAN .707 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 
SHEET METAL WORKS 
STD DEV 
MISSING CASES 
2.01S 
0 
SUM 29.OOO 
MEAN .439 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 
ELECTRICAL WIRING 
STD DEV 
MISSING CASES 
1.733 
0 
SUM 18.000 
MEAN .927 STD DEV 2.274 SI IM 38.000 
MAIR DREESINO 
MEAN . 7Qo STn M-V 2. All SUM 3J.OAA 
MlMrER OF CASE9 41 MISSING CASES 0 
NEEf LE WORKS 
MEFM .463 9T0 DEV 1.433 SIM 19.000 
NIJNOER OF CASES 41 HISSING CASES 0 
DECORATING 
MEAN .639 SID DEV 2.120 SUN 27.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 MISSING CASES 0 
BASIC FITTING 
MEAN .077 STO DEV 2.207 SUM 30.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 4! HISSING CASES O 
PHASIC PI I *11)IMG 
MEAN .317 STD DEV 1.422 SUM 13.AGO 
miMPEP OF CASES 41 MISSING CASES 0 
RADIO AND TV REPAIRS 
MEAN .732 STD DEV 2.236 SUM 30.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 MISSING CASES 0 
PPINTTPI F9 OF MAMAT.FMFH'1 
MEAN 4.024 STD DEV 4.643 SUM 163.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 MISSING CASES 0 
BASIC FITTING MECHANICS 
MEAN .312 STD DEV 1.383 SUM 21.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 41 MISSINO CASES 0 
FORMAT IS (F6.0, F2.0. A4,F4.2,BFB.3) . TO INPUT 7-SCORES ONI y. WllimilT 
SFOUENCIIIO INTO. USE <16X,0FR.3>. 
HISSING ?■ SCORES ARE OUTPUT AS 999.0. NON-HISSINO DIJT EXTPEME 2 SCORES 
ARE TRUNCATED TO *99.0 OR -99.0. 
I I OUTPUT 1 I UNWEIGHTED! 
l 1 RECORD 
t I r ini IMDER 
I vaPIARI E 1 PER CASE 
I I Ml IMDER OF I 
I RECORD I MISSING I 
I COI UMNS I CASES I 
1 SF ONI 41 1 1 
I PECOPD N I 1 
I SURF 11 E 1 1 
i TAsunr i i 
1 V| | 1 
IV? 1 1 
1 VI l l 
i v4 r i 
1 V3 I 1 
1 V6 I 1 
I V7 I 1 
I vn f i 
I 1- 6 I I 
17-01 I 
I 9-12 I I 
I 13-16 I I 
I 17-24 I O I 
I 23-32 l 0 l 
I 33-40 I O I 
I 41-40 I 0 I 
I 49-36 t O I 
I 37-64 t O I 
1 63-7? I 0 I 
I 73-00 I 0 I 
| SFOfHIM I ? 116 1 * 1 
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sniKFHm wens fur run khpi uymfni skim 9 Ag t>FF.K«:n „ 
.III.a A3 DEFINED ov MANAGERS 
NArilFMAriCS 
mM* 9T° «V 10.708 g,,, 
MtIBER OF CASES 30 HISSING # 
REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING REPAIRS 
MFAM -S::5 9TD ^ 1.436 a„ 
«1RER OF CASES 30 HISSING 
JL 
108.000 
RARIC BUILDING AND CIVIL ENGINEERING TIB 
.333 9TD DEV 
'•061 SUN 
NIRiPER OF CASES 30 HISSING CASES o 
CICMISTERV 
-*00 ST" OEV 1.348 su„ 
NlRiPER OF CASES 30 MISSING CASES o 
agi cultural extension theory 
2-3'3 9Tn OEV 2.712 SUH 
NUMBER OF CASES .30 MISSING CASES 0 
BASIC AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS 
'• VM> 9VD 3.VI0 SUM 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 MISSING CASES 0 
i 
67.000 
live stock production 
-iO« STD DEV 
NUMBER nr CASES 30 MISSING CASES 
• 30S si IN 3.000 
PI.ANT BREEDING PRINCIPLES AND THEORY 
MCAN -*»33 STD DEV I . 30* SUM 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 MISStMG CASES O 
POIILTERY PRODUCTION 
MFAN .533 STD DEV I . 6S5 SUM 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 MISSING CASES O 
PIG PRODUCT I UN 
MEAN ,?/.7 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 
mo DEV . /»40 
MISSTMG CASES O 
CAT TIE PRODUCTION 
MEAN .700 STD DEV 1.041 SUM 
NUMBER OF CASE3 30 MISGINfl CASE9 O 
BASIC INnUSTRtAC ORIFM f AT ION 
MEAN .033 SID DEV 
TO 
1.904 SUM 
nufiBCR or cases MISSING CASES 
STD D€<> 
srn PTimiNO 
MCflH .2TS 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 MISSINO CASES 
.626 
0 
BASIC PRINTING TECHNOLOGY 
MCAN .Ml STD DEV' 1.613 
MUBER OF CASES 30 MISSING CASES O 
POTTERY 
MEAN .400 
MUMPER OF CASES 30 
9TP DEV 1.303 Sill 
MISSING CASES 0 
VOMNERCIAI. ARTS AND PAINTING 
MEAN 1.000 STD DEV 2.150 
NIIMPER OF CASES 30 MISSING CASES O 
7.000 
1 A. ixVl 
12.000 
30.000 
DASIC COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
MFAII 1.733 STD DEV 2.993 SIIM 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 MISSING CASES O 
6 
5?.OOO 
STENOGRAPHY 
^AN 2.233 STD DEV 3.411 SUM 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 MISSING CASES O 
£ 
<>7.000 
NURSING AID PRACTICE 
M^AN .533 STD DEV 1 . 852 SUM 16.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 MISSING CASES 0 
BASIC OFFICE PRACTICE 
MEAN .733 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 
STD DEV 
MISSING 
2.273 
CASES 0 
SUM 22.000 
PHYSICS - 
MFAN .600 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 
9TD DEV 
MISSING 
1.610 
CASES 0 
SUM 18.000 
PI IP 04 Bl 01 OGY 
UTAH .433 
Ml IMPFP OF CASES 30 
STD DEV 
MISSING 
1.305 
CASES O 
SUM |3.OOO 
ME T Al WORKS 
. ■ - 
MEAN • ~6T STD DEV 1.299 SUM 
11.OOO 
NUMPER OF CASES 30 MISSING CASES O 
WOOD MORI- S 
l+:AN .367 STD DEV .669 SUM 1 I .0*K» 
NIIMPfP OF CASES 30 MISSING CASE9 0 
ENGINEERIMG DRAWING 
MEAN . 500 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 
JBfinK' KFFPTNG 
MEAN 2.300 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
MEAN .433 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 
RETAIL TRADE 
MEAN t.567 
NUMDER OF CASES 30 
SHOE MAKING 
MEAN .300 
NUMDER OF CASES 30 
STD DEV |.54g 
MISSING CASES 0 
STD DEV 3.007 
MISSING CASES 0 
STD DEV 1.716 
MISSING CASES 0 
STD DEV 3.093 
MISSING CASES 0 
STD DEV .6SI 
MISSING CASES 0 
SUM 15.000 
SUM 6^.000 
SUM 13.000 
SUM 47.000 
SUM 9.000 
DESIGNING 
MEAN 1.267 STD DEV 2.791 SUM 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 MISSING CASES O 
ro 
38.000 
TAILORING 
MEAN .133 STD DEV .346 SUM 4.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 MISSING CASES 0 
CEPAMICS 
MEAN .167 STD DEV .379- SUM 5.000 
HUMBER OF CASES 30 MISSING CASES 0 
MECIHME SHOP OPERATION 
MEAN . *67 
NUMOER OF CASER 30 
CARINET MAKING 
►^AN . 4*4*7 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 
CARPENTERY AND JIONERY 
i . 333 
NIIMPER OF CASES 30 
MOTOR MECHANICS 
MEAN 4.9<tO 
NL»IRER OF CASES 30 
STD REV 2.171 
MISSING CASES 0 
STD DEV 2.006 
MISSING CASES O 
STD DEV 2.709 
MISSING CASES 0 
STD DFV 4.97R 
MISSING CASES O 
SUM 70.000 
SUM 70.000 
SUM 40.000 
SUM 147.000 
W.ACK SMITIERY AND HELD I NO 
Nf«N .2^3 STD DEV .626 SIM 7.000 
MUMPER OF CASES 30 MISS! NO CASES O 
SHEET HETAI. WORKS 
MEAN . 033 STD DEV . I S3 SUM 1.0 7 
►AJMBER OF CASES 30 MI SSI NO CASES O 
ELECTRICAL WIRING 
MEAN .367 STD DEV .490 SI IM 11.ooo 
NUMPER OF CASES 30 MISSING CASES 0 
ilAIR DRESSING 
: IE AN SOO STD PEV 1 .6S6 SUM IS.OOO 
NlflDER OF CASES 30 MISSING CASES 0 
NEEDLE WORKS 
MEAN . H-7 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 
STD DEV .S92 SUM 
MISSING CASES O 
DECGPATINO 
l»AU -500 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 
STD DEV 1.303 SUM 
MISSING CASES 0 
1S.OOO 
BASIC FITTING 
MFAU .J>33 
l«*1DER OF CASES 30 
STD DEV I . 6SS 
MISSING CASES O 
16.000 
dasic nunniNO 
I IF AN .I*7 STD OCV 
.376 SUM 
Mi RIPER OF CASES 50 MISSING CASES 
345 
RADIO AND TV REPAIRS 
MEAN .033 
mumper of CASES 30 
STD DEV 2.334 
MISSING CASES 0 
SUM 25.000 
PPTMnp, FA OF MAMrtnFMFNT 
M^AN 4.000 STD DEV 4.052 
NUMBER of CASES 30 MISSING CASES 0 
SUM 44.000 
BASIC FITTING MECHANICS 
MEAN 
NUMBER OF CASES 30 
STD DEV t Q3«5 
MISSING CASES o 
SUM 7.000 
FORMAT IS 
SEQUENCING <Fl!,-,?>fr2.O,A4.F4.2.0F0.5) . INFO. USE <1AX,0F0.5>. 
MISSING 7-SCOPES APE nilTPMT AS 909 
hRE TRUNCATED TO +99.0 OR -99.0. 
O. 
TO INPUT X-SCORES ONLY, WITHOUT 
NON-MISSING HUT EXTREME 7-SCOPES 
I- 
I 
t 
I 
t VARIABLE 
I- 
I SEONIIM 
I PECORD M 
l SUBFII E 
I CASWOT 
I VI 
I V2 
I V5 
I V4 
I V5 
t VA 
l V7 
l VB 
-1 
OIITPI ir i 
PECOPO I 
NMIIMBER l 
PER CASE I 
-1 
1 I 
I I 
1 I 
1 I 
1 I 
1 I 
I I 
1 I 
1 I 
1 I 
I I 
1 I 
-1 
I 
I 
RECORD I 
COLUMNS I 
-1 
1- A I 
7- a t 
9-1 ? I 
13-IA I 
17-24 I 
25—32 I 
35-40 I 
41-40 I 
49-5A I 
57-A4 I 
65-72 I 
73-00 I 
UNWEIGHTED 
III JMBEP OF 
MISSING 
CASES 
O 
O 
O 
0 
,o 
O 
O I 
O I 
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snioems l«09 FOR EHFLOYHENT SKII LS AS DEFINED BY STUDENTS 
l HnAT ICS 
•*** 1.912 STO DEV 2.613 SIM 130.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 6S MIS3INQ CASES 
REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING REPAIR9 
.731 STD DEV 1.4*5 SUM 
FAIMBER OF CASES 6G HISSING CASES O 
<9.000 
BASIC BUILDING AND CIVIL ENGINEERING THEORY 
MEOW .053 STD DEV 2.061 SIM 
NUMBER OF CASES 6G MISSING CASES O 
CHErtlSTERY 
MEAN l.llfl STD DEV 2.341 SUN 
MEMBER OF CASES 68 HISSING CASES O 
76.000 
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION 
MEAN 1.721 STO DEV 2.747 SIM 117.000 
KINDER OF CASES 68 MISSING CASES O 
BASIC AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS 
MEAN .838 STD DEV 1.002 SIM 57.000 
NUN BCR OF CASES 6G MISSING CASES * 
LIVE STOCK PRODUCTION 
MEAN .662 STD DEV 1.074 SIM 45.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 6G MISSING CASES O 
PLANT BREEDING FRINCIPI.ES AND THEORY 
MFAN .'09 STD DEV 1.3B5 SIM 21.000 
NUMDER OF CASES 60 MISSING CASES O 
POULTEPV PRODUCTION 
MFAN .529 
NUMBER CIF CASES 60 
STD DEV 1.000 
MISSING CASES O 
SUM 36.'TOO 
PIO PRODUCTION 
MEAN .379 
NUMBER OF TASES 6R 
SID DEV .619 SIM 
MISSING CASES « 
CATTI E PRODUCTION 
(SIAM .500 STB DEV I .51 I SIM 
34.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 6G MISSING CASES O 
BASIC INDUSTRIAL ORIENTATION 
MEAN 1.412 
-7QQ SUM 96.000 STD DEO 2.790 J,,r' 
NUMBER OF CASES 68 MISSING CASES 0 
SCULPTURING 
MEAN • 368 
STD DEO 1.SB3 SUM 25.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 6B MISSING CASES 0 
BASIC PRINTING TECHNOLOGY PRINCIPLES 
NUMBER OF CASES 68 MISSING CASES 0 
POTTEPY 
MEAN .044 STD DEO .207 SUM 3.O0<> 
NUMBER OF CASES 68 MISSING CASES 0 
COMMERCIAL ARTS AND PAINTING 
MEAN .588 STD DEO 1.677 SUM 40.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 68 MISSING CASES O 
BASIC COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
MEAN 1.P56 STD DEO 3.202 SUM 133.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 68 MISSING CASES 0 
STENOGRAPHY 
MEAN 2.206 STD DEO 3.312 SUM 150.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 68 MISSING CASES 0 
NURSING AID PRACTICE 
MEAN .^29 STD DEO 1.732 SUM 36.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 68 MISSING CASES O 
BASIC OFFICE PRACTICE 
MEAN 1.779 
NUMBER OF CASES 60 
PHYSICS 
MEAN . 7t54 
MUMPER OF CASES 60 
STD DEV 3.376 
MISSING CASES O 
STD DEV |.733 
MISSING CASES 0 
SUM 121.000 
®UH 54.OOO 
RIJPAt. BIOIOGY 
MEAN .926 
MUMPER OF CASES 60 
STD DEV 2.326 SUM 
MISSING CASES 0 
METAL W0RKS23 
MEAN .47i 
NUMBER OF CASES 60 
STD DEV 1.461 SUM 
MISSING CASES 0 
WOOD WORKS 
MEAN .647 
NUMBER OF CASES 60 
STD DEV |.602 SUM 
MISSING CASES 0 
63.000 
OOO 
44.000 
EMC. IMEEPI MG DRAW l MG 
MEAN .750 
MUMPER OF CASES 60 
BOOK KEEPING 
STD DEV 
MISSING 
1 
CASES 
. 740 
u 
SUM 5l.OOO 
MFAU 1 .A 1R 
NUMBER OF CASES 60 
SI 0 DFV 
MISSING 
*> 
CASES 
. 99 1 
0 
91IM MO. OOO 
punmORAPUY 
MEAN 1.059 STD DEV 2. , 278 SUM 72.000 
MUMPER OF CASES 60 MISSING CASES 0 
RETAII TRADE 
•■CAN 1.368 
“RIDER OF CASE3 68 
SHOE MAKINO 
►*<* .300 
TA RIDER OF CASES ha 
DESIGNING 
KCAN .353 
IAJHBER OF CASES 68 
TAII OPING 
HEAN 1.029 
NUMBER OF CASES 68 
CERAMICS 
MEAN .|76 
NUMBER OF CASES 68 
MEOIIME SIIIIP OFERATIOII 
MEAN .382 
NUMBER OF CASES 68 
STD DEV 2.828 
MISSINn CASES O 
STD OEV 1.136 
MISSINO CASES 0 
STD DEV 1.076 
MISSING CASES 0 
STD OEV 2.437 
MISSING CASES 0 
STD OEV 
.384 
MISSINO CASES • 0 
. ■ - - • - - - 
STD DEV i .2r« 
MISSING CASES 0 
SUM 01.000 
S»« 21. ooo 
S'*1 24.000 
SUM 70.000 
SUM 12.000 
SUM 26.000 
CAPINET MAKING 
MEAN .071 STI> DEV 2.400 SIIM 66.000 
NUMDER OF CASES 60 MISSING CASES 0 
CAPrENTER AND JIOMEPY 
MCSN -O'52 STD OEV 1.892 SUM 
NIIHOER OF CASES 60 MISSING CASES 0 
•13. v*<X> 
MOTOR MECHANICS 
MEAN 4.132 STI> OEV 4.703 
NUMBER OF CASES 68 MISSING CASES O 
281.OOO 
01 ACK SMITIIEPV AND WEI DING 
MEAN .059 STD DEV .237 SUM 
MUHnER OF CASES 68 Ml SSINO CASES 0 
4.00.1 
SHEET METAI HOPES 
MEAN .147 STD DEV .653 SIIH 10.000 
MUMPER OF CASES 68 MISSING CASES O 
El rCIPICM WIPING 
MTAII I. I in STP r.EV 2.519 SUM 76.000 
Nlllir.rp OF CASES AG MISSING CASES 
351 
i cam . var?. 
NUMBER OF OASES 60 
MEDDLE WORKS 
MEAM 9T0 D€V 1.766 SIW 37.000 
MWHEP OF CASES 60 HISSING CASES O 
S1U DEV 1.222 SI IK 26.000 
HISSING CASES O 
DECORATING 
,1FAW STD DEV 1.500 SUM 31.000 
M-tlDER OF CASES 60 HISSING CASES O 
PASIC FITTING 
HEAM .397 STD DEV 1.259 SIIH 27.000 
NIPPER OF CASES 60 HISSING CASES O 
DASIC PtUHRlNG 
ME AI4 .456 STD DEV 1.190 SUM 31.000 
KBIMOER OF CASES 60 MISSING CASES 0 
RADIO AND TV REPAIRS 
MEAN .053 STD DEV 2.111 SUM 50.000 
MUMPER nF CASES 60 MISSING CASES 0 
PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT 
MFAM 4.030 STD OF’* SI 111 - ?0 \ 
MUHOER OF CASES 60 MISSING CASES O 
BASIC FITTING MECHANICS 
MEAN 1.000 STD DEV 2.664 SUM 74.000 
MUMPER OF CASES 60 MISSING CASES 0 
FOPMAT IS <F6,O.F2. O. A4 .FA. 2. 0F8.fJ> . 
SEQUENCING II4F0. USE <!6X.0F0.5>. 
TO INPUT 7 SCOPES Ofl Y. WITHOUT 
MISSING 7 SCOPES APE OUTPUT AS 799.0. I40N-MISSING OUT EXTREME 7-SCORES 
ARE TRUNCATED TO *99.0 OR - 99.0. 
-t-1- 
I nirrruT I I unweighted 
I PGCOPO I I NHMOEP OF 
I NT 41IMDEP I RECORD I MISSING 
VAPI API E I PER CASE I COl UMNS I CASES 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I GEOMI *M 
t pecopd m 
I SIIDFU E 
t caswgt 
1 VI 
I V? 
I V3 
I V4 
t VS 
I V6 
I V7 
I VP 
l- 6 
7- 0 
9 12 
13-16 
I 7- 24 
25-32 
73- 40 
41-40 
49- 56 
57- 64 
65 - T* 
I 73-00 I 
I SEOMUM 
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STUDENTS NEEDS FOR EMPLOMENT SKILLS AS DEFINED BY TEACHERS 
MATHEMATICS 
MEAN 2.288 STD DEV 2.3B7 SUM 4^19.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES 0 
REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING REPAIRS 
MEAN .73) STD DEV 2.233 SUM 38.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES 0 
BASIC ram.DING AND CIVIL ENGINEERING THEORY 
MEAN .635 STD DEV 1.809 SUM 33.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES 0 
CHEMISTERY 
MEAN I.OOO STD DEV 1.970 SUM 52.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES 0 
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION THEORY 
MEAN 1.596 STD DEV 2.732 SUM "1 83.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 5? MISSING CASES 0 
BASIC AGRICULTURAI MECHANICS 
MFAM .654 STD DEV 1.507 SUM 34.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES 0 
LIVE STOCK PRODUCTION 
MEAN .346 STD DEV .861 SUM 18.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES 0 
PLANT BREEDING PRlNf’.TPI ES AND THEORY 
MEAN .404 STD DEV 1.332 SUM 21.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES 0 
POL 11.TERY' PRODUCTION 
MEAN •*7‘! 
STD DEV 1 • 630 SI IM 
NUMBER OF CASES MISSING CASES 
0 
PIG production 
MEAN . 385 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 
STD DEV ,.33| 
MISSING CASES o 
SUM 20.OOO 
CATTLE PRODUCTION 
MEAN . <?-7 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 
STD DEV ,. 
MISSING CASES o 
SUM 30.000 
BASIC INDUSTERIAL ORIENTATION 
MEAN ‘•4HI STD BEV 2.032 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES 
sum 77.000 
SCULPTURING 
MEAN .096 STD DEV .298 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES 0 
BASIC PRINTING TECHNOLOGY PRINCIPLES 
MEAN STD DEV 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES 0 
POTTERY 
MEAN 
- I 15 STD DEV .323 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES 0 
COMEPCIAL ARTS AND PAINTING 
MEAN 1.212 STD DEV 2.630 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES 0 
SUM 
SI IM 
SUM 
SUM 
5.000 
14.000 
6. OOO 
/ 63.000 
BASIC COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
MEAN ,.750 STD DEV 2.943 SUM G 91.OOO 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES O 
355 
STENOGRAPHY 
MEAN 1 . ?69 STD DEV 2.336 SUM ]66.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES 0 
NURSING AID PRACTICE 
MEAN .750 STD DEV 2.334 SUM 39.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES o 
BASIC OFFICE PRACTICE 
MEAN 2.019 STD DEV 3.275 SUM ^>5.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES 0 
PHYSICS 
MEAN 1.058 STD DEV 2.1B2 SUM 55.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES 0 
RURAL BIOLOGY 
MEAN .200 STD DEV .572 SUM 15.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES 0 
METAL WORKS 
MEAN .288 STD DEV .848 SUM 15.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES 0 
WOOD WORKS 
MEAN .731 STD DEV 1.848 SUM 30.000 
NUMBER OP CASES MISSING CASES 0 
engineering drawing 
mean . 4si STD DEV ) 2i., 
**6° 51111 25.000 
NUMBER of CASES 52 MISSING CASES 0 
book kefrimo 
MEAN 2.712 STD DEV 3.867 gnu '*141.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES 0 
PMOTOGRAPMY 
MEAN t.OSQ STD DEV 2.645 SUM 55.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES 0 
RETAIL TRADE 
MEAN .885 STD DF.V 2.120 SUM 46.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES 0 
SHOE MAKING 
ME AN .442 STD DEV !.~54 SUM 25.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES 0 
DESIGNING 
MEAN .558 STD DEV 1.564 SUM 29.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES 0 
TAILOP IMG 
MEAN I.096 STD DEV 2.695 SUM 57.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES 0 
CERAMICS 
MEAN .077 STD DEV .269 SUM 4.000 
MUMPER OF CASES 52 MISSING CASES O 
357 
htoiuc 91 nr nro»AT ion 
»«m< .zms sto ocv I.2M am 30.000 
NUN0CR OF CASES S3 NISSINO CAM! 0 
CADINCI HAKIMO 
NMM . ’SS 
Mimra or cases s* 
1TO OEV 3. 240 SUM 
NISSINO CASKS Q 
CAMFEMTRV AMO JT(4«WV 
l««N .040 
MMOCft OF CASES S3 
OTO OCV 2.377 
HISSINO CASKS O 
40.000 
Moran MEDIAN IT. 3 
4.044 
NUHSCn OF CASES S3 
STI> OCV 4.704 SUM 
MISSIMO CAGES O 
OtACF OMITICRV AMO MEL01 NO 
***** •!■** *T1> t*V .747 MM 10.000 
******** *** cam* *7 mraiMn caki o 
SECT METAL MPPI'S 
■**M .3*0 810 OCV ‘1.373 SUM 
MMOCn OF CAGES S3 NISSINO CASES O 
la.ooo 
C1FCTRICAL MfRINO 
l.rtT? STD OCV 7.44* SW S4.«MN» 
NUMOC* OF CARES S3 MISSIMO CASES A 
IMIS ORE SSI NO 
»«AM • *04 
MMNR OF CASES S3 
NEEDLE MORES 
. 104 
taawm of cases s? 
BTO OCV 1.0*7 
MISSIMO CASES O 
ft TO OCV .SOA 
MISSIMO CAGES O 
SUM 71.000 
•an o.ooo 
DECORAfIMO 
ICAM .oos 
MM0CR OF CASES S3 
STD ncv 3.343 »•« 
MISSIMO CASES O 
OASIC rilTINO 
MEAN •2*0 
NUMBER OF CAGES S3 
STO OCV .744 SUM 
NI S31NO CASES O 
BASIC PLUMPING 
MEAN .42- 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 
STD DEV J.576 
MISSING CASES O 
SUM 
RADIO AND TV REPAIRS 
MEAN .654 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 
STD DEV |.725 
MISSING CASES O 
SUM 
22.POO 
34.OOO 
PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT 
meAN 5.019 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 
STD DEV 5.031 
MISSING CASES 0 
SUM 
I 
261.000 
BASIC FITTING MECHANICS 
.MEAN .462 STD DEV 
NUMBER OF CASES 52 
1 .578 
MISSING CASES 0 
SUM 24.000 
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FORMAT IS <F6.O.F2.0.A4.F4.2.8F8.5) 
SEQUENCING INFO. USE (16X.8F8.5). 
MISSING Z-SCORES ARE OUTPUT AS 999.0. 
ARE TRUNCATED TO +99.0 OR -99.0. 
TO INPUT Z-SCORES ONI V. WITHOUT 
NON-MISSING BUI EXTREME Z-SCORES 
I- I- 
-I- 
I I OUTPUT I 
I I RECORD I 
I I NNIJNBER I RECORD 
I VARIABLE I PER CASE I COI UNNS 
I- 
-I- 
-I- 
I SEOMIIM I 1 I 1 - 6 
I RECORD N I 1 I 7- 8 
I SI IDF II E T 1 I 9-12 
I CASWGT I 1 l 13-16 
I VI I 1 I 17-24 
I V2 I 1 I 25-32 
I V3 I 1 I 33—40 
I- 
I UNWEIGHTED 
I NUMBER OF 
I MISSING 
I CASES 
- 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I O 
I o 
I o 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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STIIOCNTS NEEDS FOR EMPLOYMENT SKILLS AS DEFINED BY HINISTDIES 
MATICMATICS 
MEAN 2.000 STD DEV 2.449 SUM 
NLB1BER OF CASES 4 Ml SB I NO CASES O 
OF I.AB. AND EWC. 
. 4 
0.000 
REFRIOERAT ION AND AIR CONOITIONINO REPAIRS 
MEAN 1.730 STD DEV 3.300 BUM 
NUMBER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES O 
BASIC BUILD I NO AND CIVIL ENGINEER I NO TICORV 
*C«N 2.000 STD DF.V 3.347 SIM 
TIMBER OF CASES 4 HI3SING CASES 0 
a.ooo 
Cl CM I STEP Y 
MEAN 1.000 STD DEV 1.414 SIM 
UMBER OF CASE 4 MISSING CASES O 
*1 
4.000 
AGRICH niTAL EXTENSION THEORY ^ 
MEAN 1.300 STD DEV 2.390 SIM 0.000 
UMBER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES O 
BASIC AC4MC.il 1IMA4. MECHANICS 
MEAN .3>f> SIB MiV ,37’J SIM / .»v> 
NUMBER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 0 
I IVE STOCK PRODICTION 
MEAN 1.000 STD DEV 1.414 SIM 1.000 
NUMBER OF CASF3 4 MISSING CASFS O 
PLANT BREEDINO PRINCIPLES AND THEORY 
107on A STD DEV A SIM « 
NIIIBCP OF CA1.FS 4 MISSING CASES O 
STD REV 4.6SO SIM li.OOA 
MISSING CASES 0 
PIN IRY PRODUCTION 
irAII 4. AAA 
IIMT'CR 1C CASES 4 
PIO PROOICYTI ON 
MEAN O 
NUMBTP OF CASES 4 
SID DEV O SIM 
MISSINO CASES O, 
O 
361 CATTLE PRODUCTION 
MEAN _ _ 
STD DEV 
.500 
NUMBER of CASES 4 
MISSING CASES 0 
BASIC INDUSTRIAL ORIENTATION 
* "" 
MEAN 2.500 STD DEV 4. 359 
NUMBER OF CASES 4 
MISSING CASES 0 
SCULPTURING 
MEAN 
STD DEV 0 
number of CASES 4 MISSING CASES 0 
t .000 
& 000 
o 
BASIC PRINTING TECHNOLOGY 
MEAN O STD DEV 
NUMBER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 
SUM 
POTTERY 
MEAN o STD DEV o SUM 
NUMBER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 0 
COMMERCIAL ARTS PAINTING 
MEAN O STD DEV O SUM 
NUMBER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 0 
BASIC COMPUTER PROGPAMMM[NO 
1. 
MEAN 4.000 STD DEV 5.27B SUM 16.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 0 
3TEN0GRAP1IY 
MEAN 2. 250 STD DEV 4.500 SUM 
NUMBER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 0 
f. 000 
NURSING AID PRACTICE 
MEAN 2."SO STD DEV 5.500 SUM 3 . oo< > 
BASIC OFFICE PRACTICE 
2.3IV> 9TD DEV 4.900 SIM 1.000 
*U«R OF CASES 4 MISS INO CASES 0 
PHYSICS 
t«AN . 750 STO DEV .500 SIM 1.000 
MUMPER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 0 
WRAL Old OOY 
IEAI4 O STO DEV 0 SUM o 
UMBER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 0 
METAL WORKS 
MEAN 0 STO DEV 0 Sill o 
NUMBER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 0 
WOOD WORTS 
ME AIL .7*0 STO OEV . 500 SUM 1 . OOO 
NUMBER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 0 
ENGINEERING DRAWING 
H-AM 1 .500 
7 
STO OEV 2.390 SIM A. OOO 
MUMPER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 0 
non* KFFP fNR 
• 
MEAN O STD DEV O SUM O 
UMBER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 0 
PICTOGRAPHY 
MEAN 2.750 STD DEV 5.500 SUM t 1 . OOO 
NIMRER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 0 
RETAIL TRAOC 
MEAN O STD OEV O SIM o 
NLMBER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 0 
SHOE MAKING 
MEAN O STD DEV 0 SI M o 
NIMBCR OF CASES 4 MISStNG CASES O 
DESIGNING 
ISTAN O STD DEV 0 SIM O 
MMPfR OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 0 
TAILORING 
HE AN O STD DEV O SIM t% 
MUMPEP OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 0 
CERAMICS 
ICAII . 250 STD OEV .500 Sill l.ono 
Ml PIPER nr CASES MISSING CASES O 
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MECHINE SHOP OPERATION 
MEAN 0 STD DEV 0 SUM 0 
NUMBER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 0 
CABINET MAKING 
MEAN .2*0 
STD DEV -^00 SUM 1.000 
NIPPER OF CASES « MISSING CASES 0 
carpentery and jionery 
MEAN . 250 STD DEV .500 SUM |.qoo 
NUMBER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 0 
MOTOR MECHANICS 
MEAN . 500 STD DEV .577 SUM 2.«X*> 
^AJHPER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 0 
RLACK SMITMERV AND WELDING 
MEAN . 250 s rn dev . r.oo sum i . ooo 
MUMPER OF CASES 4 HISSING CASES 0 
SHEET METAL WORKS 
MEAN . 250 STD DEV .500 SUM J.ooo 
NUMBER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 0 
ElECTRtCAL WIRING 
MEAN .250 STD OEV .500 SUM 1.000 
NUHBER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 0 
HAIR DRESSING 
MEAN 1.250 
4> 
STD DEV 2.500 SUM 5.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 0 
NEEDLE WORKS 
MEAN .250 SID DEV .soo SDH | . OOO 
MUMPER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES O 
DECORA TINO 
MEAN o STD DEV o SUM 0 
NUMBER OF CASE9 4 MISSING CASES 0 
PASIC EITTING 
MT AN O STD DEV O GUM o 
number OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 0 
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BASIC PLUMBING 
mean 0 
number of CASES 4 
STD DEV 
missing cases 
SI IM 
RADIO AMD TV REPAIRS 
mean 0 
NUMBER OF CASES 4 
STD DEV 
MISSING CASES 
SUM 
PR I Mr I PI FS OF MAMAGFIIFNT 
MEAN 4 
4.S00 STD DEV =-.447 
NUMBER of CASES j 
SES 4 MISSING cases 0 
SUM lk.OOO 
BASIC FITTING MECHANICS 
MEAN n 
° STD DEV 
NUMBER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 
SUM 
-0_ 
FORMAT IS <F6. 0. F2.0. A4. F4.2. BFB. 5) . 
SEPUFNCIMG INFO. USE <16X.8FB.5>. 
TO INPUT Z-SCORES ONLY. WITHOUT 
MISSING Z-SCORES ARE OUTPUT AS 999.0. NOM-MISSIMG BUT EXTPEME Z-SCORES 
ARE TRUNCATED TO 4-99.0 GR -99.0. 
I- 
I I OUTPI IT I I UNWEIGHTEDI 
I I RECnpp I I NUMBER OF I 
I I MMIIMBER I RECORD I MISSING I 
I variable I PER CASE I COLUMNS I CASES I 
I- 
I SEQNUM I 1 I 1- 6 I I 
I RECORD N I 1 I 7- 8 I I 
I SUBFIl E I 1 I 9-12 I I 
I CASWGT I 1 I 13-16 I I 
I vt I 1 I 17-24 I o I 
I V2 I 1 I 25-32 I 0 I 
I V"5 I t I 33—40 I o l 
t V4 I 1 l 41-48 I o I 
I VS I 1 1 49- 56 I o I 
I V6 l 1 I 57-64 I 0 I 
I \n I 1 l 65-72 I 0 I 
I V0 I 1 I 73-80 I 4 I 
I — -I- -I -I- -I 
I SEONI IM I 2 I 1- 6 I I 
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9TUDENTS NEEDS FOR EMPLOVMENT SKILLS AS DEFINED BY VICE AND PRHCEPAt S 
MATHEMATICS 
,*AM I • 833 STD DEV 3.343 SIM ff.OOO 
l*JMBER OF CASES 6 NIBBING CASES 0 
REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING REPAIRS 
MEAN .333 STD DEV .316 Sl«1 
MR1BER OF CASES 6 HISSING CASES 0 
2.000 
BASIC BUILDING AND CIVIL ENGINEERING PRINCIPLES 
MEAN .167 STD DEV .400 SUM 1.000 
!**1DER OF CASES 6 MISSING CASES O 
CHEMISTRY 
MEAN rt STD DEV O SIM 
NUMBER OF CASES 6 MISSING CASES 0 
AGRICILTIJRAL EXTENSION THEORY 
MEAN .333 STD DEV .516 SUM 7.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 6 MISSING CASES O 
BASIC AGRICHI TIFAt MECHANICS 
MEAN 3.667 STD DEV 4.067 
Nt FIBER OF CASES 6 MISSING CASES 0 
SIM I 22.000 
LIVE STOCK PRODUCTION 
MEAN 2.167 
NUMBER OF CASES 6 
STD DEV 2.22*» 
MISSING CASES O 
PLANT BREEDING PR I NCI PI ES AND THEORY 
• CAN « STD DEV O 
NUMBER OF CASES 6 MISSING CASES ° 
13.000 
o 
POULTRY PRODUCTION 
IF! AN 
NUMBER OF CASES 
STD DEV .S40 
MISSING CASES O 
SUM 
PIO PRODUCTION 
IFAN *' 
HIMBFR OF ( OSES 6 
STD DEV ° 
MISSING CASES • '< 
SHI 
CACTIE PRODUCTION 
MEAN ° 
NUMBER OF CASES 6 
STD DEV 
MISSINO CASES 
SUM 
OASIC INDUSTRIAL 
MFAN 
NUMBER OF CASES 
001ENT I ON 
333 STD DEV 
6 MISSINO CASE9 
.516 
O 
,CHh> 
O 
O 
2.000 
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WWOtR OF CASES 6 MISSINO CASES O 
BASIC PRINTING TEC!HU.OHY 
MEAN 0 STD DEV 0 SUM A 
NltWER OF CASES 6 MISSINO CASES 0 
POT TERY 
MEAN 0 STB 0€V 0 SUM 0 
NUMBER OF CASES 6 MISSING CASES 0 
rOMMEPCIAl. ARTS PAIHT1NO 
MEAN 7.1A7 STB DEV 4.3SS SUM 13.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 6 MISSINO CASES 0 
BASIC COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
MEAN 7.000 STO DEV 4.427 SUM 12.000 
NIIMOER OF CASES 6 MISSINO CASES 0 
STENOORAPt IV 
MEAN 1.667 STD DEV 3.600 SUM 27.000 
MUMPER OF CASES A MISSINO CASES 0 
NURSING AI0 PRACTtCE 
MEAN R STD DEV O SIM O 
NMMKER OF CASES A MISSINO CASES 0 
BASIC OFFICE PRACTICE 
MEAN - 1A 7 STD DEV .400 SUM 1.000 
NIIMOER OF CASES A MISSINO CASES 0 
PHYSICS 
MEAN .1A7 STD DEV .400 SUM I.OOA 
NUMBER OF CASES A MISSING CASES 0 
RURAL 010! OGY 
MEAN O STD DEV 0 SUM •> 
NUMBER OF CASES A MISSING CASES 0 
MET At WORKS 
1 
MEAN 1.167 STD DEV 2.0S0 SUM 7.000 
NIIMPEP OF CASES A Ml S31NO CASE9 0 
wood wur>s 
MEAN • 531 
STO OEV .SIA SUM 2.000 
NLWPEP OF CASES A MISSING CASES O 
ENGINEERINO OPAMINO 
•L 
MEAN 1.*<*7 
STD DEV 1.S4S SUM 
MINDER OF CASES A MISSING CASES 0 
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hi 
Ml PIPER OF CASES & MISSING CASES 0 
PtmTOGPnPIIV 
ME.MI .,.,,7 310 DEV .516 sm 4.Aon 
hjmper nr cases 6 MISSINO cases 0 
PETAtl TRADE 
MEAN .333 STD DEV .516 SUM J.OOO 
NUMOER OF CASES 6 MISSING CASES 0 
SHOE MAKING 
mean |.667 STD DEV 2.650 SUN in.nOO 
NUMBER OF CASES 6 MISSING CASES 0 
DESIGNING 
MEAN 1.167 
- H 
STD DEV 1.941 SUM 7.000 
NUMBER GF CASE9 6 MISSING CASES 0 
TAILORING 
MEAN 1.333 
■% 
STD DEV 1.366 SUM 8.000 
NUMBER OF CASES 6 MISSING CASES 0 
CERAMICS 
MFAN A STD DEV 0 SUM 0 
NUMBER OF CASES 6 MISSING CASES 0 
MECHINE SHOP OPERATION 
MEAN O STD DEV O SUM 0 
NUMBER OF CASES 6 MISSING CASES A 
CABINET MAKING 
MEAN 1.167 STD DL J 2.058 SUM 7.»W» 
NUMBER OF CASES MISSING CASES 0 
CARPENTERY AND JIONERY 
MEAN 2.167 STD DEV 3.061 SUM 13.000 
MUMPER OF CASES 6 MISSING CASES 0 
MOTOR MECHANICS 
7 
MFAN 1.167 SID DFV 1.041 SUM 7.MQ 
NUMBER OF CASES 6 MISSING CASES 0 
MACK SMIIUERV WFIDIMO 
MFAN .167 STD DEV .4011 SUM l.'iOO 
NUMREP AF CASES 6 MISSING TASES O 
SHFF.I META! WORKS • 
ME AI! .'33 SID DEV .516 s« Hi . ono 
uiiunrn uf cases 6 MISSINO CASE9 O 
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nuhder of cases 6 miss mu caser 
t«iu» DRESS I NO 
SIP DEV 
*.*?f SIM 
""Hr,™ CASES a MISS.NG CAGES 
fz< 
NEED) E HOP* S 
. 147 
decorarinn 
18-All 
Rasic rittino 
MEAN 
DAS It PLUMP l MO 
*AN .0J3 
Sin DEV 
•«“*» Sill 
number OF cases A missing cases A 
• 833 STD DEV I . 1*9 
NUMOER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES 
Sll) DEV 
'"ID SUM 
NUMBER OF CASES 4 Ml9SIMG 
STD DEV 
NUMBER OF CASES 4 MISSING CASES o 
RADIO AND TV REDAIRS 
,CflM '-333 STD DEV 1.344 
MUMPER OF CASES 4 MISSINO CASES 0 
5.000 
s 
0.000 
PR INL'I PIES OF MANAGEMENT 
NEft" * 333 STD DEV .5,4 
M41BER OF CASES 4 MISSINO CASES O 
BARIC FITTINO MFCHAHICS 
MFAN O 91 D OCV 
WHIMPER OF CASES 6 MISSING CASES 
** l SCOPES MERE WRITTEN OH EII.E DCOONT FOP A HNWE iriMfEO CARES. 
6 RECORDS til I PUT PER CASE. 
fopiiat is tr*.o,r?.o.a4.F4.?,her.. m intim 7-stores ota v. uinniir 
SEC'tCNCING INEO, I IRE <lAK,BEb.*t. 
missing z-flcnoss ape output as 999.«». i*im iiirriimi mu ekiremf z-stopf'i 
APE IRNNCAfED TO *99.0 OR -99.0. 
I I OUTPUT f I IMWEIOIIfFn 
i i rfcopo I i mumper nr 
I I NNIJMBER I RECORD I MISSING 
I '/APIAM F | PER CASE I 00114949 I CAGES 
I -1*- I..I-- 
I QEPHUI1 I I I I- /» I 
i prr.onh mi i i 7- a i 
SUM II F 1 i 1 9-12 1 
I: Af.wn 1 I i 1 13-16 1 
Ml 1 i 1 17-74 1 .1 
V? 1 i I 2*-32 I o 
1 i 1 31-40 1 O 
•M I i 1 41-40 1 6 
OS | i 1 49-S6 1 «* 
V6 1 i 1 S7-64 1 A 
O? 1 i 1 6S-7? 1 0 
vn i i 1 73 00 1 6 
scnt->*i t 2 1 1-6 1 
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